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ABSTRACT 

This thesis describes a study of the turbulent mixing of different 

density fluids by Rayleigb-Taylor instability, and the development of 

a two-fluid' model of the mixing process. 

The work may be divided into three areas: 

an oxperimental investigation of the mixing phenomena; 

the construction of numerical solution prc>cedures for the 

mathematical equations which govern the flows; 

the performance of a theoretical study leading to the 

development of a 'two-fluid' model of the turbulent mixing 

process which includes a mixing length-scale equation. 

A simple experiment was devised to study the mixing phenomena. 

Densitometer analysis of photographic records was used to collect 

data from neveral repetitions of the experiment. These data were 

later used to validate a two-fluid, model of the mixing process. 

New numerical procedures were constructed to solve the single-phase 

mathematical equations which govern the experimental flows, and also 

the two-phase mathematical equations which form the foundation of the 

'two-fluid' model. The numerical solution procedures were applied to 

several test problems and found to give satisfactory solutions. 

Direct two-dimensional simulation was used to investigate several 

phenomena observed in the experiments. The qimulations solved the 

Euler equations and employed an interface-tracking procedure to 

follow a density interface identified in the experimental flows. The 

simulations successfully demonstrated the observed phenomena, but 

could not account for complex turbulent motions in the experimental 

flows. The simulations aided in understanding the phenomena and 

demonstrated the need for a model of the mixing process. 

A new 'two-fluid, model of the turbulent mixing process has been 

developed. The model is based upon the governing equations of 

two-phase flow, and uses a mixing lenqth-scale equation which takes 

into account growth and diminution of fluid fragments. Data from the 

experimnts were used to validate the model. Comparison of 
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, two-fluid' computer simulations of the experiments with the 

densiLometer data showed them to be in good agreement. 

Recommendations for values of constants in the model were produced. 

The work concludes with the achievements to date, and some suggestions 

for future work. 
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PREFACE 

I became a member of the Computational Fluid Dynamics Unit (CFDU) in 

February 1983, and the work reported in this thesis is the outcome of 

nrZ researches from that time to January 1986. 

The subject of my research has been the study of the Rayle-igh-Taylor 

instability, with particular reference to the development of a 

, two-fluid, model of turbulent mixing by Rayleigh- Taylor instability. 

This is an example of turbulence driven by buoyancy forces, in 

contrast with the situation where shear is the driving mechanism. 

During the first six months of the research I became familiar with the 

subject by using a one-dimensional k-e turbulence model to predict 

the mixing process (Andrews 1983). 'Phis orientation period gave me 

the opportunity to become familiar with the PHOENICS computer program, 

Spalding (1985b), and the facilities available within the CFDU. 

Having completed the orientation period, a programme of rosearch was 

then embarked upon which began with the development of a simple, 

quantitative experiment for the Rayleigh-Taylor phenomenon. The 

purpose of this experiment was to collect data for the validation of 

the 'two-fluid' model. After several attempts a satisfactory 

experiment emerged, and a technique to collect two-fluid, data by way 

of densitometer analysis of photographic records was perfected. 

Experiments were then performed to collect one and two-dimensional 

data using the densitometer technique. 

In order to gain a better understanding of the phenomena observed in 

the experiments, several 'direct', ie no turbulence model, 

computer simulations were performed to simulate the experimental 

conditions. This work sought-to predict the motion of a density 

interface identified within the experimental flow by solving the 

governing equations of the fluid motion. The numerical solution 

procedure embodied in the PHOENICS64 computer code was used to solve 

the governing equations, and an interface-tracking procedure was 

constructnd in conjunction with the particle-tracking procedure of 

Castrejon (1984). The interface-tracking procedure was reported in 
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Castrejon and Andrews (1985). The simulations successfully 

demonstrated several experimental phenomena, and the need for a mixing 

model once the interface became highly distorted. 

Attention was now turned to the two-fluid, model of turbulence. The 

mathematical equations of the model were based on the governing 

equations of two-phase flow, and their complexity necessitated the use 

of a numerical solution procedure. Fortunately the PHEONICS84 

computer code was equipped Lo solve the two-phase flow equations. 

Numerical diffusion was significantly reduced by using an explicit 

calculation of convective transport, which employed the Van Leer 

(1979) meLhod, Andrews (1986). 

Development of the 'two-fluid, turbulence model began with a 

one-dimensional model for the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing process in the 

experiment, and then a two-dimensional model to account for the 

deformation of the mixing by a superimposed large-scale motion. The 

experimental data was used to validaLe Lhe model and provide an 

impetus to its development. The main achievement of this work has 

been to recommend model constants, and a length-scale equation which 

contains growth and diminution Lerms. 

It was at the completlon of the two-d: Lmensional model that I started 

writing this thesis. 

I would now like to express my gratitude to those who have 

contributed to my work. 

Firstly I would like to thank nTy supervisor Professor D Brian Spalding 

for his interest, energy, inspiration and guidance throughout this 

work. His permission to let me use the PHOEXICS84 computer code has 

been a great lx>on to my work. it has been a privilege working with 

him. 
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I am also greatly indebted to my sponsor Mr David Youngs whose kindly 

support and encouragement over the past three years has been 

invaluable. His suggestions and ideas have contributed to most areas 

of the work, in particular it was he who pointed out the Van Leer 

method and its use to reduce numerical diffusion in the solution of 

the mathematical equations governing two-phase flow. 

My sincerest thanks go to Drs NE Hoskin and WM Pun for their many 

useful technical comments. The friendship and technical comments 

of Dr A Castrejon throughout the work has been a continual source of 

pleaqure. 

I am indebted to the members and staff of the CFDU for their ready 

help; Bob King for his laboratory help; Dr ASC Ma for his 

experimental advice; Mrs Frith Oliver for her assistance in 

administrative matters and Kr Peter Dale for computer support. 

My thanks also go to AWRE for the use of their CRAY IA computer, 

the friendly support of their computer staff and to Pat and Joyce for 

their careful typing of the manuscript. 

The day-to-day exchange of ideas with other researchers has been most 

useful. These include Drs SM Farawagi and J0 IllegbUSi, LUi Jung, 

Christian Langev. 1n, Paul Shepherd, Francisco Villas5nor and all the 

other members past and present of the research team in the CFDU- 

ITie support and encouragement of my friends has helped me throughout 

the work. The kindness and encouragement throughout most of the work 

by Alison Thurlbeck cannot go unmentioned. To my parents and family 

whose patience and support throughout my life has been a source of 

strength. Finally, I wish to express my deepest thanks to Helen 

steers, whose warmth and care have left me in her debt. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The physical phenomenon of interest 

The Rayleigh-Taylor instability occurs when a heavy fluid is placed 

above a light one in a grav! LaLional field. The interface becomes 

increasingly distorted and small wavelength disturbances degenerate 

finally into a turbulent mixing process, Figure I. I. 

Such turbulent mixing occurs in many buoyant situations, an example 

is its deleterious effect during the laser implosion of deuterium- 

tritium fusion t&rgets (P D Roberts, 1980). 

In a wider sense the present work may be regarded as a study of 

turbulence generated by buoyancy, in contrast to the situation in 

which turbulence is generated by shear. 

The present investigation has concentrated on the mixing of two fluids 

with a density ratio close to unity. The fluids employed were brine 

(density pb = 1.1 x 103 kg m-3) and water (density pw = 

IX 103 kg M-3). Since the fluids are miscible surface tension has no 

effect on the mixing process. 

1.2 Review of relevant previous work 

According to Taylor (1950), in the absence of viscosiLy or surface 

tension the amplitude A of a small sinusoidal perturbation of 

wavelength X grows according to the formula: 

A. cosh (n, t) ... (1.1), 

where Ao is the amplitude of the initial perturbation, and nX is the 

growth-rate given by: 

nz, = 
2iTg pw - pb 

N PW + Pb 
(1.2), 

where pw and pb are the densities of water and brine (pb )' pw), and 

g the gravitational acceleration (g < o). 
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Figure 1.1 Development of Rayleigh-Taytor mixing. 
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Experimental, theoretical and numerical work (D J Lewis (1950), 

Birkoff (1954) and Daly (1967)), suggests that for small density 

differences and when A> A/2 the penetration rate of the perturbation 

slows and approaches a limiting value v,, given by: 

Pb 
voo = Cco 

/ 

Pb- 
94 

The coefficient C,, has been measured by several workers ov(3. r a range 

of density ratios (Ratafia (1979), naly (1967)), and for the present 

fluids assigned a value of 0.7. 

in the absence of any stabilizing mechanism, the growth-rate nA 

increases without limit as the wavelength is decreased. The present 

work employs miscible fluids so that viscosity may be expected to be 

an important stabilizing mechanism. According to Chandrasekhar 

(1962), in the presence of viscosiLy there exists a maximum growth 

rate rim, corresponding to a most unstable wavelength Am, given by: 

II 

rim = 
L9 Pw - Pb 

Iz, 

and Ilm 4Tr 
4; L2 

hm PW + Pb (pz -p)9 
w 

ýz 

I 

where g is the ViBCOSity Of the brine/water. 

if the initial disturbance comprises a random set of wavelengths, then 

we might expect the most unstable wavelength xm to appear first, and 

rapidly reach its limiting penetration speed. Longer wavelengths then 

overtake due to their continuing exponential growth. As time proceeds 

successively longer wavelengths should dominate the flow, with loss of 

memory of the initial conditions, and the formation of turbulent 

Rayleigh-Taylor mixing. 

Youngs (1963) argues that this evolutionary process may be described 

by a similarity solution. Then the width of the mixing region in the 

prosent situation, where the density ratio is close to unity, should 

be given by the following relation: 



is 

2a 
Pw - Pb 

gt2 
pw 4, pb 

Recent experiments by Burrows assigned a value for a of 0.06, 

which is in good agreement witb the value of 0.05 determined from 

numerical experiments by Youngs (1984). 

Experimental work by Stafford (1982) demonstrated that if gravity was 

reversed to give a stabilizing situation, then the two fluids 

partially de-mix, and re-establish a dennity interface. 

Tho turbulent nature of the mixing process and its similarity develop- 

ment, suggests the use of a turbulence model for its prediction. 

Andrews (1983), used a one-dimensional k-oE turbulence mc-Ael- (Spalding 

1983) for the mixing procons, and obtained the experimentally 

determined formula of (1.5) for the width of the mixing region. The 

values used for model constants compared favourably with 

values used in the simulation of other buoyant flows. 

1.3 The need for a two-fluid' model of turbulence 

The use of a single-fluid turbulence model, such as the k-e model, for 

the mixing process involves the application of the 'gradient diffu- 

sion' hypothesis (Spalding, 1972). In the present mixing situation 

the hypothesis proposes that the turbulent mixture expands by a 

diffusion process, and as a consequence contraction cannot take place. 

Hence the 'gradient diffusion' hypothesis is unable to account for the 

partial de-mixing observed by Stafford. 

The experiments indicate that the turbulent Rayleigh-Taylor mixture 

comprises fragments from the different density fluids. Within the 

mixture gravity induces different accelerations in fragments from the 

different density fluids, causing them to have different velocities. 

The velocity separation of the fluid fragments is limited by drag, as 

in the case of a single gas bubble rising in a liquid when gravity is 

present. This is an example of the 'sifting, behaviour identified by 

Spalding (1965a), and suggests that the two-phase flow equations*be 

used to model the mixing process, thereby forming a two-fluid' model 

of turbulence. 
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By identifying the different density fluids with individual equations 

of motion the model should be capable of predicting the de-mixing 

phenomenon. 

1.4 Major objective and strateqy of the research 

With the advent of quite general numerical solution procedures for the 

governing equations of one and two-phase flows Spalding (1985b), and 

with the aid of experimental data it is possible to proceed with the 

development of a Lwo. -fluid, model of the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing 

process. 

The. major objective of the present work is to recommend a 'two-fluid' 

model of turbulent Rayleigb-Taylor mixing that is physically 

plausible, gives good agreement with experimental results, and 

contains a formulation to determine a mixing length-scale for use in 

an inter-fluid drag term. The model may be regarded as a step towards 

a complete 'two-fluid, model of turbulence. The strategy adopted for 

the research may be summarised as follows: 

Devise a simple, quantitative experiment to investigate 

mixing by Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and suitable 

, two-fluid, data collection procedures. 

use the experiment to collect 'two-fluid' data for the 

validation of a one-dimensional model of the mixing 

proceas. Then alter the experiment and collect data 

for the validation of a two-dimensional model, in which 

Rayleigh-Taylor mixing is defornwed by a superimposed 

large-scale motion. 

Perform direct, (no turbulence model) simulations of 

observed experimental phenomena, the objective being 

to enhance understanding of the phenomena, and to 

explore the limitations of *direct' simulations. 
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validate a one-dimensiona. 1 two-fluid, model of the 

mixing process by comparing solutions of the model 

equations with the experimental data. The outcome of 

this work should be a one-dimensional model of the 

Rayleigb-Taylor mixing procesn witb a rocommended 

mixing length-scale equation. 

Fxtend the one-dimensional model to two-dimensions, and 

validate the two-dimensional model by comparing 

solutions of the model equations with the corresponding 

experimental data. The final two-dimensional model 

should satisfy the major objective of the research. 

1.5 Outline of the thesis 

The thesis is divided into nine chaptorn of which this introduction 

is the first. 

Chapter 2 describes the experimental apparatus that has been 

developed and the densitometer analysis of photographic records. 

Chapter 3 descily-s the experiments perEormed, the phenomena observed 

in the experiments, and tbe data collected. 

In Chapter 4 the Euler equations which govern the flow of a single 

fluid are given, and afterwards the govPrning equations of two-phase 

flow which form the basis of the two-fluid' model. 

Chapter 5 describes the numArical solution procedures that have been 

adopted. 

Chapter 6 presents several test problemn for fhe numerical solution 

procedures, and dencribes the numerical solutions obtained when using 

the procedures of chapter S. 

In chapter 7, a study of tho experimental pheomena is performed by way 

of direct* computer simulations. 

Chapter 8 describes the development of the *two-fluid' model of. ' 

turbulence for the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing process. 
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Finally, chapter 9 closes tho main hody of the thesis with a summary 

of the main achievements of the research, an assessment of the 

achievements, and suggestions for further research. 

Chapter 9 is followed by lists of references and nomenclature, and 

afterwards appendices which supplement the work presented in the main 

body of the thesis. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

2.1 Introduction 

A simple experiment to investiqate Rayleiqh-Taylor instability has 

been developed. The experiment situatos a heavy fluid (brine), above 

a liqbt one (water) by invertinq a slim tank mounted on a horizontal 

axle. The fluids then mix by Rayleiqh-Taylor instabilities. 

The water has been coloured blue for vistialisation purposes, and to 

permit the collection of quantitative data via densitometer analysis 

of photographic records. 

The following sections of this chapter describe the experimental 

arrangement, densitometer analysis and data collection procedures. 

Experimental resultu aVpear in the next chapter. 

2.2 Experimental apparatus 

2.2.1 iý 

The experinxintal apparatus is shown in Figure 2.1, and 

diagrammatically in Figure 2.2. The apparatus comprises a shallow 

transparent perspex tank of dimensions 360 x 2SO x5 mm, with side 

walls of opaque perspex to aid in densitometer analysis. 

The tank rotates on an axle which may be tilted by placing wedges 

under one side of the supporting metal frame to superimpose a two- 

dimensional motion on tho mixing process. 

Springs are used to initiate rotation from a vertical position, 

sliding off after a rotation of 450. The tank then rotates freely 

until held at a stopping plate by a catch after a rotation of 1800. 

A counter-balance weight at the water end of the tank, ensures a 

uniform rate of rotation. 
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Figure 2.2 Olmensions of the experimental tank. 

2.2.2 Operation of the apparatus 

An experimental run is performed in four steps: 

Step 1: the tank is filled with distilled water to 

the level of the axle. 

Step 2: brine is added to the tank until water 

ejects from the top valve; the valves are then 

closed. At this stage there is no mixing. 

Step 3: the rotation springs are attached and the tank 

held in a vertical position by a release pin. 

Step 4: the tank is released by removing the pin. 

The tank rotates through 1800, situating the heavy brine above the 

lighter water. Once mixing is complete the tank is drained 

and cleaned by flushing with distilled water. 

2.2.3 Preparation of mixing components 

The brine solution was made-up using lanalar, grade sodium chloride, 

weighed out using a differential weighing technique to an accuracy of 

0.0001 gm. 
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The salt was then dissolved in one litre of distilled water, and made- 

up to two litres in a calibrat. od flaqk, to give a brine density of 

1.1 x 10 3 kg ý-3. 

The water component was marked with nigrosene dye. for vinuali. sation 

and measurement purposes. Tho dye concentration was 0.01 gm/litre, 

aelected to give a linear relationship between light absorption 

measurements (taken from a photographic negative), and dye concen- 

tration. Further details of a calibration check may be found in 

sect-. ion 2.3. 

2.2.4 Pbotoqraphic records 

Photographs of the experiment were taken using a camera which was 

placed in front of the tank, at the level. of the axle. Backlighting 

was provided by a bank of three fluorescent tuben with the light 

passing through a diffuner screen. 

The camera used was a Cannon Al fitted with a 50 mm, 1: 1.8 lens, and 

a film motor drive fix(id at 5 frames/second. The photographic film 

was Kodak Tri-X-pan, 35 mm, 400 ASA. When taking photographs, the 

camera was in program mode AE1, giving a typical shutter spoed of 

1/400 second at E9.7. 

2.3 Densitometer analvsis of pbotcmraphic records 

2.3.1 Preamble 

This section describes the analysis of photographic! records using a 

densitometer, and the determination of fluid volume-fraction data from 

the densitometer measurements. 

The densitometer scans a negative taking light absorption 

measurements. By dyeing the water blue it has been possible to 

establish a linear relationship between the absorption nKiasurement, 

and the volume-fraction of brine; 

1: - Tmin 

rb ý 
rmax - ][min 
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where rb is the volume-fraction of brine; I is the absorption 

measurement; max and min are the absorptions corresponding to pure 

brine and water respectively. 

Values of I, Inkx and min were determined in four steps: 

Step 1: scan a negative collecting absorption measurement. 

Step 2: find those data points which lie inside the flow 

domain. 

Step 3: remove the effect of non-uniform backlighting. 

Step 4: determine values of 1max and 'min* 

Details of a calibration check are given next, and afterwards a 

detailed description of the above four steps applied to the photograph 

shown in figure 2.3. 

2.3.2 Calibration of liqht absorption measurements 

A calibration check for relation (2.1) has been performed using a 

colour wedge. The wedge was filled with the dyed water used in the 

experiment, diluted with clear water in the ratio I part dyed to 9 

parts clear. 

Since the depth of the experimental box iS 5 mm, the maximum colour 

concentration used in the experiment was represented by a wedge depth 

of 5 cin. 

Light absorption measurements taken from a photographic negative of 
the wedge show the desired linear relationship figure 2.4. 

2.3.3 Scanninq a neqative 

The densitometer used was a Joyce Loebel Scandig Mk 3, attached to a 

magnetic tape drive via a Data General Nova 3/12 computer. 

Densitometer measurements were collected on magnetic tape and then 

transferred to a Perkin Elmer 3220 computer in the CFDU for analysis. 
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Brine 

-AN 

Water 

Figure 2.3 A typicat photograph from an 
experiment. 
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The densitometer takes light absorption measurements by passing a 

narrow circular light beam through the negative, converting the 

transmitted light to an absorption measurement. The diameter of the 

light beam on the negative was 25 X 10-6 M, giving 400 x 400 

measurements per cm2. Typically 500 x 340 measurements covered the 

experimental fluid flow a-rea on the negative. 

Absorption measurements span an integer grey scale from 0 to 249. A 

typical range for water and brine on a negative spanned 70 of these 

grey scale values. 

Calibration 
wedge 

Dyed 
water 

20 Grey scate 140 

Figure 2.4 Calibration of dye concentration. 

2.3.4 Some definitions 

Each absorption measurement will be referred to as a 'pixel'. Pixel 

values taken along a line parallel to the longest side will be 

referred to as a 'column' of pixel values. Pixel values along a line 

parallel to the shorter side will be referred to as a 'row' of pixel 

values, see Figure 2.5. 
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Pixel column 

Figure 2.5 Pixel rows and columns covering a 
photographic negative. 

II 

2.3.5 Selection of Pixels in the flow domain 

Scanning the negative of the photograph in Figure 2.3 results in a 

large data file of absorption measurements. Figure 2.6 Shows a 

contour plot taken from the measurements. The contour has been chosen 

to show the edges of light areas which correspond to the opaque 

boundaries of the flow domain. 

By scanning the data file along the rows and up the columns, the 

edges of the flow domain may be determined, and the data therein 

transferred to a new data file. 
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Figure 2.6 Densitometer plot showing the outline of 
the experimental apparatus. 

2.3.6 Removal of backliqhtin 

Figure 2.7 shows a plot of the probability of finding a grey level 

value within the transferred data file. The pixel histogram has two 

peaks, one for the dyed water, the other for the clear brine. Ideally 

the peaks should be narrow, but their spread suggests either noise in 

the measurements, or non-uniform backlighting. 

Backlighting was removed by scanning a negative which shows the 

experimental tank without fluids, and then subtracting the background 

data file from the experimental data file. 

The pixel histogram which results from the subtraction is shown in 

Figure 2.8. The histogram exhibits a shift in the data due to the 

subtraction. The decrease in the width of the peaks, and the 

reduction in noise indicates that a significant improvement has been 

achieved. 
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Figure 2.7 Pixel histogram before removal of backlighting. 
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Figure 2.8 Pixel histogram after removal of backtighting. 
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2.3.7 Determination of I and I- 
utax ýý in 

The pixel histogram in Figure 2.8 shows two distinct peaks 

corresponding to areas of pure water and pure brine. 

This suggests that min and Imax should be defined as the grey level 

values which correspond to the left and right peaks respectively. 

All grey level values below 
min were set to 'min, and all values 

above IMaX were set to IrrIax. 

The radius of the peaks provides an error estimate for the grey level 

measurements of 5 grey levels. Since typically 70 grey levels span 

the fluid colour range the percentage error is 7%. 

2.4 Data collection procedures 

2.4.1 Overview 

This section describes the procedures used to obtain experimental data 

from the densitometer measurements of the last section. 

one-dimensional techniques have been developed for experiments in 

which the axle is horizontal, and two-dimensional techniques for when 

the axle is tilted. 

The following one-dimensional procedures are described in the next 

section: 

determination of volume-fraction profiles, 

calculation of an integral mixing-width, 

definition of a length-scale correlation and 

its use to determine a mixing length-scale. 

These one-dimensional procedures are then followed by two-dimensional 

procedures: 

formation of volume-fraction contours, 

measurement of the amplitude of the overturning 

disturbance, 

measurement of mixing width at the interface of the 

two-fluids. 
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2.4.2 one-dimensional data collection procedures 

Volume-fraction profile 

A volume-fraction profile through the mixing region is formed by 

taking a plane averaged absorption measurement. The mixing profile is 

then normalised with respect to the man values representing pure 

water and brine to give a volume-fraction profile of brine: 

rb(y) 

XL 

rb(x, y) dx 
XL 

J0 

Averaging across the central 200 pixel columns which span the flow 

shown in Figure 2.3, gave the volume-fraction profile shown in 

Figure 2.9. 

H', x width : 159.421 (PZxels) 
M; x wZdth : 0.11307 (Metres) 

Vot (roc Pix pasn 
0.1 197 
0.2 214 
0.3 224 
0.4 234 
0.5 
06 

0.9 

243 
257 
2G9 
275 
297 

rb 

Figure 2.9 Votume-fraction profite of brine from 

a ptane average. 
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Inte ral mixinq-width 

The volume-fraction profile above may be used to determine the width 

of the mixing region. Suppose the mixing profile is a linear function 

represented as: 

Pb y/S for 04y -4 6 

I for y>6 

0 for y<0 

where 6 is the width of the mixing region. 

Then 6= 61 where I iB the integral: 

OD 
f 

'ib(I - Tb) dy. 

--OD 

This suggests the definition of an integral mixing-width as: 

6 
JYL 

-rb)dy 

0 

where ib is the plane-averaged volume-fraction, and the integration 

should be taken over a domain which includes the mixing region. 

Lencith-scale correlation 

(2.2), 

(2.3), 

Following Hinze (1959), a one-dimensional correlation coefficient 

based upon volume-fraction fluctuations may be defined as: 

C(Y, S) = 

xL 
rl(x, y) rl(x + s, y) dx fo 

bb 
(2.4), 

rl(x, y)2 dx 
b 

where rb = rb - 'ib; Fb is a mean value of rb; and s is a shift along 

the x-axis. For the experiment the x-axis is defined to be the 

horizontal direction, and an appropriate average for % is provided by 

taking the plane averaged volume-fraction. 
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The photograph in Figure 2.3 shows a homogeneous mixing region 

spanning the central area of the flow domain. The correlation 

coefficient for various shift values at ib = 0.5 in this photograph is 

shown in Figure 2.10. 

In order to facilitate an understanding of the correlation plot 

consideration is now given to the correlation coefficient (2.4), at a 

fixed horizontal position, yý Yr* 

If s=0 then C(O) =I 

if s>0 then the coefficient compares each fluctuation with a value 

taken by a shift along the horizontal plane. If it is assumed that 

the mixing region contains fluid fragments then local (s =: 0) colour 

variations will be small giving a coefficient value close to unity. 

As the shift increases the correlation compares points in the flow 

which are further apart. Eventually fragments of the opposite colour 

cause C(s) < 0. The value of s where C(s) =0 is taken as a measure 

of the fluid fragment size. 

The correlation coefficient has the following properties: 

C(O) = 1, 
dC 
-(0) =0 (by symmetry), 
ds 

dzC 
-(0) <0 (a maximum at s= 0) 
dsz 

Representing the coefficient: as a power series in s and ignoring terms 

of order S3 and higher gives the following approximation for C(s); 

C(S) 

2 
where Af ý/-, 

d2C 
is the fragment size. 

ds 2(o) 

1 
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A value for Xf was obtained from the correlation value C(s) for 

s=1,2,3, ... n until C(s) < 0, by performing a least-squares fit 

using (2.6) giving: 

n 

n 

Af 
n [2n + 1](n + 1] 
6 

The value of Af obtained by this procedure is shown on Figure 2.10, 

and is in good agreement with the position where C(s) = 0. 

Votu, e fract, on (or correlation tO. 507 
Length-scaLe (pixels) t5.886 

00 

Figure 2.10 Corretation function for homogeneous 
mixing at Fb'ý 0-5. 
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2.4.3 Two-dimensional. data collection procedures 

Volume-fraction contours 

A volume-fraction contour plot is formed by taking the average 

volume-fraction from a 10 x 10 pixel sub-domain. A typical flow 

domain on a negative is covered by 500 x 340 pixels, this gives a 

total of 50 x 34 data points for the contour plot. 

Figure 2.11 shows the results of this procedure, when applied to 

negatives taken from experiments with axle tilt angles of 55, and 

3021'. For comparison purposes the volume-fraction contours of brine 

at 0.8,0.5 and 0.2 have been placed beside the corresponding 

experimental photograph. 

The local averaging procedure causes the loss of features smaller than 

the pixel sub-doma: Ln, but features the same size as the sub--domain 

cause fluctuations in the contours. 

The comparison reveals that the contour plots are in good agreement 

with the photographs, and give a good measure of the distribution of 

mixing in the experiment. 

Amplitude of the overturninq motio 

A direct measure of the amplitude H of the overturning 

motion has been taken from the photographic negatives, see Figure 

2.12. 

Mixina width 

A mixing width has been measured from a volume-fraction contour plot 

by drawing parallel lines which follow the 0.8 and 0.2 contours, see 

Figure 2.12. The separation of the parallel lines is taken as a 

measure of the width of the mixing region. 
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Brine 
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=30 21' 

Photographs. Volume-fractions. 

Figure 2.11 Experimental photographs and volume-fraction 
contours from densitometer analysis. 
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Figure 2.12 Measurements for the 'fitted' experiments. 

2.5 Concluding remarks for Chapter 2 

This chapter has described the experimental arrangement used to study 

mixing by Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 

The description has covered the experimental set-up, and how 

photographic records have been analysed by way of a densitometer. 

The procedures used to extract experimental results from the 

densitometer data have been demonstrated, and shown to give useful 

information for comparison with simulations of the experiments. 

The next chapter describes the results from several experiments. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1 Introductio 

This chapter describes the results of three experiments which differ 

by the tilt angle given to the rotation axle of the experimental 

tank. 

In the first experiment no tilt has been used, and will be referred to 

as the 'no-ttlt' experiment. The purpose of this experiment is to 

investigate a flow in which the average volume-fraction distribution 

would be one-dimensional. By using no tilt a horizontal layer of 

Rayleigh-Taylor mixing develops, and a one-dimensional volume-fraction 

profile may be taken from a plane-average. 

The remaining two experiments employ tilt angles of 55' and 3021', and 

are referred to as the 'tilted* experiments. The purpose of tilting 

the tank is to introduce a known initial perturbation into the 

experiment, causing a two-dimensional motion, and an average volume- 
fraction distribution which is two-dimensional. 

The results from these experiments are used to validate a 

'two-fluid' model of the mixing phenomena. 

3.2 The 'no-tilt, experiment 

3.2.1 Introductory remarks 

Photographs of the experiment are shown in Figures 3.1(a) to (p). 

Three distinct phenomena may be observed; the formation of 'dark 

bands' during the initial rotation period, Figures 3.1(a) to (d); the 

development of 'homogeneous mixing, by Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, 

Figures 3.1(e) to (h); and 'bowing' of the mixing region by a long- 

wavelength disturbance, Figures 3.1 (i) to (p). 

A detailed study of these phenomena now follows. 
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Ir 

(a) t=0.4s (b) t=0.6s 

(C) NONS (d) W. Os 

Figure 3.1 Photographs of the 'no-tilt' experiment. 
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(e) t=1.2s M t=1.4s 

ir 

AL 

(g) t=l. Gs (h) t=1.8s 

F'kgure 3.1 Continued. 
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Ut) t=2. Os (j t=2.2s 

(k) t=2.4s (1) t=2. Gs 

Figure 3.1 Continued. 
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3.2.2 Formation of 'dark bands' 

Experimental observations 

Photographs 3.1(a) to (d) show the formation of horizontal dark bands 

as the box is inverted. The phenomenon is caused by the heavy brine 

sliding down the back wall, as depicted in Figure 3.2. 

During the rotation period the density interface attempts to remain 

level. In the inver-ted position the interface is steeply tilted 

acting as a perturbation of wavelength twice the depth of the box. The 

perturbation penetrates both fluids, forming Kelvin-Helmholtz instabi- 

lities as the fluids flow past one another. The banded appearance is 

due to the depth of dye caused by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, 

Figure 3.2. Previous work reviewed in the introduction to the thesis, 

suggests that the penetration rate of the perturbation tends to a 

limiting value given by: 

2 
v(D = coo 

FD Pw 

2 Pb 
... (3.1), 

where Pb and pw are the densities of brine and water respectively, g 
the driving acceleration, and D the depth of the box (5 mm). 

In the present experiment the driving acceleration g varies 

continuously during the rotation period when the bands are formed, and 

then remains constant at -9.81 ms-z once the box is inverted. As a 

result of the varying driving acceleration different values of C. may 

be expected for the rotation and inversion periods. 

During rotation the mean position of the box is in the horizontal 

plane; Barr (1965) calculated C., for the horizontal position and found 

a value of 0.67. In the vertical position the coefficient has been 

calculated by Daly (1967) and assigned a value of 0.7. 
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Figure 3.2 Formation of 'dark bands' by 
Kelvin -Helmholtz instabilities. 

Analysis of Photoqraphs 

A volume-fraction profile for photograph 3.1(a) obtained using the 

horizontal averaging procedure of the last chapter is shown in 

Figure 3.3. 

The plot displays peaks and troughs due to the dark bands. The width 

of the banded region is 3 cm. The penetration velocity may be 

me"ured as half the width divided by the current time, giving 

v., = 3.75 x 10-z ms-1. Substituting this value into (3.1) with the 

driving acceleration as -9.81 ms-z and the depth of the box 5 mm gives 

Coo = 0.79 in reasonable agreement with the value of 0.67 assigned by 

Barr. 

At a later time in Figure 3.4 the volume-fraction plot shows a 

reduction in the amplitude of the peak-trough appearance, and an 

increase in the width to 6 cm. Comparison of the plot with the 

corresponding photograph 3.1(d), reveals that the bands are undergoing 

dissolution by small-scale Rayleigh-Taylor mixing. Subsequent 

photographs confirm this observation with the appearance of a well 

mixed region. 
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Figure 3.3 Votume-fraction profites of brine from 
photographs 31 (a) & (d). 
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The vertical penetration raLte may be measured by dividing the increase 

in width by the elapsed time to give v., = 2.5 x 10-z ms-1, which in 

turn leads to C. 0 = 0.53. This value is 25% lower than that assigned 

by Daly, and may be due to the close proximity of the side walls. 

3.2.3 'Bowinq' of the mixinq reqion 

Experimental observations 

Photographs 3.1(i) to (p) show a gradual bowing of the mixed region. 

Similar bowing may be observed in the experiments reported by Read 

(1983). 

The Photographs suggest that the bowing may be due either to a large 

initial perturbation, or to corner effects which cause billowing 

at the side walls, and bowing in the middle. 

It has not been possible to ascertain with any certainty which effect 

causes the bowing' phenomenon, but the bowing itself may be 

considered as arising from a long-wavelength disturbance which 

develops as a Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 

Analvsis of photoqraphs 

Work by Read (1983) proposed that turbulent mixing by Rayleigh-Taylor 

instabilities should grow in propor-tion to the parameter: 

(Pw - Pb) 
gtz 

(Pw + Pb) 

Figure 3.4 presents a plot of integral mixing width, defined in 

Chapter 2 against X. Three areas of Interest may be identified on the 

plot. 

(a) appearance of dark bands' for 04X<0.5, 

(b) development of 'homc>geneous mixing, for 0.5 4X 

(c) 'bowing' of the mixing region for 24X 1ý 5. 

(a) The high growth-rate present in the plot is due to the 

banded phenomenon described in the last section. As the 

growth-rate slows it reaches a termi-nal velocity, and small- 

scale Rayleigh-Taylor Instabilities cause dissolution of the 

bands. 
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(b) Turbulent mixing by Rayleigh-Taylor instability develops 

with the gradual appearance of larger fragments, and 

expansion of the mixing region. This phenomenon is the 

subject of the next section. 

(c) The advent of a long-wavelength Rayleigh-Taylor instability 

causes an acceleration of the mixing growth-rate. 

0-36 

0-24 

WM 

O-lA 

x 

Figure 3.4 Overall growth of the mixing region 
in the 'no-tilt' experiment. 

3.2.4 1 Hogpgeneou@L! 
__Mjx"n 

Experimntal observations 

Photographs 3.1(e) to (h) show the development of turbulent 

mixing by Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 

Inspection of the photographs reveals that the mixing develops from 

small-scale instabilities, which rapidly degenerate into a mixing 

process, with the appearance of successively larger length-scales. 

This is the mixing process described in the introduction to the 

thesis, where it was also noted that the unstable wavelength should 
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appear first. In the prosent experiment viscosity acts as a stabi- 

lizing mechanism; the most unstable wavelength xm, may be determined 

from equation (1.4) and takes a value of 1.5G mm. This corresponds to 

an e-folding time, tM = 1/nm, of 0.033 s. Work by Youngs (1984a) 

suggests that the mont unstable wavelength should appear after a time 

of order 10 t1n, ie 0.33 s. The photographs show the first appearance 

of lateral. instabilities after 0.8 s. Subtracting the 0.4 s it takes 

to rotate the box gives good agreement with the work of Youngs. 

Analysis of the_phqýtogrpi hs 

Densitometer analysis of the photographs has concentrated on the 200 

pixel columns which cover the centre of the flow domain. In doing so 

side wal. 1 effects have been neglected, and the effect of 'bowing' 

minimised. 

Figure 3.5 shows volume-fraction profiles for the mixing region. Two 

features may be dintinguinhed; firstly the linearity of the profile; 

and secondly round-off at the edges of the mixture due to edge 

fluctuations. 

According to the work of Burrows (1985) the width W of the mixture 

should increase according to the formula: 

W= 2cLX, x= 
Pw - Pb 

gtz 
Pw - Pb 

with a measured an 0.06. Tn the present work a measure for a has been 

taken from the straight line representing the overall mixing growth in 

Figure 3.4, and assigned a value of 0.04. This value is 30% lower 

than the value of Burrows and this may be attributM to the narrow 

space between the front and back face plates. 

Table 3.1 presents fragmPnt size measurements from the procedure of 

Chapter 2 at the cenLre of the mixture where ib = o. 5. The fragment 

sizes increase with the expansion of the mixing region lending support: 

to the photýýgraphic observation. The advent of the bowing' pheno- 

menon prevents the collection of sufficient measuremenLs to determine 

a temporal relationship, although similarity suggests a relationship 

based upon gt2. 
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Figure IS Votume-fraction profiles of brine 
from photographs 3.1(f) to(i). 
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TABLE 3.1. Fraqment size measurements 

t (S) Xf (M) 

1.4 3x 10- 3 

1.6 4.2 X 10- 3 

1.8 6.14 X 10-3 

2.0 6.3 x 10- 3 

3.3 The 'Tilted' experiments 

3.3.1 Introductory remarks 

Photographs for the 55' and 3021' 'tilted' experiments are shown in 

Figures . 3.6 (a) to (h), and 3.7 (a) to (h). 

Four distinct phenomena may be obsc%rvod in the photc>graphs: 

(a) The formation of dark bands* during the initial rotation 

period. 

(b) The appearance Of oppositely directed fluid plumes at the 

nide walln, shortly after the initial rotation period. 

(c) A gradual ovorturning motion, which causes the brine and 

water to exchange positions. 

(d) The development of a mixed region in the centre of the 

flow domain. 

The dark band, phenomenon 'has already been observed and studied in 

the 'no-tilt, experiment. The remaining phenomena, (b) to (d), are 

studied in the following sections. 
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Figure 3.6 Photographs of the 55' 'titted' experiment. 
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(e) t=2. Os M t=2.2s 

(g) t=2.4s (h) t=2.6s 

Figure 3.6 Continued. 
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(a) t=0.4s (b) t=0.8s 

(C) t=l. Os (d) t=1.2s 

F't gure 3.7 Pho t ographs oft he 30 21 tiIt ed' exper i men t. 
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(e) t=1.4s 

(g) t=1.8s 

(f) t=l. Gs 

(h) t=2. Os 

Figure 3.7 Continued. 
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3.3.2 Wall plumes 

Experimental observations 

The photographs in Figures 3.6 (a) to (c) for a tilt angle of 55', and 

Figure 3.7 (a) to (c) for a tilt angle of 3021', show the growth of 

oppositely directed plumes which move in a clockwise direction. 

Analysis of photoqraphs 

The initial conditions in the tilted, experiments are equivalent to 

those in the 'no-tilt, experiment, but with a tilted interface, and 

a tilted gravity field, see Figure 3.8. 

The tilted interface may be regarded as one half of a saw-tooth' 

Rayleigb-Taylor instability, see Figure 3.8. The clock-wise rotation 

of the fluid is due to the growth of the *saw-tooth, perturbation. 

The initial perturbation amplitude, A., is given by: 

X0,2x 
Ao - tan 13 1-- 

21 xoj 
(3.4), 

where Ao is the wavelength of the saw-tooth, instability, and p is 

the tilt angle. In the present experiment No = 0.5 m (twice the width 

of the tank). 

The Fourier series representation of Ao is given by: 

co 
tan 13 

Ao = 4NO --; ý 

r=o 

cos(2r + 1) Tnc, /, \o 

( 2r +I )z 
(3.5). 

Linear perturbation analysis gives an exponential growth-rate for each 

Fourier component, so that at time t the amplitude A of the 

perturbation is given by: 

4AOtan 13 00 

TT 2 

r=o 

cos(2r + 1) mc/N. 

(2r + 1)2- 
- cosh(nt), 
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Figure 3.8 Initial conditions in the 'tilted-experifpents. 
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where n is the growth-rato for the r 
th 

mode with a wavenumber k given 

by: 
k= (2r + 1) iT/, Xo (3.7). 

If both surface tension and viscosity are absent, and the horizontal 

component of gravity neglected then the growt-h-rate is: 

n? ý kg cos p. 
Pw - Pb 

pw 4* pb 
(3.8). 

As r4 co, n4w and the series diverges for all t ). 0. The 

introduction to the thesis has explained how viscosity tends to 

stabilize the high wavenumber modes, giving a maximum growth-rate 

and hence only a limit: ed number of unstable Fourier modes exist. 

Burrows et al (1985) has computed the Fourier series (3.6), and 

predicted the formation of jets at the side walls. Penetration of the 

jets is soon overestimated as the linear theory breaks down. 

The appearance of wall plumes may be aLLributed to the rapid growth of 

shorL wavelength Fourier components in the initial perturbation. 

3.3.3 overturninq 

Experimental observations 

The photographs in Figures 3.6 (a) to (h), and Figures 3.7 (a) to (h), 

show the gradual development of a large overturning motion, which 

oventually causes the two fluids to exchange positions. The 

overturning is due to the growth of the longest wavelength Fourier 

component in the initial saw-tooth, perturbation. 

The photographs show that the overturning occurs later at the lower 

tilt angle. This may be attributed to the nmaller initial amplitude 

of the saw-tooth' perturbation. 

Analysis of photoqraph 

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show volume-fraction contour plots taken from 

photographs of the 55, and 3021' 'tilted' cixperiwents. The plots 

clearly show the development of the overturning motion. 
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Figure 3.10 Volume-fraction contours taken from 
photographs of the 30 21' 'tilted' experiment. 
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Figure 3.11 Penetration of the overturning motion in 
the 'titted' experiments. 

Figure 3.1.1 plots the penetration of the overturning motion H/2 

defined in Figure 2.12, against n,, t (n(, 
o 

is defined on the plot). The 

distance D in thin intitance is taken to be the width of the tank, 

0.25 m. The plot reveals that the penetration rate tends to a similar 

limiting value in each experiment, and provides a measure for -00 in 

the relation (3.1) Of 0.44. 

3.3.4 ' M-ix-Ln ' 

Experimental observations 

The photographs 3.6 (d) to (h), and 3.7 (d) to (h) show the 

development of a mixing region in the centre of the flow, and that it 

rotates with the overturning motion. 

It: may be observed in the photographs of the 30211 experimenL Lhat the 

mixing region conLracts in width as the overturning motion dominates 

Lhe flow. This effect may be attributed to deformation of the mixing 

region associated with the elongation of the mixing interface. Since 
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the fluids are incompressible an elongation in one direction must mean 

a contraction in the perpendicular direction, hence stretching the 

mixing interface causes a contraction in its width. 

Analysis of photoqraPhs for a tilt anqle of 55' 

The volume-fraction contour plots shown in Figure 3.9 clearly show the 

expansion of the mixing region in the centre of the flow domain. 

With the advent of fluid fragments of the same size as the locally 

averaged pixel sub-domaln the contours become irregular. Local 

averaging fails to smooth local fluctuations; an ensemble average over 

several experiments would be necessary to achieve a smooth contour. 

0-1 

W(m) 

0.0+ 
0-0 

x ..... Tilt angle: 55 
0 0--*... TiLt angle: 3 21 

ýw-ýb. 
g-j ew + ýb 

Figure 3.12 Width *of the centrat mixing region in 
the 'fitted' experiments. 

1.0 2-0 
X (M) 
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Figure 3.12 shows a plot of the width of the mixing region against 

the similarity distance X. The plot shows that eventually the 

expansion of the mixing region slows. This effect is due to 

deformation of the mixture by the overturning motion. 

Analysis of Photoqraphs for a tilt anqle of 30211 

Inspection of the volume-fraction contour plots in Figure 3.10 reveals 

a'region of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing whose width grows, and then 

shrinks. This phenomenon is clearly shown in the mixing width plot of 

Figure 3.12. It may be observed from Figure 3.12 that during the early 

stages of the experiment the mixing region expands at a similar rate 

to the 55, experiment, but then slows to reach a maximum value, and 

finally contracts. This effect is due to the deformation of the 

mixture by the over-turning motion. 

3.4 Conclusions from the exDerimental work 

3.4.1 The 'no-tilt' expriment 

concluding remarks are given below for the studies of the phenomena 

observed in the experiment. 

'Dark bands' 

The dark-band' phenomenon is caused by the formation of Kelvin- 

Helmholtz instabilities on the interface between the two fluids. The 

width of the banded region expands at a rate given by 2vm, where v,, ) 
is 

given by the formula in (3.1) with D=5 mm, the depth of the tank. 

The coefficient C., takes different values during the rotation of the 

experimental tank, and when it is in the inverted position. 

measurement of the coefficient during the rotation period gave a value 

of Coo = 0.79, and for the inverted period a value of COD = 0.53. Both 

values are in reasonable agreement with measurements by other workers. 

'Bowinq I 

The cause of the bowing phenomenon may be due to an initial long- 

wavelength perturbation, or to billowing at the side walls causing 

bowing in the middle of the flow. 
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The initial growth of the bowing is obscured by other phenomena, but 

an exponential growth-rate ensures its dominance of the flow at late 

times. 

'Homoqeneous mixin I 

A homogeneous region of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing has been observed. The 

mixing region expands with the appearance of successively larger fluid 

fragments. 

Theoretical work suggests that the mixing region should expand in 

proportion to the length-scale qtz; the following formula has been 

used to express this relationship: 

2a 
Pw - Pb 

gt2 
Pw + Pb 

The coefficient a has been measured to be 0.04, which is in 

reasonable agreement with measurements by other workers. 

A linear volume-fraction profile for brine was obtained for the 

homogeneous mixing region. Round-off at the edges of the mixing 

region was attributed to boundary fluctuations. 

Fragment size measurements indicate that the largest lenqth-scales in 

the experiment increase with time. The *bowing' phenomenon prevents 
the collection of sufficient data to form a clear temporal 

relationship for fragment size, although similarity theory suggests a 

relationship based on gtz. 

3.4.2 The Itilted' experiments 

Tilting the experimental tank superimposes a two-dilnensional 

overturning motion upon the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing phenomenon. 

Three distinct phenomena have been identified in the 'tilted, 

experiments; the formation of fluid plumes at the side walls; 

'overturning, of the two-fluid interface; and 'mixing' at the 

two-fluid interface. There follow concluding remarks for each 

phenomena. 
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Wall plumes 

The experimental photographs show the development of fluid plumes 

which move in a clockwise direction. 

The appearance of these plumes has been attributed to the rapid growth 

of the short-wavelength Fourier components which make up the initial 

'saw-tooth' perturbation. 

Mixin 

During the 'tilted' experiments a region of turbulent 

Rayleigh-Taylor mixing forms in the centre of the flow domain. 

Tilting the tank superimposes a two-dimensional overturning motion on 

the mixing process, that tends to elongate the mixing interface and 

slow the expansion of the mixture. It was observed that in the 3021, 

experiment the mixing region actually contracted in width as the 

overturning motion elongated the interface. 

Overturnin 

Tilting the tank introduces a known perturbation at the interface of 
the brine and water. The perturbation may be represented as a 
balf-wavelength 'saw-tootb' perturbation of wavelength No* twice the 

width of the box, and amplitude (AO tan j3)/2. 

In both tilted' experiments the penetration rate of the overturning 

motion reached practically the same limiting value, providing a 

measure for the coefficient of Coo in equation (3.1) as 0.44. 
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4. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce two sets of mathematical 

equations which are used later to describe the experimental flows; the 

first set are the Euler equations of single-phase flow; and the second 

set are the corresponding governing equations of two-phase flow. 

The Euler equations describe the experimental fluid as a single-phase 

material with different density components. Whereas the two-phase 

flow equations are used as a foundation for a 'two-fluid' model of 

turbulent Rayleigh-Taylor mixing in the experimental flows. 

4.2 Euler equations 

The Euler equations for the motion of single-phase fluid are expressed 

for the present work in a cartesian x-y frame. A derivation of these 

equations is not given here but one may be found in a standard text 

such as Tritton (1977). 

Before presenting the equations the underlying assumptions that have 

been adopted must be stated and justified. These assumptions are: 

(a) The experimental fluids are incompressible, and the 

experimental flows may be described by inviscid 

equations. 

(b) The fluid motions may be described by a set of two- 

dimensional equations. 

(a) Since the fluids are aqueous they may be treated as 
incompressible. The inviscid nature of the fluid motions 

may be appreciated by forming a Reynolds number for a 

Rayleigh-Taylor perturbation; such a number may be formed 

from the limiting penetration rate vm given by the formula 

(1.3) as: 

voo 
Rej, = (4.1), 

where A is the wavelength of the perturbation, and v the 
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kinematic visconity. rf. tho smaller dimension of the 

experimental tank, ic its depth at 5 inm, is taken as a 

measure of the smallest wavelength of intorest then 

R0.00s -21 80. Since the Reynolds number in the ratio of 

inertial forces to viscous forces, we might expect the 

snuilloqt. longth-scales to feel the effect of viscosity. The 

minimum wavelength Xm of section 1.2 is an example of this 

effect. But longer wavelength perLurbations, say of the 

order of the width of the box 0.25 m, correspond to RO. 
zs 

30,000, and may be described using a set of inviscid 

equations. 

(b) In the preuenL nUidy two-dimensional equations are used to 

describe the large-scale motions which are obnorved to be 

two-dimensional.; three-dimonigional turbulent motions, which 

are on average two-dimensi, onal, are modelled in two- 

dimensions by the two-fluid, equations. 

4.2.1 Continuity equation 

ConservaLion of mass is expressed by the following equation 

ap a(pu) a(pv) 
-+-+0 at ax ay 

whore u and v are fluid velocities in the x and y-directions 

respectively, and p is the local fluid density. 

4.2.2 Momentum equations 

(4.2). 

Connervation of momentum is represented by the Euler equations of 

mot-Aon: 

a(pu) a(puz a(puv) ap 
-=--+Bx 

at ax ay ax 

a(pv) a(pvu) a(PV7-) ap 

at ax ay ay 

where p is pressure, t is time; B. and B are the components of & body 

force such as gravity. 
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4.3 Equations oE two-phase flow 

A derivation is not given here for the governing equations of 

two-phase flow but one may be found in Ishii (1975). 

The following equations have been used as a foundation for a 'two- 

fluid' model of turbulent Rayleigh-Taylor mixing; they are taken from 

the governing equations of two-phase flow, and it is in this context 

that they are now presented without further discussion: 

a(ripi) a(ripiui) a(ripivi) 
continuity; -+-+0 

at ax ay 

a(ripiui) a(ripiUi2) a(ripiuivi) 
Momentum; +- 4- 

at ax ay 

ap 
ri ax 

+ riBl, x 
+ Fj(u, - u, ) 

a(r. ipivj) a(rlpiviui) a(ripiviz) 

at ax ay 

ap 
ri ay 

+ riBi, y + Fi(v, - v. ) 

for i=I and 2, the first and second phases. 

(4.4). 

.. 

The independent variables are ri, ui, vi and p; phase volume- 

fractions, x-direction phase velocities, y-direction phase velocities, 

and a pressure shared by both fluids. Hence there are seven 

independent variables and six equations, the seventh equation, which 

closes the set, expresses the completeness of the two-phase 

situation as: 

r+ r2 
1 (4.6). 

The terms B., and By represent the components of a body force such as 

gravity, and Fi is a drag coefficient which must satisfy F, =- Fz. 

Expressions for these terms are given with the application of the 

equations. 
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It is worth noting that if u, = u., and v, = vzj so that there is only 

one set of velocities, then addition of the separate phase equations 

gives the Euler equations with p=r, p, + rzpz* Hence equations (4.4) 

to (4.6) may be regarded as the two-phase counterparts of the Euler 

equations. 

4.4 

The information given in this chapter is now summarised: 

The Euler equations have been presented to describe the 

flows under study. 

The equivalent two-phase counterparts of the Euler 

equations, which form the foundation of a 'two-fluid* 

model of turbulent mixing by Rayleigh-Taylor 

instability, have also been given. 

The solution of these highly non-linear and strongly coupled partial 

differential equations is the subject of the next chapter. 
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5. NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURES 

5.1 Introduction 

'Me preceding chapter has presented the governing equations of one 

and two-phase flow. It. can be seen that the equations are highly 

non-linear and strongly coupled, only in very limited situations can 
they be solved analytically, and a numerical solution procedure is 

usually required. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the 

numerical solution procedures that have been used in the present 

study. 

The general solution procedure for one and two-phase flow embodied in 

the PHOENICS84 computer code has been used as a foundation for the 

numerical work. The PHOENICS84 code uses a fully-conservative, 

fully-implicit, finite-volume formulation, based upon the upwind 

scheme developed by Patankar and Spalding (1972). The procedure in 

PHOENICS04 has been described by Spalding (1985b), and is reviewed in 

Section 5.3. 

To facilitate the simulation of a moving density interface present in 

the experimental flows, an interface-tracking procedure has been 

constructed for use in the PHOENICS84 solution procedure for the Euler 

equations of the last chapter. The interface-tracking procedure is 

based upon the particle-tracking procedure of Castrejon (1984), and 

Maxwell (1977). Maxwell's procedure has been extended in the present 

work to form an interface-tracking package now available in 

PHOENICS84. several novel features have been incorporated into the 
interface-tracking procedure as part of the present study, and 
therefore the procedure is described in detail in section 5.4. 

The use of the governing equations for two-phase flow in a 'two-fluid, 

model of the experiments, demands an accurate calculation of volume- 
fraction transport. Previous numerical work, Andrews (1984), solved 
the one-dimensional, two-phase flow equations, and found significant 

numerical diffusion in the computed solution. This was attributed to 

the use of an upwind formulation for volume-fraction transport; 

switching to a more accurate explicit scheme gave a marked reduction 
in the numerical diffusion. 
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In the present investigation new numerical procedures have been 

developed for the accuraLe calculaLion of voltime-fraction, momentum, 

and scalar Lransport in one and two-dimensional, one arid two-phase, 

transient, incompressible flow. 

'rhoqc% new transport procedures are based upon an explicit formulation 

which uses the Van Leer method, Van Leer (1977), for the prevention of 

apurious oscillations in the computed solution, and have been attached 

to the PHOENICS84 code, 

The result is a. general solution procedum which combines the 

powerful t3ource term settings of PHOENICS84 with an accurate transport 

calculation. 

The construction of the explicit transport procedures, and their 

incorporation into PHOENICS84, is a novel anpoct of the present work, 

and is described in detail in Section 5.5. 

The chapter closes with a sumnary of the main features of the 

intorface-tracking and explicit transport procedures. 

5.2 Comautational cirid and storacte of variables 

in the computational procedures Lhe experimental flow domain is 

divided into a lattice work of zectangular finite-volume cells, of 

uniform size in the x-direction and in the y-direction, see 

Figure 5.1 

Figure 5.1 shows a computational cell and the storage arrangements 

for the scalar and velocity variables. The centre of the cop1l. is 

denoted by P, and its vant, wost, north and south neighbours by E, W, 

N and S respectively. Straight lines joining P to its neighbours cut 

the cell facon at e, w, n and s. 
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Storage locations. 

v-velocity cell. u-velocify cell. At P; r-I , r,, & p. 
At e; u, & u, 
At n ; v, & v,.. 

y 

w ý, i -----? W- --- ! 0- -P- io. :0E- '- weee #s 

S 

Figure 5.1 Computational grid and storage of variables. 

This staggered grid configuration is the arrangement used in 

PHOENICS84, and has been adopted in the auxiliary procedures described 

in this chapter. A staggered arrangement has two major advantages: 

(i) Velocities are conveniently located for the calculation 

of convective scalar fluxes over the faces of a cell. 

(ii) By staggering the velocity cells around the pressure 

nodes, the pressure gradient appearing in the momentum 

equations may be taken from the difference of the 

pressure values in either side of the velocity cell. 

Thus pressure differences exert a direct influence on 

the velocities. 
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5.3 The PHOENICS84 solution procedure 

5.3.1 overview 

The purpose of this section is to review the general solution 

procedure embodied in the PHOENICS84 computer code, with sufficient 

detail to permit an explanation of how the interface-tracking, and 

explicit transport procedures have been attached. 

Full details of the formulations and solution mechanisms are not 

discussed but they can be found elsewhere, Spalding (1965b). 

The review star-ts with the general partial differential equation 

embodied in PHOENICS84. This is followed by a short description of 

how the equations are formulated. The review closes with an outline 

of the iterative solution sequence for the one and two-phase flow 

equations, and the convergence criteria used to terminate the 

iterations in the present work. 

5.3.2 The Partial differential equation solved by PHOENICS84 

In the present investigation PHOENICS84 has been used to solve the 

following equation for a general conserved property 4): 

a(rp(O) 
+ div(rpp4i) = rS (5.1), 

at 4) 

where p is the phase density, r the phase volume-fraction, u the phase 

velocity and S(,, the source/sink of (V per unit volume. 

When cp = 1, we have the phase-mass conservation equation with 

When is =u or v, we have the momentum conservation equation with 

S (V =- rVp + other sources. 

The Euler equations for single-phase flow may be recovered by setting 

r=1. 
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5.3.3 Formulation of the finite-volume equations 

The finite-volume equations of PHOENICS84, are derived by integration 

of the general equation (5.1) over a finite-volume cell centred at P, 

as follows: 

a(rp4) 
dV + 

ff 
(rpg(o) . dL! L = 

ff 
rSdV 

fif 
at 

f 

VP Ap VP 

where Vp denotes the cell volume, and Ap its surface area. 

Integration of the equation entails the following interpolation 

assumptions about Jý values: 

Volume integrals assume a constant value within a cell, 

given by the value at the centre of the cell. 

The convection flux of (V over a cell face is evaluated 

at the centre of a face using an upwind formulation. 

So for example the transient integral is represented by: 

O(pr4)) 
dv pro 

n+l 
- proj 

n, VP fff 

at 

[I lp IP 
At 

VP 

and the amount of (rp4)) convected over the east face by a velocity 

ue A0 is given by: 

A, (rp(O)p ue At I 

where A. is the area of the cell face. 

In this manner the integration leads to finite-volume equations 

having the form: 

ap0p = aN% + aS4)S + a&E + aW4iW 

where the a's and b's are dependent upon the io's and other variables. 

By calculating the a's using currently available values the finite- 

volume equation (5.3) is rendered linear, but iteration is now 

required to account for the values of (0 which appear in the 

calculation of the a's and Ws. This iteration will be referred to as 

the inner, iteration. 
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In addition to the 'inner' iteration required for the solution of the 

linearised equation, an outer, iteration is necessary to account for 

other variables which may appear in the linearised equation. 

The procedure embodied in the PHOF-NICS84 code to solve these linear- 

ised equations is based upon the SIMPLEST procedure of Spalding 

(1980), which is itself a development of the SIMPLE procedure of 

Patankar and Spalding (1972). For the two-phase flow equations 

Spalding (1901) adapted the SIMPLEST procedure to form the IPSA 

procedure, Bagdadi (1979). 

The iteration cycle is summarised in the next section. 

5.3.4 The PHOENICS84 solution cycle 

Sliere follows a description of the PHOENICS84 solution cycles for a 

single time step: 

(i) Solve the linearised equation for scalars, and for r,, 

r. from the two continuity equations for the two- 

phase flow case, ensuring r+ r2 I- 

(Ii) With guessed pressures, solve for the velocities from 

the momentum equations. 

(iii) Determine a continuity error for each cell by inserting 

the new velocities and volume-fractions into the 

continuity equation, or joint continuity equation in 

two-phase flow calculations. 

(iv) Differentiate the continuity equation with respect to 

pressure so as to derive a linear equation for pressure 

corrections. 

(v) Solve for pressure corrections in the same manner as in 

the SIMPLEST solution procedure. 

(vi) Apply pressure corrections to pressures and velocities. 

(vii) Repeat (i) to (vi) until residual errors have 

sufficiently diminished. 
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Step (1) uses inner' iterations, and step (vii) represents the 

'outer' iteration loop. 

5.3.5 Converqence parameters 

There are two parameters for assessing convergence in PHOENICS84; the 

first is the cell average absolute change in a variable during the 

, inner' iterations; and the second is referred to as the residual 

error of the solution cycle steps (i) to (vi). 

The former are used with the *inner, iteration procedures for solving 

the linear equations of single variables in step (i), whereas 

residuals deal with global imbalances deriving from the 

non-linearities in the equations, and are formed in step (vii).. 

In the present study PHOENICS84 uses a Jacobi point-by-point 

procedure to update velocities from their values at the end of the 

last solution cycle, and hence no inner' iteration is required. For 

other variables the 'inner' iteration tolerance was set to 10-10 and a 

maximum of 10 'inner' iterations permitted. 

In the present work residual errors were used to check the overall 

convergence of the algorithm. The residual for 4) in cell P is 

calculated as: 

R4,, p= ap(op - 
(E 

aj4ýj + b] 
1. 

(5.4), 

where the summation extends over the surrounding nodes and the a's and 

b's and 40s are calculated using the most recent values. 

In the transient calculations of the present work convergence was 

assumed wben the sum of absolute residuals for all the 4ý cells in the 

domain was less than a preset tolerance, 

Ideally the tolerance R,, should be set to ensure that the error in 4ýp 
for the duration of the problem is less than 1% of a typical value 
for to during the calculation. In practice it is usual to perform a 
tolerance check to show that the solutions are tolerance independent. 

A suitable value for R. may be estimated if the residual is 

represented as: 
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Inp 
. 

At 
(5.5), 

where mp is the mass in cell P, At the Lime step, and Oý the cell 

error. Assuming all Lhe erLurs Lake the same value over the domain, 

and that the convergence tolerance has been met, then (5.5) may be 

summed over all the cells to give: 

- R4) (5.6), 

where V is the volume of the domain and j5 a typical density. Summing 

over all the time steps and dividing by a typical value of 0 for the 

run gives the percentage error e 4$ as: 

100 
100 -R 

VP4) 
(5.7) 

ta'ken over n time steps. Equation (5.7) norves as a guide to the 

choice of residual tolerance. 

5.4 Interface-trackin 

5.4.1 Preamble 

One way of simulating the experinx-, ntal flow is to separate the brine 

and water in the experiment by an imaginary interface, and then 

predict the motion of the interface. 

Numerous inventigdtionn omphasising various aspects of flows with 

moving interfaces have been publinbed in the literature (Welsh et al 
(1.966); Youngs (1984); Castrejon (1984)). Numerical aLnd analytical 

models have been developed and dppli. ed to a great variety of 

situations in which a moving interface determines the characteristics 

of the flow (Maxwell (1977); Ann (1979)). One conclusion from these 

works is that a successful prediction requires an accurate 

representation of the shape and position of the moving interface. 

rn the present procedure a string of imaginary Lagrangian particles 
mark an interface between the brine and water in tho experiment. At 
the start of a time step the string of particles is moved according to 
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the current velocities. The new position of the interface determines 

a density distribution for the end of the present time step, which is 

then used by PHOENICS84 in an implicit calculation of velocities for 

the end of the present time step. 

The next section describes the particle-tracking procedure of 

Castrejon, and is followed by the technique devised to determine a 

density distribution from the particle string. 

5.4.2 Interface-trackinq technique 

A string of particles are spread along the density interface, each 

particle is denoted by co-ordinates xp and yp, with associated 

velocity components uP and vp. The variation of particle position 

with time is determined by the following equations: 

dxp dyp 

-=u. and -= vp 
dt dt 

(5.8). 

The above equations are represented explicitly in the procedure as: 

n+l nn 
xp ý xp + up At 

n+l nn 
and yp = yp -I- vp At (5.9), 

n 
where At: is the size of the time step, and xj, is the x-position of the 

particle at the start of the n+ Ith time step. 

The particle velocity components are evaluated by a linear 

Interpolation of the four neighbouring velocities surrounding the 

particle at the start of the time step, see Figure 5.2. 

Special attention is given to the velocity components when a particle 

is adjacent to a domain boundary which may be either a symmetry line 

or a wall. In the case of a symmetry boundary the appropriate 

symmetry velocity is taken; at: a wall with a no-slip boundary 

condition, the velocity of a particle tends linearly to zero as the 

particle approaches the wall. 
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Figure 5.2 Determination of a particle velocity 
from the flow field. 

Due to the motion of the fluid, particles do not always remain evenly 

spaced. Eventually parts of the interface may be sparsely populated 

with particles, while in other sections the particles may be closely 

packed; either extreme is undesirable. Consequently a check is 

performed on the distances between adjacent particles at the start of 
the procedure in the following manner: 

(i) If the distance between any two adjacent particles is 

greater than a user-specified distance 6,, then a new 

particle is inserted midway between them. The particle 

storage array is then adjusted to accommodate the new 

particle. 
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(ii) If the distance between successive particles is less 

than a user-specified distance SZ, one of the particles 

is deleted and again the storage array adjusted. 

In the present work the distances 6, and S. are set at the start of 

a calculation as: 

51 = min(Ax, &y)/Io 

57 = min(Ax, Ay)/Ioo 

I 

Hence there are typically a minimum of 10 and a maximum of 100 

particles within a cell of dimensions Ax - Ay. 

This completes the description of the interface-tracking procedure. 

5.4.3 Density determination 

(a) Overview 

The Lagrangian particles of the last section are now 

employed to mark the interface between two fluids. The area 

on the right-hand side of the particle string is designated 

as fluid 1, and that on the left as fluid 2, see Figure 5.3. 

Integration of the area defined as fluid 1 for cell P, Al, p, 

enables the determination of a volume-fraction of this fluid 

in the cell as: 

n+l 
r,, p ý Al, p/Ap 

where Ap is the area of the computational cell. 

Since the fluids are assumed incompressible in the present 

work, the new density in the cell is determined from: 

n+l n+l n+l 
pp ý p, r,, p + p2 r,, p) (5.12), 

where p, and pz are the densities of fluid I and 2 

respectively. This. new density is then transmitted to the 

PHOENICS84 solution procedure. 
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f luid 2 
particle m+3 

particle rn 
ui I U 

Figure 5.3 Assignment of fluids in a cell. 

(b) Determination of fluid areas 

The procedure adopted for determining the area of a cell 

occupied by fluid I is similar to that employed by Maxwell 

(1977). 

The area of a cell occupied by fluid 1 is determined from 

the particle string as follows: 

(i) Start with the first particle in a string which should 

reside on a cell boundary. Then move along the string 

storing the co-ordinates of the particles until a new 

cell is encountered. 

(ii) integrate the area designated by the particles using 

the trapezium rule. 

(iii) Accumulate the computed area into A, 
'p. 

If A1'p , Ap 

then the track has re-entered the cell causing double 

accounting, and the area of the cell is subtracted from 

Al'p, see Figure 5.4. 

(iv) Return to (i) starting with the first particle in the 

next cell. 
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Maxwell (1977) used a geometrical technique to determine the 

contents of computational cells in which only one fluid is 

present. The present procedure sets the fluid in these cells 

as that which previously occupied the larger proportion. 

particles 
string 

I st segment 

A, 
2 nd segment 

2 Figure S. 4 Area segmentation, A A'+ AA 1 cell 

The Courant condition, e- < 1, ensures the success of this 

practice for determining the contents of cells. The Courant 

number e is given by 

At At 
max -- 

lul 

max I-* ivimax 
IAX 

AY 

where the velocity maximums are determined from the 

calculated flow velocities. 

(C) Extension to multi-fluid distributions 

The two-fluid procedure described above may be repeatedly 

used for the determination of multi-fluid volume-fraction 

distributions. 
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In order to illustrate this concept consider n fluids 

separated by n-1 particle strings. The fluids are ordered 

so that string I separates fluids 1 and 2, string 2 

separates fluids 2 and 3, etc. The determination of fluid 

volume-fraction proceeds as follows: 

(i) Set an accumulated volume-fraction distribution to zero 

(ii) Use the two-fluid procedure to determine a total 

volume-fraction distribution of fluid 1, and then 

subtract the accumulated volume-fraction to give the 

true volume-fraction of fluid 1. 

(iii) Add the volume-fraction distribution for fluid 1 to the 

accumulated volume-fraction distribution. 

(iv) Repeat (ii) and (iii) for fluids 2,3, ..., n-1. 

For fluid n the volume-fraction is determined as 

rn =I- (r, + r. + ... + rn-1 )- 

This procedure allows for the occurrence of several fluids 

within a single cell. 

This completes the description of the density determination 

procedure. 

5.4.4 Scope and limitations of the interface-trackinq procedure 

Scope 

The particle-tracking procedure and the determination of a density 

distribution may be used with PHOENICS84 to perform: 

flow visualisation, 

simulation of free-surface flows, and 

simulation of multi-fluid flows. 

Demonstration of these capabilities can be found in Castrejon and 

Andrews (1985). 

In addition to the above applications, the particle-tracking package 

made available in PHOENICS84 works in the x-y, x-z or y-z planes with 

any cartesian computational grid distribution. 
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Limitations 

The price of such a general procedure is paid for by the following 

limitations: 

The particle string cannot cross itself or any other 

strings. This means that the procedure cannot handle 

turbulent flows. 

In a developing flow where larger structures appear 

with time, the particle string retains memory of the 

smaller structures which appear superimposed on the 

larger structures. This can mean that a very complex 

track can arise as the flow itself develops. 

The procedure is explicit in nature, and so the Courant 

conditions 6<I prevails limiting the time step by the 

cell size and velocity; e is determined by equation 

(5.13). 

The density determination procedure does not ensure 

conservation of mass between successive time steps. 

This weakness of the procedure may not adversely affect 

the predictions unless there is a significant loss of 

material. A check must be performed when the procedure 

is used. 

Finally, as an observation rather than a limitation, the reader should 

note that linear interpolation of flow field velocities used to 

calculate the velocity components of the particle, does not give 

resolution of flow features smaller than the size of a computational 

cell; but does permit an accurate calculation of the movement of the 

particle string across a cell. 
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5.5 The new explicit transporL PLocedures 

5.5.1 introduction 

The purpose of this section is to descril-xi ntinx-%ric; Al proce. -dures for 

the explicit calculation of convective transport in computer simula- 

tions of two-phase flows. Proceduren are described for phase-mass, 

which ensures phase volume-fractions sum to unity throughout the 

calculation; phase-cKxnentum, employing a momentum cell; and for a 

scalar quantity. 

All the procedures use an accurate cal. rulation of convection flux to 

minimiap numerical diffusion, and are explicit to pOrmit the use of 

Van Leer limiters to prewnt non-phyuical oscillations. 

The new procedures bave bopn tied to the PHOENICS84 computer code to 

t. )kv advantage of the PHOENICS84 source term nettings, and iterative 

solution sequence. 

The complet(i calculation for a general variabIn 4) takos two steps per 

timi incremnt: 

(i) The first step performs an explicit calculation for 

a transport equation of the form: 

ft d(UO) a(VO 
at ax ay 

n 
and updates 4, p at. time tn to an intermediate value of 
-n+1 
, $, p at t ime tn4- 

(ii) in the noorond step a fully-implicit iteration is 

performed for a source term equation of the form 

D4ý DO 
= SO . where S nource/nink of 4ý , and - is 

Dt Dt 

represented by: 

n+l -nfl 
D4) 41P - 4ýp 

Dt At 
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-n+1 
This calculation updates to a final value for the 

n+1 
end of the time step 4ip When no source terms are 

n+1 n+1 
present 0p $P 

- 

The only niodifications made to the PHOENICS84 solution procedure of 

section 5.3.4 are to insert the explicit calculation at the start of 

the time step, and omit the PHOEMICS84 calculation of convection 

fluxes. 

The next sub-section describes aspects common to all the transport 

procedures, and is followed by individual descriptions of the 

phase-mass, momentum and scalar procedures. The description of each 

calculation procedure closes with a summary of the main calculation 

steps. Fortran source code for the calculation procedures may be 

found in the Appendix. 

The calculation procedures are followed by a sub-section describing 

bow they may be used for single-phase transport. The section closes 

with the scope and limitations of the new procedures. 

The next chapter describes several test problems and the solutions 

obtained using the new transport procedures. 

5.5.2 Aspects common to all the transport procedures 

Two-dimensionallty is dealt with in the transport procedures by 

splitting the calculation into an x-step, followed by a y-step. 

Truncation errors are reduced by taking a y-step followed by an x-step, 

at the next time step. This splitting simplifies the transport 

procedure to a successive one-dimenslonal. calculation, with no loss of 

accuracy. in addition the one-dimensional calculation lends itself to 

the incorporation of the Van Leer method. 

in the descriptions which follow only the x-step from an x-y 

calculation is given, the y-step and y-x calculation being performed 

in a similar manner. Demonstration that the Vah Ieer method prevents 

spurious oscillations in the computed solutions is left to the 

Appendix. 

All the transport procedures use the computational grid and storage 

arrangement described in section 5.2. 
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5.5.3 Transport of phase-mass 

Tho following description pertains to tho transport of phase-mass. 

Since the phasen 'have been assumed incompressible the phane densities 

are constant and tho procedure may be re-interpreted for volume- 

fraction transport. 

The description starts with the explicit finite-volum oquations, 

followed by an exposition of the method used to ensure 

r, + r. -I throughout the calculation. Detailed attention is then 

given to tho x-stop calculations, the y-step being similar. The 

description closes with an account of the use of Van Imer limiters to 

prevent spurious oscillations in the computed solution, and a summary 

of the procedure. 

(a) Finite-volume equations 

The phase continuity equations (4.4) arp represented by the 

following connervative finite-volume balance equations: 

nnn 
x-step, mi, p ý mi, p 4 8Tni, w 6mi, e 

-n+l 
Y_st. Tn =mj, p+ . (Ip, i 's i, n 

where i=I and 2 for the first and second phases, 1*1 

denotes an intermediate value, and 11 a valtie which results 

from the transport procedure. 

The symbols take the following meanings: 

n the phase-mass in cell P 
mi, p ....... at the nth time sLep; 

the phase-mass in cell 

-n+1 at the n+1"' Lime step 
mi, p ....... resulting from the 

transport procedure; 

nn 
r )m i, w 8, i, e the phase-masn tran. gport7ed 

....... across the cell faces 

8M*, S 6m* durinq the time step. 
i i, nI. 
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The cell phase-masses are represented by: 

n cell n-* 
mi, pý pi V ri, 1, mi, p = pi V ri, p 

n+l n+l -n+l and mj, pý PiV ri, p 

where Voell is the volume of the cell, and 'ý is an inLermediate 

cell volume nhortly to I-x! do. 9cribed. 

The phase-mass f luxes are represented uning volumetric 

fluxes as follows: 

nnnn 
6mi, w ý Pi 6vi, w , 6mi, e ý Pi svi, e 

and Bm* = pi sv*, s , 6m* w (5.18). i's i i, n ' Pi 5Vi, n 

Calculation of the volumetric fluxes is described later for 

the x-step, the y-step fluxes being calculated in a similar 

fashion. 

Ensurinq r, 4- 2=I 

_n+l _n+ 
1 n+I cell 

p+rP+Pý jL, and v=V 

if density is elimiaLed from the phase-mass equations for 

the x-step and they are added then r*, r*, iC the 
IpzP 

intermediate volume is given by: 

cell 
V=V+ 8vw - 6ve (5.1.9), 

nn 
nince r,, p + r,, p = 1; where SVw and SVe are the total 

volumes transported acrosxn tho wost and east faces of the 

col I rotipectively. 
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similarly addition of the y-step equations gives 

n+l n4l 

I, P 
+iZ, 

p ýI if: 

n 4.1 
... (5.20) vv 4- Svs - Svn 

since r, + r;,, = 1; where SV, and are the total 
,Vz 

5Vn 

volumes transported across the north and south col 1 facon. 

If the joint voltinw-tric fluxes i-tre chosen Lo be Lhose 

resulLi. n(g froto tbo upwind formulation used in the pressure 

iterdtion at the n 
th time step, then: 

6vw - 6ve + 5vs - 6vn ý0 

n4l 
by conservaLion of volume and V= Vce as desired. 

Henco by calculating the intermediate volumn with (S. 19) the 

volume-fractionn satisfy r, + 'r. =I throughout the calcu- 

lation and vn"' = Vr-611. 

, rho calculation of the total volume flux and individual 

volumn fluxes is now described. 

(C) CziLlculation gf volurrk- f luxes 

ALLent. ion is now focused on the calculation of east face 

volume fluxes during the x-step; west face fluxes axe taken 

as Lhe east face of the previous cell. 

AL the stair-t of the calculaLlon Lhe Lotal volume flux 

(, hrough Lhe face is calculated as: 

nnnn 
ur+Ur... (5.22), 6ve -- '6y '6t: 

(i, 
ei, up z, e z, up] 

where 'up, refers Lo, the upwind value according to the sign 

of the phase velocity. This calculation is chosen to be 

that used in the PHOENICS84 piessure iteration at the last 

time step so Lhat the tot: al volume-fluxes satisfy (5.21. ). 
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The individual phase volume fluxes are calculated as; 

Svi, e ý 4y 'ý'tý 
Zi, 

e 
ýi, 

e 

where '-' denotes a cell face value. But the individual 

phase volume fluxes must sum to the total volume flux of 

(5.22) to ensure (5.21), and r, + r. =1 throughout the 

calculation, hence: 

(u, 
,ee+u2., e 

; 
z, el ý 6ve 

In the present procedure 
ýi, 

e is calculated accurately and 

then ui, e 
is determined to satisfy (5.24). The result is an 

accurate phase volume flux (5.23), while satisfying 

+ r. = 1. 

... (5.23), 

(5.24). 

For the moment consider the values of r i, e and rz, e as 

fixed, then in order to satisfy (5.24) ýi, 
e and 

ýz, 
e are 

nn 
calculated as ui,, e + Au and uz,. e 4- Au respectively, with a 

velocity adjustment Au determined from (5.24) as: 

Au = 

nn 
u t. ur r've -Ii, ei, e z, ez, el'&y At 

... (5.25). 
(r, 

e+ 
-rý, 

e)Ay 
At 

Accurate values of 
ýi, 

e and 
ýz, 

e are calculated by 

determining the average value on the cell face for a profile 

transported across the cell at a speed of u,,, for r,,, and 

uz,, efor rzo, see Figure S. S. 

The result for ri, e 
is given by: 

n sgn(4s, e) 
ri, e = rl'up +2 11 

- lei, 
el]Di, e 

(5.26), 

n 
6mi, e nn 

where ei, e n rl'up and ml, up 
ml, up 
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are upwind values of r, and cell phase mass according to the 

sign of el, e given by sgn(el, e); and 

D 
i, e ýS min: Lmum[IDI, 21AW1,2JAe,, Il (5.27), 

nnnn 
where Aw = r,,,, - rl, W f Ae ý r,, E - r,, p 

-1 'E '8'e and Aw >0 

with S -1 if Ae and Aw <0 

0 otherwise 

Van Leer limiters have been used in (5.27) to limit the 

gradient of the cell profile thereby preventing spurious 

oscillations, furLher details may be found in the Appendix. 

1.0 

0.0 

&X 
> votume-fluxed 

r 1E 

1, e ýe-Cell boundary 

x 

Figure S. S Phase-volume fluxed over the east face. 

E 

G 1. e 
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The following formulae have been used for D 

(i) 

this corresponds to the in-built PHOENICS84 scheme 

where the profile across the cell takes a constant 

value, and should give similar results to PHOENICS84. 

The scheme will be referred to as 'explicit upwind*. 

D= ! -(Ae + AW), 
z 

this corresponds to a linear profile, and will be 

referred to as 'explicit 2nd order,. 

+ 1,6 
i, el 2- joe,, ej 

3 -W 3 
6e for 4s,,, ; R: 0 

D= 

II+ 

jr: 
I, CI 2- lei, 

el 
-e 4. for r=i, e <0 

this scheme will be referred to as 'explicit 3rd 

order', Youngs (1984b). 

If 45 - -L then the 3rd order scheme reduces to the 
i, e 2 

2nd order one, so that in practical calculations we might 

expect the two schemes to be of similar accuracy. 

summary, Phase-mass transport 

The phase-mass transport procedure for a single cell update 

In the x-direction may be summarised as follows: 

(i) Calculate the total volumetric flux across the 

east face using an upwind procedure (5.22). 

(ii) Perform the following calculation for &u: 

(a) Set Au -0 
(b) Calculate r,,, (5.26); and similarly rz, e' 
(c) Calculate a new Au* (5.25) 

(d) If JAU - &u*l <6 then start at (iii), 

else set Au = Au + w(Au* - Au) and return 
to (b); w is a relaxation parameter. 
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(iii) Compute east face volume fluxes (5.23) 

(iv) Calculate the intermediate cell volume (5.19). 

(v) Update the pbase-mass in the cell (5.16). 

A similar procedure is used for the y-direction update. 

By using different in-cell' profiles for volume-fractions three 

different schemes have been described: 

(i) Explicit upwind; corresponding to a constant 

, in-cell' profile. 

(ii) Explicit 2nd order; using a linear *in-cell' 

profile. 

(iii) Explicit 3rd order; using a quadratic in-cell* 

profile. 

5.5.4 Transport of pbase-inomentum 

This section describes the procedure for transport of the first-phase 

momentum in the x-direction; transport in the y-direction and for the 

second phase is performed in a similar manner. 

The description starts with the finite-volume equations, followed by a 

description of the calcultions to be performed for an x-step; 

calculations for the y-step a-re performed similarly. The description 

closes with a summary of the procedure. 

(a) Finite-volume equations 

The momentum equation for the u, velocity is represented by 

the following finite-volume balance equations: 

nnnn 
X-Step, M* umu+ 6m u i, e i, e i, e i, e t, P Ui, P - &mt, E i, E 

y-step, 
-n ", I- n+l nn 
mi, e ui, e ý mi, e ui, e + 6mi, s Ui, s - Smi, n ui, n 

(5.28), 

where I-* denotes cell face values, "I" intermediate values, 

and 11 values which result from the transport procedure. 

Meanings have been ascribed to the symbols in the descrip- 

tion of the phase-mass procedure, but the reader should note 

the use of velocity cell subscripts, see Figure 5.1. 
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(b) Calculations for an x-ste 

The phase-masses and mass fluxes for the x-step are 

calculated as: 

n tmn, 
p + mn . 

n, 
.n m and m-m 4- Sm (5.29), Ei ee 

where calculation of mn has been described for the phase- 
I, P 

mass, and Smn is available from the phase-mass procedure. 
I, e 

The intermediate phase-mass m* is calculated as follows: 
1, e 

m+ 8m - 5m (5.30). 
i, e i, e 1, P i, E 

-n 
Calculation of ui, E uses a similar high-order approximation 

for u, in a velocity cell to that used for the r, volume 

fraction: 

n sgn( el 0 
Ui, E ý Ui, up +-2 Ici, EIjDi, E ... (5.31), 

n 
Smi, E n 

where 4s,,, n with ul, up 
taken as the upwind value of 

milup 

n 
U, according to the sign of e,, C, given by sgn(, eI, 0' 

nn 
Similarly ml. up is the upwind value of m, and DI, E 's 

determined from: 

DI, E ýS minimumfl; l, 2JApl, 21AEII ... (5.32), 

nnnn 
where AP ý ui, e - ui, w I AE ý ui, ee - ui, e 

1 if Ap and AE >0 

and S is given by S -1 if Ap and AE <0 

0 otberwise 

As in the phase-inass procedure Van Leer limiters bave been 

used in the calculation of Di, E to prevent spurious 

oscillations; further details may be found in the Appendix. 
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The following formulae have been used for D and are similar 

to those used for the phase-mass procedure: 

(i) 

this scheme will be referred to as 'explicit upwind' 

D= -I(Ap 4- AE), 
2 

this scheme will be referred to as 'explicit 2nd order' 

1+ lel EI 2- lei EI , 
- - AE +- , Ap for EI 

,E 
Dt 0 

3 3 

1+ lei EI 2- lei EI , AE for el', <0 

this scheme will be referred to as 'explicit 3rd order' 

As with the phase-wass schemes in practical calculations the 

'3rd order* and '2nd order' schemes have similar accuracy. 

(C) Sunmiary; phase-inomentum transpo 

111-ie x-step of the phase momentum transport procedure for a 

cell update of u, may be summarised as follows: 

(i) Calculate the phase-utass in the cell (5.29). 

(ii) Calculate the east face mass flux (5.29). 

(iii) Form the intermediate phase-mass in the cell 

(5.30). 

(iv) Determine Ui, E from (5.31). 

(V) Perform the x-step update of u, (5.28). 

The y-step procedure Is similar to the above using north and 

south face fluxes. 

The procedure for the v, velocity performs a similar set of 

calculations based on a v, velocity cell. Second phase 

momentum is transported using the first phase procedures but 

with corresponding second phase masses, mass fluxes and 

velocities. 
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As with the pbase-mass procedure three different schemes 

have been described for momentum transport and will be 

referred to as explicit upwind, explicit 2nd order or 3rd 

order according to the assumed 'in-cell' profile. 

5.5.5 Transpor-t of a scalar 

The procedure for computing the transport of a phase scalar intro- 

duces no new features, and so only a brief description of the 

procedure for first phase scalar Is given. 

The finite-volume balance equations for the first phase scalar 4ý, now 

follow: 

x-step, m* ieP 4ýi, P m,, P 4ý i, P + Bmi, w Oi, w - 6mi, e Oi, e 

-n+l - n+l n-n- 
and y-step, ml, p ol, p m,, p 4ý,, p + 6m,,, 4ý,,, - Smi, n 4'i, n ... (5.33), 

where the symbols have the same meanings as in the phase-mass and 

momentum procedures. 

n _n+1 The cell phase masses m,, P, M,, P and m,, P, are those of the phase- 

mass procedure, and are calculated in an identical manner. 

The mass fluxes are available from the phase-mass procedure. 

The calculation of cell face values, 41i, el 
is identical to the 

calculation of ri, e in the phase-mass procedure, and the same 

alternative profiles for 0 have been used to give explicit upwind, 

explicit 2nd order and 3rd order schemes. As in the previous proce- 

dures the y-step is performed in a similar manner to that for the 

x-step. 

5.5.6 Explicit transport in sinqle-phase flow 

The explicit transport procedures of the previous sections may be used 

in the calculation of single phase-flows as follows: 
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Phase-mass transport 

By setting u. - UI the velocity adjustment Au of (5.25) on 

the east face of the cell is given by: 

ue(l (; 
I, e + rz, e)] 

... (5.34). 

(ri, e + rz, e) 

But at the first iteration for Au, ri, e and rz, e are just 

upwind values according to the same velocity so that 

ri, e + rz, e ý 1, and Au =0 ending the iteration. 

Consequently the phase-mass procedure reduces to an accurate 

scalar transport procedure for volume-fractions, which may 

be used as a 'marker* for the fluid motion. For example, if 

the volume-fraction marks different density fluids (in a 

similar manner to the interface-tracking procedure), then 

the local density at the end of a time step is given by: 

n+l n+i n+l 
Pp r, p pf + rz,, p pz ... (5.35), 

and may be used in the iMpliCit PHOENICS84 procedure, or the 

explicit momentum transport procedures. 

Momentum transport 

in the momentum transport procedure it is only necessary to 

exchange the phase-mass and phase--mass flux, m i, e and &mi, E, 
for the fluid mass and mass fluxes me and SmE. This may be 

achieved by using elements from the phase-mass procedure as 

follows: 

Me ý Mi, e + mz, e and 6me ý 6mi, e + Smz, e ... (5.36), 

where the subscripts '11 and 12, refer to different density 

f luids. 
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of course the momentum procedure may be used in conjunction 

with the interface tracking procedure, when the mass fluxes 

of (5.36) may be calculated by an upwind formulation. 'Mis 

scheme is available, and will be investigated in the next 

chapter. 

(C) Sununa 

In the simulation of single-phase flows, volume-fraction may 

be used as a fluid marker to provide a density distribution 

for the end of a time step, in a similar manner to the 

interface-tracking procedure. 

The momentum transport procedures may also be employed to 

update velocities, in which case the phase-masses and fluxes 

must be replaced by the total masses and fluxes. 

5.5.7 Scope and limitations of the explicit transport procedures 

Scope 

The new explicit transport procedures may be used for the prediction 

of one and two-phase, one and two-dimensional, transient, 

incompressible flows. 

In particular, if volume-fraction is used as a marker for two fluids 

in a single-phase flow, with r, =I for fluid 1 and r, =0 for fluid 

2, then the volume-fraction contour of 0.5 is a representative 

interface. In such a calculation numerical diffusion has the effect of 

spacing volume-fraction contours. 

Limitations 

The new procedures are restricted as follows: 

The Courant condition e<I prevails, limiting the time 

step by the cell size and velocity, see equation 

(5.13). 

A uniform grid distribution has been assumed. 

Extension of the procedures to use non-uniform grids 

should offer few, if any, problems. 
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The procedures may be modified to account for 

incompressible flows. 

In the present study there is no need for in-flow and out-flow 

boundary conditions. Incorporation of such conditions into the 

procedure is a simple matter of specifying the boundary velocities and 

fluxes, any internal blockages should already be accounted for by 

the net fluxes from the pressure iteration sequence. 

5.6 Summary of the numerical procedures 

5.6.1 The interface-tracking p. Kocedurg 

The following solution sequence is performed for a time step: 

(i) Move the interface at the start of a time step to a new 

posiLion aL the end of the time step. 

(ii) Determine a density distribution for the end of the 

time step from the position of the interface. 

(iii) Use the new density distribution in the implicit 

iterative solution procedure of PHOENrCS84 for 

velocities and pressures at the end of the time step. 

5.6.2 The new explicit transport procedures 

The complete solution sequence which incorporates the new transport 

procedures may be summarised as. 

(i) At the start of the time step perform an explicit 

transport calculation for phase-mass, momentum, and 

BCalar variables, to give an intermediate value for the 

end of the time step. 

(ii) The intermediate values of step (i) are set as old 

values in PROENICS84 and updated to account for source 

terms, giving a final value for the end of the time 

step. 
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5.6.3 Interface-trackinq and explicit: momentum transport 

This procedure combines accurate interface-tracking with an accurate 

explicit momentum calculation. The procedure may be summarised as: 

Perform steps (i) and (ii) of the interface tracking 

procedure in (5.6.1). 

(ii) Perform an explicit transport calculation for momentum 

using the new procedures. The resulting intermediate 

values are then updated to account for source terms in 

the manner described in (5.6.2). 
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6. TEST PROB1124S FOR THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURES 

6.1 rntroduction 

This chapter describes several test problems for which there exist 

either analytical or approximate analytical solutions, and 

demonstrates the performance of the interface-tracking and explicit 

transport procedures for volume-fractions and momentum by applying 

them to the test problems. 

The chosen test problems have been split into two classes; single- 

phase flow problems, where interface-tracking and volume-fraction 

marker techniques may be employed; and two-phase problems, where there 

is slip between the phases, and the two-phase flow solution procedure 

must be applied. 

Table 6.1 contains a list of the possible combinations of the 

different schemes. A scheme is described as 'fully-implicit' when 

it employs the in-built PHOENICS84 calculation for convection terms; 

'explicit' refers to the new convective transport procedures; and 

'interface-tracking' to the determination of a volume-fraction 

distribution from the position of an interface marked by particles. 

So for example: 

'Explicit 2nd order volume-fractions, 

fully-implicit upwind momentum,, 

refers to the use of the new 2nd order explicit transport scheme 

for volume-fraction (phase-mass), and the in-built fully-implicit 

scheme of PHOENICS64 for momentum convective transpoýt terms. 

All the test problems invoke the mathematical equations of chapter 4, 

and the problem descriptions take the following format: 

The problem considered. 

Governing equations. 

Initial and boundary conditions. 

Expected results. 

Computational details. 

Presentation of predictions. 
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Discussion. 

Conclusions. 

The chapter closes with conclusions drawn from the test problems. 

Table 6.1. Alternative numerical schemes 

Volume-fraction Momentum Application 

I Interface-tracking Fully-iinplicit upwind I-phase 
2 Explicit upwind 
3 Explicit 2nd order 

5 Fully implicit Fully-Implicit upwind I& 2-phase 
upwind 

6 Explicit upwind Fully-implicit upwind I& 2-phase 
7 Explicit upwind 
a Explicit 2nd order 
9 Explicit 3rd order 

10 Explicit 2nd order Fully-implicit upwind I& 2-phase 
11 Explicit upwind 
12 Explicit 2nd order 
13 Explicit 3rd order 

14 Explicit 3rd order Fully-implicit upwind I& 2-phase 
is Explicit upwind 
16 Explicit 2nd order 
17 Explicit 3rd order 

6.2 Sinqle-phase test: problems 

6.2.1 The Rayleiqh--Taylor instabilit 

(a) The problem considered 

The problem is to predict the growth of a single 

Rayleigh-Taylor instability at the interface of different 

density fluids. initially the heavy fluid (p. ) overlies the 

light (p, ), and gravity drives the growth of the. 

instability, see Figure 6.1. 
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X0 30 

Heavy 
3 

r- 1- 
.......... 0-36m 
......... tAO=XO/100 
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-3 

9 

r= -10 

025m > 

Figure 6.1 Rayleigh-Taylor test problem. 
Initial conditions. 

To qive the problem an element of physical realism the 

experimental flow domain of Chapter 2 and fluids are 

employed. 

Governinq equations 

The two-dimensional Euler equations of Chapter 4 qovern the 

motion of the fluids. The body force components are qiven 

by: 

BX - 0.0 and By = pg, 

so that the y-axis is aligned with the vertical. 

(C) rnitial and boundarv conditions 

initial values: 

p= Pz = J.. 1K 103 kg Tn73 (brine) 

for y ). YI/2.0 + Ao cos(kx) 

p=p, =Ix 103 kg m-3 (water) 

for y4 YI/2.0 4- A. cos(k 0 X) 
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where 04y4 YL and 04x4 XL, 

with YL = 0.36 m and Y. L = 0.25 m. 

The amplitude and wavenumber of the perturbation are given 

by: 

A0- A/100, ko = 21T/A with A= XLI 

The flow variables take the following initial values: 

u=vý0 fo rx and y; 

p takes the hydrostatic distribution. 

Boundary conditions: 

At x=0 and x= YL; u=0. 

At y=0 and y= YL; v=0. 

(d) Expected results 

In the absence of viscosity linear stability analysis, 

Chandrasekhar (1962), gives the amplitude A of the 

perturbation growing as: 

Ao cosh(n At) 

with the exponential growth-rate n. given by: 

z 
2TTg P, - Pz 

n 
AAP, + Pz 

The e-folding time I/n. for the present problem is 0.292 s, 

this value will be used to check the predictions. 

(e) Details of computations which used a fluid marker 

This section details computations for the test problem which 

have employed the explicit transport procedures of Chapter 

5, and the in-built PHOENICS84 solution procedure. The 

marker employed was volume-fraction when using the explicit 
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procedure. The local density is calculated as 

p=r, p, + r. p., For convenience the fluid densities were 

set as p, =1 and p. = I. I. 

The problem has been used to investigate the accuracy of the 

alternative transport procedures. 

In the calculations a reduced pressure form of the 

gravitational term has been used to promote convergence, 

Baghdadi (1979), the term was: 

(P2 - pl) g 

This bas no effect on the final solution. 

Computational qrid and time ste : 

The computational grid comprised 26 uniformly spaced cells 

in the y-direction, and 18 uniformly spaced cells in the 

x-direction. A grid refinement study has also been 

performed. 

The problem has been run to a simulated time of 2 S, 

and a time step study performed. 

Initial values: 

The initial velocitY fields were: u=v= 10-10, 

and the pressure field: p= 10-10. 

A hydrostatic pressure field was calculated by the iterative 

procedure during the first time step. 

The initial density distribution was set via the 

volume-fraction as: 

if y YI/2.0 + Ao cos(kox) 

if y YL/2.0 + Ao cos(kox) 

with e= 10-3 , ko and A. are those of the problem 

specification. 
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Boundary conditions: 

The only boundary condition required by PHOEN[CS84 set a 

reference pressure of zero in the bottom left corner cell, 

in order to define a uniqtýe pressure field for the 

computation. 

Mass and momentum fluxes were automatically set to zero 

across the boundaries of the computational domain. 

Converqence and iteration parameters 

Convergence of the PHOENICS84 solution procedure was deter- 

mined by a tolerance of 10-4 on the sum of absolute residu- 

als for continuity, momentum, and when solved for enthalpy. 

Typically five sweeps of the hydrodynamic equations were 

required to meet these tolerance values. The number of 

inner iterations for pressure correction and enthalpy was 

f ixed at: 10. 

in the present problem the flow develops over a time period 

of the order of I s, with a typical flow velocity of 

0.1 ms-1. If these values are substituted into the error 

formula (5.7) together with the tolerances and problem data, 

the percentage errors at the end of the calculation may be 

estimated as 0.1% for continuity and enthalpy, and 1% for 

momentum. This suggests the tolerances are sufficient but a 

check has been performed and is reported with the results. 

Run times 

The CPU time required by various explicit schemes when using 

a CRAY-IA computer, together with the percentage of brine 

lost by numerical errors during the calculation may be 

found in Table 6.2. 

Details of computations which used interface-tracking 

The details are the same as for the marker procedure given 

In (e) above, with additional particle settings described 

below. 
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Initial article_pogitions 

The initial interface was marked by 250 particles with 

coordinates for the mth particle given by: 

ym = YT/2.0 +A0 cos(k or-M), 

with xm = 
Im 

- 
'I 

XI/250 
2 

where YLI XL, Ao and ko are those of the problem 

specification. 

poun( rip ai aaxy. 
-ba 

4- 
-ng 

The first and last particles were restrained to remain next 

to the computational boundaries by setting their horizontal 

velocities to zero. Then the particle addition/deletion 

procedure automatically preserves the interface near the 

computational boundaries. 

(g) Presentation of results 

Table 6-2 summiarises details of the predictions to be 

presented. 

Fluid marker predictions: 

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the effect of varying residual 

tolerances and the time step when using the 2nd order 

explicit transport procedures for volume-fraction and 

momentum. 

Figures 6.4 (a) to (h) show the solutions obtained when 

using different explicit transport procedures. 

Figure 6.5 demonstrates the effect of grid refinement when 

using explicit upwind momentum, and explicit upwind 

volume-fraction calculation schemes. 

Figure 6.6 shows the predicted development of a 

k 

Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 
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Table 6.2(a). Rayleiqh-Taylor test problem. 

fluid marker; compmtqtlQnal etail 

for the residual tolerance test. 

R e,,,, 
loss of 
brine 

CPU 
time (s) 

10-1 0.24 0.014 62 

10- 3 0.24 0.044 62 

10- 4 0.24 0.05 68 

10- 0.24 0.071 84 

R 
(V = residual tolerance of mass, momentum, and when solved 

for enthalpy; emax -= maximum Courant number of the run, see 

equation 5.13. 

Miscellaneous details: At = 10-2 s; NX*NY = 1811ý26. 

Table 6.2 (b). Rayleiqh-Taylor test problem 

Fluid marker; computational details 

for the time step test 

At (S) entax 
loss of 
brine 

CPU 
time (s) 

ax 10-1 1.84 1.5 30 

4x 10-2 1.13 1.65 31 

2x 10-2 0.6 0.15 45 

10-2 0.24 0.05 68 

Miscellaneous details: R(, = 10-4; NX*NY = 19*26. 
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Table 6.2(c). Ravleiqh-Taylor test: problem 

Fluid marker; computational details for 

calculations usinq different numerical schemes 

Figure Implicit 
momentum 

Implicit 

volume- 
fraction 

Explicit 
momentum 

Explicit 

volume- 
fraction 

Run time 
CPU (S) 

6.4(a) v - 87 

6.4(b) 0=1 71 

6.4(c) I/ - V, 0=2 71 

6.4(d) - - 0=1 0=1 67 

6.4(e) - - V/ 0=1 0=2 68 

6.4(f) - - 0=2 V, 0=1 68 

6.4(g) - - 0=2 V, 0=2 68 

6.4(h) - - 0=3 0=3 70 

key: 'vl' =- in use; not in use; '0' order of 

transport scheme. 

Miscellaneous details: At = 10-2 s; NX*NY 18 x 26; 

10-4. 

Table 6.2(d). Rayleiqb-Taylor test problem 

interface-trackinq; computational details 

for the time step test. 

At (S) enlax 
loss of 
brine 

CPU 
time (s) 

ax 10-2 1.74 1.3 27 

4x 10-2 0.99 3.1 36 

2x IO-Z 0.52 2.87 50 

10-1 0.27 2.7 85 
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InterEace-tracking redicti ng: 

Figure 6.7 shows the results of a time step study, and 

Figure 6.8 the predicted development of a Rayleigh-Taylor 

instability. 

Figure 6.9 compares the interface-tracking and explicit 

marker calculations. 

(h) Results; fluid marker computations 

Convergence and time step checks 

Figure 6.2 shows that the predictions are independent of the 

residual tolerances when set to 10-4. Figure 6.3 shows that 

a time step of 2x 10-2 s gives a time step independent 

solution and according to table 6.1 (b) corresponds to a 

maximum Courant number of approximately O. S. Larger time 

steps, with a higher Courant number, cause significant loss 

of brine and inaccurate solutions. 

symmetry 

All the predictions satisfactorily preserve symmetry about a 

vertical line through the centre of the domain. By 

implication the velocity fields must also be symmetrical. 

e-foldinci time 

Since the growth-rate is similar in all the predictions 

shown a check was only performed on the 2nd order 

calculation, see Figure 6.4(g). 

The amplitude of the instability was measured at tIs 

using the 0.5 volume-fraction contour, and assigned a value 

of 5.087 cm. This corresponds to an e-folding time of 

0.27 s, in fair agreement with the expected value of 

0.292 
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Figure 6.2 Rayleigh -Taylor test problem. 
Fluid marker; residual toLerance(R4, ) test, using 
explicit 2nd order momentum &votume-fractions. t=2s, 
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Figure 6.3 RayLeigh-Taylor test problem. 
rid Fluid marker; time step test, using explicit 2 

order momentum & votume-fractions. t= 2s. 
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Relative merits of the explicit-transport sqbLemfýs, 

fiqures 6.4 (a) to (b) 

Comparison of Figure 6.4(a) with (b) and (d), the Ist 

order and fully-implicit procedures, reveals similar 

predictions. This was to be expected since the procedures 

use an upwind formulation. 

Similarly comparison of Figure 6.4(c) with (e) shows that 

the use of 2 nd order volume-fraction transport improves 

the accuracy of the predictions. 

Comparison of Figure 6.4(d) with (e), and Figure 6.4(d) with 

(f), shows that increasing the accuracy of the volume- 

fraction or momentum calculation results in significantly 

more roll-up, at the vertex of the perturbation. 

Figures 6.4(g) and (h) show that the greatest amount of 

'roll- up', and the smallest spacing between contours at the 

head of the vertex is produced when volume-fraction and 

momentum transport are calculated using either the explicit 

2nd or 3rd order transport procedures. 

Comparison of Figure 6.4(g) with (h) shows there is little 

improvement to be gained by going beyond 2nd order accuracy. 

Figure 6.5 shows the effect of a finer computational grid on 

the first order predictions; as might be expected the 

results resemble those of the second order predictions when 

using a coarser grid. 
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Figure 6.4 Ray(eigh-Taylor test problem. 
Fluid marker; brine volume-fraction contours 
calculated using different schemes. t=2s. 
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Figure 6.5 Rayleigh-Taytor test problem. 
Fluid marker; grid refinement test, using 
explicit upwind momentum &votume-fractions. t=2s. 
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Growth of a Rayleiqh-Taylor instability 

Figure 6.6 shows the predicted development of a 

Rayleigh-Taylor instability when using the 2 nd order 

transport procedures. 

Vertex roll-up is caused by the growth of Kelvin-Hellpholtz 

instabilities, which are the subject of the next test 

problem. 

Results; interface-trackinq computation 

Figure 6.7 shows that time step independence has been 

achieved for a time step of 2x 10-2 s, which according to 

table 6.2(d) corresponds to a Courant number of 0.52. The 

table also shows that the loss of brine over the 

whole calculation is less than 3%. 

Figure 6.8 shows the predicted growth of a Rayleigh-Taylor 

instability, and the prediction compares well with the 

corresponding ma-rker prediction shown in Figure 6.6. 

Results; compaxison of fluid marker with interfacg-trackýna 

Figure 6.9 compares predictions which used a fluid marker 

with predictions which used interface-tracking. For 

comparison purposes the fluid marker contour of 0.5 has been 

taken to represent a density interface in Figures 6.9(a) and 

(b). 

Comparison of 6.9(a) with 6.9(c), and 6.9(b) with 6.9(d) 

reveals that the fluid marker and interface-tracking 

procedures are of similar accuracy, but the greater roll 

up' displayed in the interface-tracking predictions suggests 

a slightly better solution. 

The use of explicit 2nd order momentum, and interface- 

tracking best preserves a density interface; the fluid- 

marker scheme is mainly of use to preserve accuracy in 

two-phase calculations as will be demonstrated in later test 

problems. 
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Figure 6.6 Rayteigh-Taytor test problem. 
Fluid marker; growth of a Rayleigh -Taylor 
instability. 
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Figure 6.7 Rayleigh Jaylor test problem. 
Interface -tracking; time step test, using 
explicit 2nd order momentum. t=2s. 
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Conclusions 

The results have demonstrated that the procedures function 

correctly. 

The results have also shown that there is little improvement 

to be gained by going beyond 2nd order accuracy. 

It may be concluded from the results that the use of 

explicit 2nd order momentum, and interface-tracking best 

preserves the density interface. The fluid marker (volume- 

fraction) scheme is mainly of use in two-phase calculations 

to preserve accuracy, and will be demonstrated in later test 

problems. 

All the calculation schemes function satisfactorily up to a 

maximum courant number of 0.5. It is recommended that this 

limit should not be exceeded. 

6.2.2 The Kelvin-Helmholt: z instabilit 

The problem considered 

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is another fundamental fluid 

flow instability, Chandrasekhar (1962), and may occur when 

two fluid layers flow past one-another, see Figure 6.10. If 

the interface between the fluid streams is perturbed then 

the perturbation grows as a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, 

rolling-up the interface. 

The present problem is to predict the growth of a single 

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in a fluid of uniform density. 

Governinq equations 

Again the two-dimensional Euler equations of Chapter 4 are 

used to simulate the instability. In this problem there is 

no body force so B. ý By = 0, and the fluid is assumed to 

have a uniform density. 
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Figure 6.10 Kelvin -Helmholtz test problem. 
Initial conditions. 

U00 

- U00 

L 
(C) Initial and boundary c nditions 

initial values: 
The initial fluid velocities are: 

u=U+u' and v=vI 

where U is the stream velocity given by: 

J-u., for 0 -4 y -4 Y, /2 and 0<x< XT, 

uOD for Y, /2 <y liC Y, and 04x<X L 

X1m, 

with u. = 1.0 ms-1; ul and v' are perturbations to the 

steady state given by: 

V. 
ay ax 

where qi is the stream function: 

-2k( Z4ý) 
if ý; <0 

%P =ý cos(kx) 
e-k 

I ý; II-ez 

(I - e-k) 

II-e 

-2k(12-ý) if ý; >0 

.. (6.6), 
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21T 
where u=0.2 u 00, 

k -, and y=y- YI/2. 
XL 

Boundary conditions: 

At: y=0 and y= YLI V ý- 0.0. 

Cyclic boundaries prevail in the x-direction, so that 

u(x = 0) = u(x = XL). 

It should be noted that the stream function has been 

constructed to satisfy these boundary conditions. 

(d) Expected results 

Rosenhead (1931) calculated the growth of a Kelvin-Helmholtz 

instability for the present situation but with the upper and 

lower boundaries set at oo and --co respectively. Figure 6.10 

presents Rosenbead's results for later comparison with the 

present calculation. 

Figure 6.11 shows that Rosenhead used an initial sinusoidal 

perturbation given by: 

2TFx 
0.1 sin 

A 

(e) gom ýjf !P : atiipnal details j 

(6.7). 

The test problem has been solved using the explicit 

transport procedures, and the fully-implicit procedure 

embodied in PHOENICS84. 

In the explicit predictions volume-fractions are used to 

maxk the fluid moving to the right 0.0) as r, = 0.0, 

and that to the left < 0.0) as r, 1.0; in the implicit 

calculation enthalphy was used in an identical manner. only 

volume-fraction settings are described below. 
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Figure 6.11 Ketvin-Helmhoitz test problem. 
Growth of a Ketvin-Helmholtz instability, 
Rosenhe ad (1931). 

Computation qrid and time ste 

A total of 256 cells were used to cover the computational 

domain, 16 in eacb direction. 

The time step used was IO-z s to ensure the Courant nimiber 

given by: 

At 
U00 - AY 

was less than 0.5 in accordance with the results of the 

Rayleigh-Taylor test problem. 
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initial and boundary conditions 

Initial values: 

The stream velocity was set as defined in the problem 

specification, but with a linear velocity gradient across 

the cells straddling the interface separating the fluid 

streams. The use of a velocity gradient was found to promote 

the development of the instability. 

The velocity perturbations on the east and north faces of a 

computational cell were determined from the stream function 

(6.6) as: 

Uý 
qlne - 4/se] 

and v; 
tPne - qnw 

AY AX 

I 

where nn' denotes the north east corner of a computational 

cell. This practice ensured the velocity perturbations 

satisfied continuity. 

An initial pressure field was set as 10-10, and a pressure 

distribution computed at the first time step as part of the 

implicit PHOENICS84 procedure. 

'rhe initial volume-fraction field was set as: 

1- 10-3 if 0y4 Yr/2.0 

10-3 if Yj: /2.0 4y4 Yr, 

for 04x lýZ- XL, 

4qutldary.. conditions: 

The PHOMICS84 procedure and the explicit transport 

procedures have a facility for cyclic boundaries in the 

x-direction. Flow across the upper and lower y-coordinate 

boundaries was automatica-Ily set to zero. 

The only other condition set p=0 in the bottom left 

computational cell, in order to define a unique pressure 

field for the computation. 
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Converqence and ltejýation parameters 

Convergence of the numerical solutions was determined by a 

tolerance of 10-4 on the sum of absolute residuals for 

continuity, momentum, and enthalpy when solved. Typically 

five sweeps of the hydrodynamic equations were required to 

meet these tolerance values. The number of inner iterations 

for pressure correction and enthalpy was fixed at 10. 

A tolerance check was performed and found the tolerances 

satisfactory. The error formula (5-13) suggests that the 

tolerances used are even tighter than those of the Rayleigh- 

Taylor test problem. 

Run times 

A typical run took a minutes of CPU time on a Perkin Elmer 

3220 mini computer. 

Presentation of results 

Figure 6.12 presents the predicted Kelvin-Helmholtz 

instability at u. t/X = 1.0, calculated using alternative 

numerical schemes. 

Figure 6.13 shows the full development of a Kelvin-Helmholtz 

instability. 

Discussion 

ýj3Lmmet" 

The predictions presented in Figure 6.12 show an expected 

symmetry between the top and bottom tongues of fluid as they 

are swept downstream. 

Accuracy of the predictions 

Figure 6.12 re-affirms the similaxity of predictions which 

use an upwind formulation, and that the 2nd order procedures 

give the most accurate results. 
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Comparison of Figure 6.12 (c) with (d) shows that numerical 

diffusion in the calculation of momentum transport has the 

effect of damping out the growth of the instability, and 

clearly demonstrates the need for an accurate calculation of 

momentum transport. 

Comparison of Rosenbead's results in Figure 6.13 with the 

0.5 volume-fraction contour shows them to be in good 

agreement except for a time shift of 0.5 s. This discrep- 

ancy may be attributed to the initial sinusoidal disturbance 

used by Rosenhead. The time shift may be estimated for the 

present calculation as the rise time to Rosenhead's initial 

amplitude. This may be calculated as half the amplitude of 

Rosenhead's disturbance, 0.1 m, divided by the vertical 

perturbation speed in the calculation, 0.2 ms- giving 

0.5 S, in good agreement with the comparison. 

Conclusions 

The results have demonstrated that the calculation procedure 

functions correctly, and that the use of an upwind momentum 

calculation tends to damp out rolling motions associated 

with Kelvin-Helmboltz instability. The use of the explicit 

2nd order momentum calculation reduces damping, and 

significantly improves the calculation of rolling motions. 

Consequently the use of the explicit 2nd order momentum 

scheme is recommended in the calculation of two-dimensional, 

transient, flows. 
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6.3 Two-phase test problems 

6.3.1 one-dimensional sedimentation 

Itie problem considered 

The physical situation comprises two fluids of differing 

densities initially lying at rest, with the heavy (p = pz) 

overlying the light (p = p, ), see Figure 6.14. 

Driven by gravity, the heavy fluid sediments through the 

light, forming a mixed region which expands to fill the 

remaining volume in a similar manner to the 'no-tilt' 

experiment of Chapter 3. 

The two fluid densities p, and p. are chosen to be close. 

This makes the comparison with an analytic solution poss- 

ible. The results are sensitive to numerical diffusion in 

the volume-fraction equations, hence this problem provides a 

good test of the volume-fraction transport procedures. 

The physical properties are those of the experimental 

fluids; 

pI= jL X 1() 3 kg Tý-3 (water) 

and 

P2 = 1.1 x 103 kg nj- 3 (brine) 

(b) Governinq equations 

This one-dimensional, two-phase problem uses the y-direction 

continuity and momentum equations of two-phase flow given in 

Chapter 

The body force terms are given by: 

BI 
ly 

= p, -g, and B,, y = P2. g - 

The inter-phase friction term F is given by: 

F= Cf r, rz p, , with C. = 20.0. 
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Figure 6.14 One-dimensionat sedimentation test problem. 
Initial conditions. 

(C) Initial and boundaxy conditions 

The initial conditions are: 

V, V2 =0 for 04y Aý YL 

for 04y< YI/2.0 

r1 

11 

0 for YT/2.0 4y .4 YL 

and YL = 0.36 m. Pressure takes a hydrostatic distribution. 

The boundary conditions are: 

At y=0 and at y= YL; vi - v. = 0' 

(d) Expected results 

Youngs (1985) gives an approximate analytical solution for 

this problem. In the predictions only the period from the 

initial position to the time to reach the bottom of domain 

is calculated, the solution for this period is: 
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II-91 

loot 
for -v,, t4 y- 4 v,, t 

fo, ry<- vllt 

fo r y- > vc,, L 

where ýý =y-Y, /2 and 

v,, is a terminal velocity given by: 

-g(p, - P, ) 
VOO ýc 

equal to 4.95 x 10-2 ms-1 in the present problem. 

(e) Computational details 

(6.9), 

(6.10), 

The problem has been solved by way of the fully-implicit 

procedure embodied in PHOENICS84, and the first and second 

order explicit transport schemes for volume-fractions. 

Explicit transport of momentum has not been used. 

As in the Rayleigh-Taylor test problem a reduced pressure 

formulation was used to promote convergence; the body force 

terms used in the calculations were By, I=0.0 and B y" z 
(pz - pl)g. This formulation has no effect on the final 

solution. 

Grid and time-ste 

A total of 40 cells were used to span the computational 
domain, with a time step of io-3 s, chosen to ensure 
the Courant condition. 

At 
Ný -<0.5 

AX 

was satisfied in accordance with the results of the 

Rayleigh-Taylor test problem. 
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Initial and boundary conditions 

The initial velocities were 10-10 ms- 1. The initial 

pressure field was set: as 10-10, and a pressure distribution 

computed at the first time step as part of the implicit 

PROENICS84 procedure. 

Initial volume-fractions were: 

11, 
- 10-3 for 0 ! 1ý y 1ý %/2 

0- 3 for YL/2 <y< YL. 

The only boundary conditions required by PHOENICS84 set a 

reference pressure of zero in the first computational cell 

to define a unique pressure field. Otherwise mass and 

momentum fluxes across the end boundaries were automatically 

set to zero. 

Converqence and iteration ParameterS 

Convergence was determined by a tolerance of 10-4 on the sum 

of absolute residuals for continuity and momentum. Typically 

five sweeps of the hydrodynamic equations were required to 

meet these tolerance values when using the explicit 

transport procedure for volume-fractions, and 10 sweeps when 

using the fully-implicit procedure. The number of inner 

iterations for pressure corrections was fixed at 10. 

A tolerance check has been performed and the tolerances 

found satisfactory. The flow velocities and volumes are 

similar to those of the Rayleigh-Taylor problem where such 

tolerances were found to be sufficient. 

Run times 

A typical run took 3 minutes of CPU time on a Perkin Elmer 

3220 mini computer. 
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Presentation of results 

Figure 6.15 shows the predicted volume-fraction profiles at 

t=2.4 s, and the analytical solution. 

Figure 6.16 presents plots of the width of the mixing region 

against time, predicted by different schemes. The mixing 

width was calculated as the distance between r, = 0.05 and 

0.95. 

Figure 6.17 presents a plot of the difference between the 

computed and analytical first phase volumes fluxed across 

the centre point at y= YI/2: 

cc 
AV, = BVI (computed) - SV, (analytical), 

c 
where sv, (analytical) (r 

Ivi 
)centre 

VW t: 
22 

n 
c 

and BV, (computed) [(r 
I Vi )NY/zli At - Ax 

where nAt = t, Ax = 1, and va, is given by (6.10). 

The difference may be visualised as half the area between 

the analytical and computed volume-fraction profiles shown 

in Figure 6.15. 

Discussion 

Comparison of the predicted profiles with the analytical 

solution in Figure 6.15 reveals that the 2nd order scheme 

is the mosE accurate. The upwind formulations introduce 

numerical diffusion which tends to round-off the corners at 

the edges of the mixing region. 

Figure 6.16 demonstrates the improvement when using the 

explicit 2nd order scheme. The slightly steeper gradient 

associated with the upwind calculation may be attributed to 

numerical diffusion causing an increase in the spread rate. 
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Figure 6.15 One-dimensional sedimentation test problem. 
Volume-fraction profiles calculated using 
different schemes. t=2-4s. 
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Figure 6.16 One-dimensionat sedimentation test problem. 
Growth of the mixing region calculated using 
implicit upwind momentum & different volume- 
fraction schemes. 
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Figure 6.17 shows that the error of the 2nd order scheme is 

approximately 1/4 of that for the upwind schemes, and 

clearly demonstrates that a significant improvement has been 

achieved. 

Conclusions 

The results have shown that the volume-fraction (phase-mass) 

procedure functions correctly, and that using the explicit 

2nd order scheme gives a significant improvement in 

accuracy. Consequently the explicit 2nd order volume- 

fraction (phase-mass) procedure is recommended for use when 

solving the two-phase flow equations. 

6.3.2 Overturning in a rectangular cavit 

(a) The physical situation envisaged for this two-phase test 

case resembles that of the Rayleigh-Taylor problem. 

Initially heavy fluid (p = p. ) overlies lighter fluid 

(p = p, ) in an enclosed rectangular cavity, see Figure 6.18. 

It is then supposed that the cavity is instantaneously 

tilted without imparting any motion to the fluids. As a 

result of the tilt an angled gravit,; elational field causes an 

overturning motion to develop; simultaneously slip occurs 

at the interface of the two-fluids forming a mixed region as 
in the one-dimensional two-phase test problem. 

The purpose of this problem is to demonstrate the 

(axplicit-transport procedures on a two-dimensional problem. 

The dimensions, fluids and tilt angle of the Iti. lted* 

experilnents of Chapter 3, have been employed in order to 

give the test problem an element of physical realism. 
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Figure 6.18 Jilted-cavity 11-est problem. 
Initial conditions. 

Governinq equpýtions 

The two-dimensional, two-phase equations given in chapter 4 

are employed for this test problem. 

The components of the body force are given by: 

Bi, x = - p, g sin and Bi, y = pi g COS 13 

for 1= I and 2, g -9.81 ms-2. 

The inter-phase friction term F is given by: 

F= Cf r, r2_ p,, with Cf = 20.0. 

The tilt angle is 30 to conform with the experimental work, 

and the fluid densities: 

P, =1X 103 kg 14-3 (water), and 

p2 = 1.1 X 103 kg M-3 (brine) 
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(C) Initial and boundary conditions 

jnitial values: 

For 0<x< XL, and 0<y<YL: 

Ul = U2 = VI = V2 = 0' 

with XL = 0.25 m and YLý0.36 M. 

Pressure takes a hydrostatic distribution, and the volume- 

fraction field is given by: 

II if 0 <- y 1! ý YT/2.0 

0 if YE/2*0 <y ýý YL 

Boundazy conditions: 

At x=0 and x=X.; u, = u. = 0.0. 

At y=0 and y=Y.; v, = v. = 0.0. 

(d) Expected results 

During the early stages, until the overturning motion 

prevails, the mixed region at the interface of the two 

fluids should expand at a similar rate as in the 

one-dimensional problem. 

An estimate of the over-turning rate may be found by 

considering the motion as the development of a saw-toth 

Rayleigh-Taylor instability of wavelength 2*X, 
ý, 

as already 
described in Chapter 3 and shown in Figure 3.8. Growth of 
the wavelength forms the overturning motion, and formula 

(6.3) gives an e-folding time of 0.4 s. 
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An initial amplitude for the saw-tooth perturbation may be 

found by aligning the vertical sides of the cavity with the 

gravitional. fiol. d. The initial amplitude is then XL tan 13, 

and when substituted into the Rayleigh-Taylor amplitude 

formula (6.2) gives a relationship between amplitude and 

time. 

Setting the amplitude to the hnight of the cavity, 0.36 m, 

gives a rough estimate for the rise time of the over-turning 

motion from (6.2) as 1.7 s. 

(e) Computational details 

The problem has been solved using the fully-implicit 

procedure of PHOENIICS84, and the explicit transport 

procedures for volume-fractions and phase-momentum. 

As in the previous problems in which gravity is the driving 

force, a reduced pressure formulation for the gravity terms 

has been employed in the following manner: 

I, X =8 I'y = 0, BZ, 
X = -(p2 - p, )g sin 13 and 

zfy = (p, - P, )g Cos P. 

The formulation is used to promote convergence and has no 

effect on the final solution. 

Grid and time ste 

A total of 160 cells covered the computational domain, 10 in 

the x--direction and 16 in the y-direction. 

The time step was 2x IO-Z s; a value similar to that 

uged in the related Rayleigh-Taylor test problem. The 

problem was run to a time of 2 S. 
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Initial and boundarv ponditions 

Initial values: 

For 0 -4 x4 XL arid 0 !Cy4 YL: Pý ul ý uz ý V, ý V2 ý jLO71 0 

A pressure distribution was calculated at the firsL time 

step by the PHOENICS84 solution procedure. 

The initial volume-fractions were: 

1- 10-3 for 04y< YI/2.0 

11 
10-3 for YV2.0 <y4 Yr,. 

Boundary conditions 

The only boundary condition required by PHOENICS84 set a 

reference pressure of zero in the bottom left corner cell, 

velocity boundary conditions were automatically set. 

Converqence and iteration parameters 

The problem is expected to have similar velocity and flow 

conditions to that of the Rayleigh-Taylor test problem. 

Hence convergence was determined with the same tolerances 

of 1.0-4 on the qum of absolute residuals for continuity and 

momentum, and 10 inner iterations were used for the pressure 

correction equation. Typically five sweeps were required to 

meet these tolerance values. 

A tight tolerance of 10-a was set on the velocity adjustment 
iteration in the explicit transport procedure for volume- 
fractions (phase-mass). Typically 8 iterations were required 
to meet this tolerance value. 
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Run times 

A typical run took 8 minutes of CPU time on a Perkin Elmer 

3220 mini computer. 

Presentation of results 

Figure 6.19 shows predictions at t=2s, obtained 

using different transport schemes. Figure 6.20 shows the 

development of the overturning motion as predicted using the 

2nd order scheme for volume-fractions and momentum. 

Figure 6.21 shows the growth of the mixing region along a 

vertical line through the centre of the domain at 

x 0.125 m, measured as the distance between r, = 0.05 and 

r, 0.95. 

Discussion 

Figure 6.19 shows that the 2nd and 3rd order schemes give 

similar results; and that the implicit-upwind and 

explicit-upwind schemes give similar results. This confirms 

the results from the previous test problem calculations. 

The figure also shows that the 2nd and 3rd order schemes 

give the most accurate results, and that there is no 

significant improvement to be gained by going beyond 2nd 

order accuracy. 

Figure 6.20 shows that the overturning motion has the 

expected rise time of 1.7 s, and Figure 6.21 the 

expected growth of a one-dimensional mixed region. 

Conclusions 

The results have demonstrated that the calculation 

procedures function correctly, and that they may be 

recommended for use in the calculation of transient, 

two-dimensional, two-phase flows. 
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Figure 6.21 Titted-cavity test problem. 
Growth of the central mixing region 
calculated using different schemes. 

6.4 Conclusions 

A total of four test problems have been described and solved 

by way of the numerical procedures of Chapter 5. 

The following conclusions are drawn from the results of the 

test problems: 

The interface-tracking and explicit transport 

procedures function correctly. 

The maximum Courant number during a calculation 

should not exceed 0.5 so as to preserve accuracy. The 

time step should be chosen to ensure this condition. 
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Setting the residual tolerances for all the variables 

to 10-4 ensures good convergence in the test problem 

calculations, and since the problems are representative 

of the experimental conditions these tolerance values 

are recommended for use in predictions for the 

experiments. 

The use of explicit 2nd order momentum, and interface- 

tracking is recommended for the calculation of flows 

with a moving density interface. 

The use of explicit-2nd order momentum, and explicit 

2nd order volume-fractions is recommended for use in 

the calculation of two-phase flows. 

The test problems have shown that there is no 

significant improvement to be gained by going beyond 

2nd order accuracy. 
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7. 'DIRECT' TWO-DIMNSIONAL SIMULATIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

The last two chapters have focunned on the numerical solution 

procedures for the Euler (ý(Jtjations of single and two-phase f low. 

Attention is now focussed on prodictions for the experiments, which 

omploy the single-phase Euler equations. Following the reconunen- 

dations of the last chapter the equations are solved by way of the 

explicit 2nd order momentum, and i ntor fit ce-t rack ing procedures. 

The purpose of this chapter is to valid. -An the utility of 'direct' 

nimulationg for experiments, and to demonstrate the explanations given 

in Chapter 3 for the experimental phenomena. 

The next section considorq the range of the simulations. This is 

followed by a cl(! -%cription of the simulations performed for the 

phenomena observed in the no-tilt, and tilted, experiments. The 

chapter closes with conclusions. 

All the calculations described in this chapter have been perforTw. d on 

a CRAY 1A computer. 

7.2 Ranqe of the simulations 

Before proceeding with a description of the simulations for the 

experijitental phenomena, the scope of the Euler equations and the 

numerical solution procedure should be considered. 

Mie Euler equations of Chapter 4 describe the instantaneous flow 

parameters of an incompressible, inviscid fluid, in a cartesian 

coordinate frame, and as described in Chapter 4 are appropriate for 

Lhe present experiments. 

The momentum and interface-traci ng pror. ndures solve the Euler 

oquations for the instantaneous fluid flow parameters. By necessity a 

particle string which defines a density interface cannot cross itself 

or divide, consequently the solution procedure cannot account for the 

mixing phenomenon which appears in the experiments. Novortheless the 

'banded, and 'bowing' phenonw%na of the *no-ti. 1t, experiment, and the 
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'overturning, and 'wall-plume' phenomena of the *tilted* experiments, 

may be simulated since a density interface can be identified. 

rt should be noted that an initially flat interface may be perturbed 

during the course of a calculation by numerical round-off errors. 

Such a perturbation may trigger the growth of an instability. 

This is an intrinsic feature of the Euler equations in the present 

situations. The appearance of such fluid instabilities may prove to 

be inconvenient, but since they cannot be removed without modifying 
the Euler equations or the solution procedure, they must be accepted 

as part of the simulation. 

7.3 Simulations for the no-tilt' experimen 

7.3.1 Preamble 

This section describes simulations that have been performed for the 

'dark band' and 'bowing, phenomena observed in the 'no-tilt' 

experiment. 

The fluids and flow domain are those of the experimental arrangements 

given in Chapter 2. 

The description of the calculations takes care to detail the initial 

and boundary conditions, but since the computations are similar to 

those of the test problems in the last chapter other computational 
details are kept to a minimum to avoid needless repetition. 

The next subsection describes predictions for the *banded, 

phenomenon, and afterwards by a subsection describing predictions for 

the 'bowing' phenomenon. Each description starts with an overview of 
the predictions that are to be presented, followed by computational 
details, and closes with a discussion of the results. 
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7.3.2 Predictions for the Idayk band' phenomenon 

overview 

The exE5erimental photographs show the formation of dark 

horizontal bands imnediately following the rotation of the 

experimental box. 

This phenomenon has been atLributed to overturning of the 

brine-water interface in a vertical plane normal to the 

viewing plane, with the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz 

instabilities on the density interface separating the 

oppositely flowing streams. It is the Kelvin-Helmholtz 

i nstabi. 1 ities that form the dark bands '. 

Predictionn for Lhe phenomenon are in the plane of the 

Kelvin-Helmholtz instahilities, in this plane the flow 

domain has dinv-, nsions 36 cm x 0.5 cm. The aspect ratio of 
the flow domain is then 72: 1; for the predictions this has 

beon rodured to 8: 1 by ignoring the stationary regions above 

and below the bands. The length of the x-dimension is then 

0.5 cm, and the y-dimension 4 cm. 

In order to simplify the computations the initial rotation 

period has not been considered, thereby removing the need 

for Coriolis terms in the Euler oquations. Gravity acts 

along the y-axis with the reduced pressure formulation used 
for the Rayleigh-Taylor test problem described in 

Chapter 6. 

It is assumod that-. the box has been inverted, and that a i0o 

angle of tilt has been imposed on the density interface 

during the rotation period. 

The following two calculationn are described to simulate the 

'dark band' phenomenon: 

(i) Development of a steeply tilted interface. 

(ii) Effect of front and back face-plates. 
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The purposes of these predictions are: 

To show the developmenL ot 'dark bands* at the 

vertices of the penetrating perturbation by the 

formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. 

To determine the effect of a no-slip condiLion at the 

side walls. 

(b) Computational details 

Tnitial conditions 

For all x and y the initial fluid velocifi. es were set as 

U=v= 10-10. The initial position of the particle string 

was set according to: 

Yjý- Xr. tan 13 
YS =2-+ xS tan J3 

where X. and YL are the dimensions of the experimental box. 

The number of particles representing the interface was 

determined by the automatic procedurp of Chapter 5. 

Tho initial density distribution was specified as follows: 

P=Pwi. f y<ys and p=pbif y> ys 

where Pw and Pb are the densities of water and brine 

respectively. 

The initial pressure distribution was set as jo-10, and a 
hydrostatic pressure field calculated during Lhe first time 

step of the solution procedure. 

Bou! Ld-ary Conditions 

Both prodictions assume zero mass flux through the side 

walls so that: 

For x-0 and x= XL; u= 

For y=0 and y=yL; V= 
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To simulate wall effects laminar wall boundary conditions 

were used to specify the momentum flux in cells adjacent to 

the walls as: 

Oc - 'I'wall 

DC 

for 41 =u or v, where Dc is the distance from the wall to 

the centre of the velocity cell adjacent to the wall, Oc is 

the cell value of 4), and A is the laminar viscosity of 

water. For the no-slip condition Owall = 0, 

A fixed pressure p=0 was specified in the bottom left 

corner cell to ensure a unique pressure field. 

Computational qrid 

SquaLre cells were used to cover the computational domain. 
Three grid sizes have been investigated: 10 x 80,20 x 160 

and 30 x 240 cells in the x and y-directions respectively. 
Results from the grid refinement study are presented and 
discussed. 

Miscellaneous details 

Details such as the time step and convergence tolerances may 

be found in Table 7.1, together with the maximum Courant 

number for the run. 

A time step was chosen to ensure that the maximum Courant 

number for a run was less than 0.5 in accordance with the 

results of Chapter 6. Similarly the residual tolerances 

were set to 10-4. These tolerances were met with typically 

5 sweeps of the equations per time step. 
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Table 7.1 comput: at: ional details for the *dark band' 

calculations 

7.1.1 Grid refinement test 

NX*MY At R e max loss CPU time 
(S) 

10*80 1.5 x 10-1 10-4 0.21 1.54 120 

20*160 7.5 X 10-4 10-4 0.32 2.3 791 

30*240 5X 10-4 10-4 0.34 2.5 2400 

7.1.2 With and without walls 

Walls At R4) e max 
% loss CPU time 

of brine (S) 

with 7.5 X 10-4 10-4 0.32 2.3 791 

without 7.5 x 10-4 10-4 0.29 1.95 820 

(C) Presentation of results 

A grid refinement test is shown in Figure 7.1. 

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the predicted development of the 

tilted interface without wall effects and when walls are 

present. 

Discussion 

Grid refinement 

The grid refinement study presented in Figure 7.1 shows 

little change in the overall overturning rate of the tilted 

interface. closer scrutiny of the figures shows that as the 

grid is refined smaller-scale structures appear. This is to 

be expected as refining the grid permits the resolution of 

smaller instabilities. It is apparent that the 20 x 160 

grid resolves the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability which is 

the phenomenon oE interest. 
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O-OOSM t= 0-3 s !E : IN 

0-04 m 

lOx8O 20x160 3Ox240 

NXxNY 

Figure 7.1 Grid refinement test for the 
'dark band' simutation. 
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Appearance ol: 'dark bands' 

Figure 7.2 shows tbo dovolopment of Kelvin-Helmholtz 

instabi lities at tho vcartices of the perturbation. The 

depth of colour anno(: iatnd with these rolling motions 

appears as 'dark bands' when viewed from the side. 

The dot-. (. cd linn in Figure 7.2 shows that the penetration 

rate of the perturbation may I-xi (! xpected to reach a limiting 

value. The two fluids then flow past one-another in a 

mannor similar to that of the Kelvin-Helmholtz test problem 

of Chapter 6. The apix! arance of multiple dark bands' may 

then be attributed to the growth of Kelvi. n-Helmboltz 

instabilities as the two fl. uids stroam past one-another. 

The W-notration sned of the vertex has Won wanured from 

Me dotted line and innorted in equation (3.1) to give a 

value for Cw of 0.7 in agrooment with the result of Daly 

(1967). 

Effect if Llie walls 

Comparison of Fiqure 7.3 with 7.2 reveals that the side 

walln restrict the qrowth of the perturbation. The dotted 

line in Figure 7.3 permits a measure of the penetration rate 

and hence Coo as 0.53 in qood aqreew. nt with the experimental 

value, see section 3.2.2. 

The calculations suggest that the nid(t wallu can be expected 

to slow the growt-. b of -3mall distrubances by approximately 

25%. 
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0-06s 0-12s 0-18s 0-24s 0-3s 0-36s 
Time 

NXxNY=20xl6O 

Figure 7.2 Simutation of the 'dark band' phenomenon; 
no side watts present. 
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0-06s 0-12s 0-18s 0-24s 0-3s 0-36s 
Time 

NXxNY 20 x1 60 

Figure 7.3 Simulation of the 'dark band' phenomenon; 
side watts present. 
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7.3.3 Predictions for the 'bowinq' phenomenon 

(a) Overview 

'Bowing' of the dennity interface in the 'no-tilt' 

experiment is treated as a planar motion in the vinwing 

Vlane of the experiment. 

A single prodi. c. tion is presented which simulates the growth 

of a single Rayleigb-Taylor instability for comparison with 

the experimental 'bowing'. Small-scale throe dimensional 

motions along thn bowed interface have not been considored, 

as the PLIrpose of the prediction in to show how a single 

Rayleigh-Taylor instability may bow the density interface. 

As in the 'dark band' predictions the initial rotation 

period has not been considered and the same reduced pressure 
formulation for gravity terms has boon uned. The 

prpdiction starts from the moment the experimental tank is 

caught at the stopping plate. 

rt woul(I be permissible to predict the growth of a half 

wavelong, th perturbation since the phenomenon exhibits 

sy=Tw%try about a vertical line through the contro of the 

flow domain. A whole wavelength has been simulated to show 

the nymmAtry predicted by the solution prcu-ndure. No-slip 

boundary co. nditionn bave been imposed at the sides of the 

computational dormain to simulatxi th(i offect of side walls. 

ComPutational details 

Initial conditions 

For all x and y the initial velocity and pressure fields 

w(im not as u-výpý 10-10. A hydrostatic pressure 

distribution waq then calculated during the fi. rqt tinke ntep 

of Lho nolution procedure. 
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The initial position of thit particle strinq representinq the 

density interface was given as: 

yS ý Yr_/Z. O + Ao cos(ko xs), 

wborp. YL is the height of the flow domain, ko = 2Tr/, \,, with 

1\0 ý XTJ the width of theb flow domain. 

Thcl. - initial densities were given as: 

p= pw ify4y. and pý pb if y> ys , 

where Pw and Pb are tho densities of water and brine 

respectively. 

Boundary conditions 

Thn boundary conditions were identical to those of the 'dark 

band' predictions. 

computational grid 

Square cells were used to covor the computational domain. 

Two grid nizes have been tried 25 x 26 and So x 72 cells in 

the x and y-directions ronix-ct-Avely. Results from the two 

cancin are preriented and discussed later. 

Miscellaneous details 

111ablP 7.2 contains the remaining details for the 

computations. Time steps were chosen to onnurn the maximum 

Courant numIx-ir for a run was less than 0.5 in accordance 

with the results of Chapter 6. 

The convergence tolerance was that of the related Rayleigh- 

Taylor tost problem of Chapter 6. The tolerance was met 

with typically 5 sweeps of the equations Ex,, r tjTmt ntep. 
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Table 7.2 Computational details for the 'bowinq' 

calculations 

NX*ffy At (S) R e % loss CPU time 
0 max of brine (S) 

25 x 36 10-2 10-4 0.29 1.74 160 

50 x 72 5x 10-1 . 
10-4 0.37 3.62 1400 

(C) Presentation of results 

The effect of different grid sizes on the computed solution 

at t=2.8 s is shown in Figure 7.4. 

Figure 7.5 compares the experimental bowing' with the 

simulated development of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 

Discussion 

Grid refinement 

Figure 7.4 shows that grid refinement has little effect on 

the penetration of the side wall and middle plumes, 

indicating that larger motions remain the same in each 

calculation. 

Fine structure within the 'wall' and 'bowing' motions 

changes as the grid is refined, but this is to be expected 

since refining the grid permits resolution of small scales. 
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2-5x36 50x72 
NXxNY 

Figure 7.4 Grid refinement test for the 
'bowing' simulation. 

Comparison of prediction with experiment 

Figure 7.5 compares the experimental photographs with the 

simulation and shows good agreement for the wall plumes, and 
the bowing in the centre of the flow. 

Irregularities along the density interface apparent in the 

experiment are not accounted for in the simulation because 

they were not part of the initial perturbation. It would be 

possible to superimpose smaller perturbations on the initial 

Rayleigh-Taylor interface, but a much finer grid would then 

be necessary, and it would have to be in three dimensions. 

Limitations of present-day computers prevents such a 

calculation. 
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t =2.4s 

t =2. Gs 

Arm- 

t =2.8s 

Photographs. Simulation. 

Figure 7.5 Comparison of the 'bowing' phenomenon in 

the experiment with its simulation. 
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7.4 Simulations for the *tilted' experime ts 

Overview 

This section describes simulations performed for the two 

'tilted' experiments. The purpose of the simulations is to 

demonstrate the 'wall-plume' and 'overturning' phemomena 

observed in the experiment. 

The experimental phenomena are considered as planar motions 

in the viewing plane of the experiment, and the 

two-dimensional Euler equations are employed for the 

simulation. 

The computational conditions for the simulations are 

practically those of the 'dark band' simulations described 

earlier, with the following differences: 

the aspect ratio of the flow domain (36: 25), 

the angle of tilt, and 

the angled gravity field. 

Computational details are summarised in Table 7.3. 

A grid refinement study has not been performed because 

simulation of the 'bowing phenomenon in the last section 

demonstrated that a 72 x So grid should be sufficient to 

resolve the flow phenomena of interest. 

The next section presents the simulations, and is followed 

by a comparison of the simulations with photographs of the 

experiments. 

Table 7.3 Computational details for tilted' calculations 

Angle At R4ý emax % loss CPU time 

of tilt of brine (S) 

55' 2.5 X 10-3 10-4 0.21 6.3 3453 

30 21' 2 )C 10- 3 10-4 0.2 6.1 3320 
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(b) Presentation of predictions 

Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the simulations compared with their 

respective experiments. 

(C) Comparison of simulation witb experiment 

Figures 7.6 and 7.7 compare the experiments with their 

respective simulations. The comparison reveals that the 

'wall-plume' and overturning' phenomena are well 

simulated. 

Irregularities on the density interface in the experiment 

are not simulated since they were not part of the initial 

conditions for the calculation. 

A single Kelvin-Helmholtz instability arises at the centre 

of the predicted flow becase of a perturbation introduced by 

numerical errors. 

It is interesting to note that the Kelvin-Helmholtz 

instability is deformed by the mean fluid flow in a similar 

fashion to the mixing region in the experiment. 

7.5 Conclusions 

This chapter has presented and discussed simulations for several of 

the experimental phenomena described in Chapter 3. 

Simulations for the 'no-tilt, experiment have successfully 

demonstrated the formation of the 'dark band, phenomena by 

Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, and the 'bowing, phenomenon by a long 

wavelength instability. 

Simulations for the 'tilted' experiments have successfully 

demonstrated the appearance of 'wall-plumes', and the 'overturning' 

phenomena observed in the experiments. 
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t=l. 4s 

t=2. Os 

t =2.4s 

Photographs. Simulation. 

Figure 7.6 Comparkson of the 55' Ititted' experiment 

with 'tts stmulatton. 
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I t=1. Os 

t=1.4s 

t=1.8s 

Photographs. SZmutation. 

Figure 7.7 ComparZson of the 30 21' ' tilted' 

expertment wZth 'its simulation. 

A 
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The simulations compare well with the experimental phenomena studied, 

validating the utility of the interface-tracking procedure, and the 

explanations given in Chapter 3 for the phenomena. 

irregular, small-scale, three-dimensional fluid motions apparent on 

the density interface in the experiments cannot be simulated because 

of the limitations of present-day computers. This suggests the use of 

a turbulent mixing model for such mixing regions. Development of a 

suitable mixing model is the subject of the next chapter. 
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8. TWO-FLUID SIMULATIONS 

8.1 introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe a 'two-fluid' model for 

turbulent mixing in the 'no-tilt, and 'tilted' experiments described 

in Chapter 3. Particular emphasis is given to the development of a 

length-scale formulation; this represents the major contribution of 

the present work to the 'two-fluid, model. 

The need for a 'two-fluid' model of the turbulent mixing process has 

already been given in the introduction to the thesis. Before 

proceeding with the development of the mod6l it is worthwhile 

repeating the central argument for its formulation. 

The experimental work suggests that regions of turbulent 

Rayleigb-Taylor mixing in the experiments comprise fragments from the 

different density fluids. Within the mixture a pressure gradient, 

imposed by gravity, induces different accelerations in fragments from 

the different density fluids, causing them to have different 

velocities. The velocity separation of the different density fragments 

is limited by drag, as in the case of a single gas bubble rising in a 

liquid when gravity is present. This behaviour suggests that the 

two-phase flow equations be used to model the mixing process. 

Crucial to the two-fluid model is the use of a length-scale, or 

fragment size, in an inter-fluid drag term. The use of a length-scale 

is physically more appealing than the turbulence energy dissipation 

rate 'e' which appears in the k-e model. A length-scale equation also 

permits the incorporation of fluid fragment deformation terms in a 

natural manner. 

The experimental work shows that the size of fluid fragments varies in 

both space and time. The present contribution has been the 

development of a physically plausible equation for the length scale 

which appears in the drag term of the two-fluid model. 

The description starts with a one-dimensional, two-fluid model of 

mixing in the *no-tilt, experiment, and includes a detailed account of 

the length-scale equations that have been investigated. The section 

closes with a recommended length-scale equation. 
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The one-dimensional model is then extended to a two-dimensional one in 

Section 8.3, and used to simulate the mixing in the tilted, 

experiments. Further development of the recommended length-scale 

equation is described. 

The chapter closes with a summary of the 'two-fluid, model, 

recommendations for model constants, and the length-scale equation. 

8.2 A one-dimensional, two-fluid model for 

the no-tilt, experiment 

8.2.1 Preliminary comments 

This section describes a one-dimensional, two-fluid model for plane 

averaged mixing in the no-tilt, experiment, and the development of an 

equation for length-scale within the mixing region. 

Data collected from the experiment are used to validate the model and 
influence its development. 

The description has been divided into subsections which contain the 

following details: 

A review of the experimental results and the results 

from other similar experiments. 

The mathematical equations of the two fluid model. 

A review of previous work to develop a lenqtb-scale 

equation. 

The length-scale equations investigated in the present 

research. 

Initial and boundary conditions for the experimental 

conditions. 

Approximate analytical solutions of the model equations 
for the experimental conditions. 

Computed solutions of the model equations for the 

experimental conditions. 
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The section closes with a discussion of the relative merits of the 

lengtb-scale equations, and recommendations. 

8.2.2 Review of experimental results 

%I-iis subsection briefly reviews the results given in Chapter 3 for 

plane-averaged mixing in the no-tilt, experiment, and similar 

experiments by other researchers described in the introduction to the 

thesis. 

Plane-averaged mixing in the no-tilt' experiment exhibited the 

following three key features: 

A linear volume-fraction profile for brine across the mixing 

region; rounded-off at the edges of the mixing region was 

ascribed to edge fluctuations along the boundaries of the 

mixing region. 

The width of the mixing region WIn grew according to the 

formula: 

Pw - Pb 
Wm ý2 oc -gt 

pw+ Pb 

With a=0.04. 

(iii) As the mixing region expanded fluid length-scales were 

observed to grow in size. Length-scale measurements 

confirmed this observation, and it was suggested that the 

length-scale should be proportional to the width of the 

mixing region. 

Experimental work by Burrows et al (1985) confirms the relationship 
(8.1), but measured a as 0.06. The difference in the two values for a 
has been attributed to the narrow gap between the front and back faces 

of the experimental tank in the present apparatus. 

LS Stafford (1982) was unable to confirm the features (i) to (iii) 

due to density calibration problems, but demonstrated that reversing 

gravity causes partial de-mixing and the re-establishment of a density 

interface. 
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The key features (i) to (iii), and the de-mixing phenomenon serve to 

guide the development and validation of the one-dimensional, two fluid 

model. 

0.2.3 Mathematical equations 

The mathematical equations of the model are based upon the governing 

equations of two-phase flow given in Chapter 4. 

The mixing region in the 'no-tilt' experiment is envisaged as having a 

structure of fluid fragments from water (pw) and brine (pb), with Pb > 

pw. Then rw and rb represent plane-averaged volume-fractions for 

water and brine which satisfy the relation: 

rw + rb ý1 (8.2), 

since the two fluids occupy all the space. 

By analogy with with two-phase situation continuity equations for 

each fluid may be written as: 

a(ripi) a(ripivi) 
+ 

at ay 

and momentum equations as: 

(8.3), 

a(ripivi. ) a(ripiviZ) ap 

at 
+ 

ay r., ay 
+ ripig + Fi(v 

w-vb 

(8.4), 

where i=w and b, for water and brine, and the y-axis is aligned with 

the vertical direction in the experiment. Inter-fluid drag between 

fragments from the different fluids is expressed as a local exchange 

of momentum, with the coefficient Pi formulated by analogy with 

two-phase drag as: 

Fw ý- Fb ý-Cfrwrb(rwPw + rbPb)lvw -vb I/L (8-5), 

where CE is a non-dimensional constant to be determined using the 

experimental data, and L is the mixing length-scale determined in the 

present work from a lenqth-scale equation. 

Previous lenqth-scale proposals are reviewed in the next section. 
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8.2.4 Previous length-scale proposals 

A survey of the literature has shown that there has been little 

substantial research performed to develop a length-scale prescription 

for incorporation in the two-phase, or two-fluid model equations. 

Two proposed lines of research have been described; the first 

postulates a specific area', or 'total area concentration'; and the 

second postulates the existence of a dominant fragment size. Both 

approaches are now reviewed. 

'Specific area' 

Spalding (1983) and Ishii (1975) defined the specific area 9-1 as: 

'the total amount of interfacial area in a unit volume of 

the two-fluid mixture', 

the reciprocal 9 may be regarded as a characteristic length-scale. 

Spalding proposed the following transport equation for specific area: 

DR-' 
-=M+B+A 

Dt 
(8.6), 

wherein M stands for mechanical effects, such as stretching, breakage, 

impact and coalescence; B stands for burning, not relevant for the 

present work; and A for additional processes such as wrinkling, 

smoothing and interdiffusion. 

Spalding proposed two alternative mechanical terms; the first supposed 

a generation rate proportional to the surface area present, and the 

rate of distortion of the mean flow, U; 

au 
constant 9-I 

C ly 

appropriate for when the main distortion of the flow is in the 

y-direction. In the second proposal the velocity difference 

determines the mechanical growth-rate as: 

constant 2-2 1111, - M2 11 1 
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where u, and u. are the fluid velocities, and determines the 

size of the vector. 

To the present researcher's knowledge there has been no reported work 

to substantiate these proposals and so no fur-ther comment can be 

given. 

Ishii (1975, p 179) on the other hand discussed 'specific area' from 

an analytical point of view, and wrote the following equation based 

upon conservation of volume of a small bubble in a continuous medium: 

ae-I + V. -1vi 
at - 

(8.7), 

where vi is the mean velocity of the interface, and 4)g a source term 

given by a constitutive equation. No source term was given, and only 

very elementary examples of the use of such an equation were provided. 

Although weak on source term prescription Ishii did show that such an 

approach leads to complicated analysis and the need for a mean 

curvature equation. In addition, the source term proposals of 

Spalding indicate the complexity of the phenomena which must be 

accounted for by the formulation. Such difficulties seem inevitable 

in this 'close-up' analysis of the interface. 

Fracrment size 

A more practical approach has been taken by Youngs (1984a) and 

Spalding (1983) in postulating the existence of a dominant fragment 

size. 

Youngs considered the same mixing phenomenon as that which occurs in 

the no-tilt, experiment, and proposed the following fragment size 

equation for use in the one-dimensional, two-fluid model: 

dL Ivb 
- V. I. + L(c 

dt ay ... ( Et -8), 

where Ivb 
- vwlc is the separation velocity at the initial position of 

the unstable interface, and V is the mean flow velocity. For the 

present incompressible fluids aVlay = 0. 
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Youngs had some success in fitting the two-fluid model to experimental 

results and assigned a value of 4.5 to the friction constant Cf# the 

only free parameter in the model. Further consideration is given to 

this equation in the present research. 

Similarly Spalding proposed a fragment size equation for use in a 

two-fluid model, where the fluids were defined as turbulent and 

laminar. The fragment size equation prescribed the mean fragment size 

of the turbulent fluid Lt as: 

DLt 

-= rg 
1 

k. c- ks s Lt], 
Dt 

[3 

where re is the volume fraction of the laminar fluid; c the slip 

velocity between the fluids; km and k. constants; and s the stretching 

rate similar to that given for the mechanical term in the 'specific 

area' equation (8.6). 

The present researcher knows of no work to substantiate this 

proposal. 

8.2.5 Lenqtb-scale equations investiqated 

The length-scale equations that have been investigated in the present 

research are described below. 

of the two approaches described in the last section the latter concept 

of the 'fragment size' has been adopted in the present work because of 

its practical aspect, and the success reported by Youngs. 

The following sub sections describe five different length-scale 

equations that have been tried in the two-fluid model. The 

descriptions contain the motivation for the equation, its formulation, 

and any ixmnediate sbortcomings. 

(a) A 'Prescribed, lencith-scale 

If the model equations (8.3) to (8.5) are expressed in terms 

of the similarity variable C= y/t4, then the following 

similarity relations are obtained: 
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r, = r, (C), r, = rz(C), v, = v, (C)t, v. = v, (C)t, 

and L= 

The dependence of L on tz suggests that L might be 

'prescribed' as half the width of the mixed region: 

Pw - Pb 
L=0.04 - gt2 

Pw + Pb 

in accordance witb equation (8.1). 

Reduction of fragment size cannot be accounted for, and the 

prescription of a finite fragment size for regions outside 

the mixture seems somewhat implausible. Nevertheless the 

simplicity of the Prescription recommends itself for 

investigation. 

(b) A Icentred' lencith-scale 

111he next length-scale prescription investigated is a 

slightly modified version of Youngs equation (8.7), the 

formulation used was: 

dL 
-- 

[vw 
- Vb) 

dt r Iz 

(8.11) 

I where the slip velocity is evaluated at r, = r. = -,. Since 

the y-axis has been aligned with the vertical we have vw >0 

and v. <0 (the water rises and the brine falls). Hence the 

lenqth-scale can be expected to increase with the expansion 

of the mixing region. 

The slip velocity is evaluated ar rw since this is the 

true Icentre, of the mixture. In the present situation the 

density ratio is small so that the evaluation position is 

practically that of the Youngs formulation. 

Unlike the 'prescribed' length-scale, de-mixing is naturally 

accounted for by a change in the direction of the fluid 

velocities, but: again the prescription of a length outside 
the mixture seems Implausible. In addition it is not clear 
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(C) 

bow the equation could be employed in a two-dimensional 

situation where the length-scale might vary in space as well 

as time. 

Despite these difficulties equation (o. 11) recognizes a role 

played by the flow in determining fluid fragment size, and 

is worthy of investigation. 

Lenqth-scale transport equations 

A desirable extension to the previous equations would be to 

write a one-dimensional transport equation for length-scale, 

which would then admit a natural extension to two- 

dimensions, and the incorporation of source/sink terms. 

in considering such an extension the first difficulty 

encountered is the definition of a suitable transport 

velocity for length-scale. Consideration of this problem 

has led to the formulations described below. 

'Dual' fracpient: size equat: ions 

one of the simplest ways to avoid the difficulty of 

defining a length-scale transport velocity is to 

postulate the existence of a mean fragment size for 

each fluid. Then the fragment size transport speed is 

just that of the fluid itself, which gives: 

aLw a(VWLW) 
-+-= Gg 
at ay 

"(VbLb) alb c 
-+-= Gg 
at ay 

(8.12), 

where Lw and lb are the water and brine fragment: sizes; 

and Gg a growth term given by: 

GR ý (vw - vb) *n 

where n 

a rb 

ay 

otherwise 

(8.13), 
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In the present one-dimensional model the parameter n 
takes a value of I in the mixture and zero outside, 

which ensures no growth outside the mixture. The use 

of the velocity separation in the growth term represents 

the successive engulfment of smaller fragments by 

larger fragments as the mixing region expands. 

A problem now arises in the definition of a suitable 
length-scale for use in the drag term of the two-fluid 

model. If we consider the two-phase situation of a 

small bubble surrounded by continuous fluid, see Figure 

8.1, then the drag per unit volume Db, is proportional 

Lo the surface area of the bubble: 

Z (23 
+ 23j Dý3 cc 2b/ bC 

where 2b and 2c are the dimensions of the bubble and 
fluid fragments, with 2b '" 2c' 

Water 

L w 

Bubble- L b 

Figure 8.1 Dispersed bubbles in water. 
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33 
Then since rb/rc =: Ob/ ec the drag is given by: 

rb 
E)b cc -- eb 

so that as the volume-fraction tends to zero its 

corresponding length-scale dominates the drag. This 

suggests the following formulation for the lenqth-scale 

in the drag term: 

r. ý rwrb + lbrw ... 

Equations (8.12) to (8.14) complete a 'dual' fragment 

size formulation. 

(ii) A Isinglel lenqth-scale equation 

The formation of a single length-scale from dual 

fragment sizes, suggests a way of combining the fluid 

velocities into a transport speed for a single 

length-scale transport equation as: 

vL ý vwrb + vbrw (8.15); 

vL may be considered as the dominant velocity for the 

lenqth-scale, and implies that the lenqth-scale is 

transpor-ted with the smaller fluid scales in accordance 

with the dual, formulation. The transport equation 

for the length-scale is then: 

aL a(vLL) 
-+- =G 
at ay 

where Gj is the generation term (8.13). 

The 'dual' and 'single, formulations are independent 

of one-another, but have the same virtues. 
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(d) A characteristic, 
-equation 

for lenqth-scale 

The final length-scale equation investigated is a 

characteristic equation which uses the dominant length-scale 

speed of (8.15) as the characteristic velocity: 

aL aL 
-+vL-= Gg (8.17), 
at ay 

where Gg is the generation term (8.13). 

8.2.6 Initial and boundarv conditions 

The growth of the mixing region in the *no-tilt, experiment is 

expressed by the formula (8.1). 

In order to match the 'two-fluid, model to equation (8.1) it is 

envisaged that the two-fluids a-re initially positioned with the heavy 

brine overlaying the lighter water. It is supposed that there already 

exists a narrow region of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing at the initial 

density interface, and that the mixing region will subsequently expand 

under the action of gravity. 

The in: Lt: ial and boundary condit: ions follow. 

Initial conditions: 

The initial flow velocities a-re vw ý vb ý 01 and a 

hydrostatic pressure distribution prevails. 

The initial volume-fraction distribution is given by: 

11 if y< Yr. /2 

0 if y ;ý YL/2, 

where YL is the height of the experimental box. 

A finite initial length-scale of YL/1000 is specified at the 

initial position of the density interface to represent a 

narrow region of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing, elsewhere the 

length-scale is negligible. 
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Boundary conditions: 

At y-0 and y= YL; vw = vb ý 0' 

Addition of the continuity equations (8.3), and use of the 

completeness condition (8.2) yields: 

a(rwvw + %vb) 
= 

ay 

so that the mean flow is always independent of y, and since 

it is zero at the boundaries it must be zero for the whole 

domain. Hence the net volumetric flow rate is zero at all 

times and locations in the domain: 

rwvw + rbvb ý (8.18). 

The result (8.18) may be re-written using (8.2) to give the 

useful result: 

vw = rbAv , and vb = -rwAv 

wi-th Av = vw - vb . 

8.2.7 Approximate analvtical solutions 

(8.19). 

Youngs (1985) has derived an approximate analytical solution to the 

model equations appropriate for small density differences. 

The analysis has been extended to include the length-scale equations 

of the present investigation and may be found in Appendix C. 

The approximate solution for the volume-fraction of water is: 

rw 2 

if j; < -h 

if -h 4 ij- :Q (8.20), 

ýý 
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where j; -y- %/2,2h is the width of the mixture, and h is given by: 

Av - 

The slip velocity Av and length scale L are given by: 

L=h, and Av = CS 
PW - Pb 

gt 
2pw 

where C. is a constant. 

For the single length-scale equation L= h/2. 

The fluid velocities are determined from (8.21) as: 

vw ý rb6v, and vb ý -r,, '6v I ... (8.22). 

In addition to the above equations the approximate analytical solution 

gives an algebraic relationship between the friction constant Cf 

which appears in the drag coefficient (8.5), and the expansion 

constant Cs of (8.21). 

When using the 'prescribed', Icentred', dual, or characteristic' 

length-scale equations the algebraic relationship is: 

- 2CS 
cf 

2C 8 
... (8.23), 

and for the single, lenqth-scale transport equation: 

I- 2CS 

4C s 
(8.24). 

The linear volume-fraction profile of (8.20) is in agreement with the 

experimental results, and setting the length-scale proportional to the 

mixture width (8.1) is consistent with the experimental observations. 

rf the expansion constant C. is set to 0.04, then the mixing region 

expands according to the experimentally determined formula (8.1), then 

(8.23) determines Cf as 11.5, and (8.24) determines Cf as 5.75 when 

using the various lenqth-scale equations. 
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8.2.8 computational solutions 

(a) Preliminarv comments 

The last section described an approximate analytical 

solution for the one-dimensional, two-fluid model of the 

, no-tilt' experiments when alternative length-scale 

formulations were employed. The purpose of this section is 

to describe solutions of the model equations obtained using 

the computational procedures of Chapter 5. The present work 

uses the 2 nd order explicit transport procedures for phase- 

mass and momentum to minimise numerical diffusion. The 

solution procedures used for the length-scale equations are 

described in the next section. 

The computational solutions serve to study the suitability 

of the various length-scale equations in the numerical 

solution of the two-fluid model equations, and to determine 

the value of the only free parameter Cf which appears in 

the drag coefficient (8.5). 

The computations are similar to those performed for the 

one-dimensional sedimentation test problem in Chapter 6, 

with an additional length-scale. To avoid needless 

repetition only length-scale details are provided, Table 9.1 

summarises the main details, and the reader should refer to 

the sedimentation problem of Chapter 6 for other details and 

comments about time step and grid size. 
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Table 8.1 Computational details for the one-dimensional 

two-fluid calculations 

Description CPU 

of run 
e 

max time Cf 
(s) 

'Prescribed' 0.25 41 11.5 
length-scale 

'Centred, 0.27 42 11.5 
length-scale 

'Dual' 0.22 74 11.5 
length-scale 

'Single' 0.27 59 5.75 
length-scale 

'Charac- 0.16 54 11.5 
teristic, 
length-scale 

Miscellaneous details: At = 6.33 X 10-3 S, N, = 10-4; 

NY - 100; Tlast = 2.5 

(b) Computational details 

(i) The 'Prescribed' lencrth-scale 

The prescribed length-scale of (8.10) was represented 

in the computations by the following algebraic 

relation: 

0+1-0.04 
Pw - Pb 

9 
[tn+ i 

... (6.25), 
Pw + Pb 

where (n+l) refers to the end of the n+lth time step. 

The constant value of 0.04 was chosen for consistency 

with the approximate analytical solution, and the 

experimentally determined growth-rate formula (8.1). 
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(: Li) The Icentred' length-scale 

The following finite difference equation was used to 

represent the Icentred' length-scale: 

Ep+ 1=L 
-f- ät -( äv ),, (8.26), 

rw = -Z 

with Av = vw - vb determined at the point where rw 

by linear interpolation. 

The initial value used for L was YL/1000. 

(iii) The *dual* fracm)ent-size-equations 

The 'dual' fragment size equations of (8.12) were 

solved using the explicit transport procedure for a 

scalar given in Chapter 5, with second order accuracy. 

The fragment size growth term of (8.13) was calculated 

at the centre of the pth cell as: 

91 =np- 
IV 

w-V 
JP 

... (8.27), 

with IV 
w-V 

Mv 
W-V b1s + IV 

w-V b1n], blP 2 

1 if Ir 
b, N -r b'Sl . 10-3 

and np ý 

0 otherwise 

The In' and Is' subscripts refer to the 'north' and 

'south* faces of the cell, and the IN' and IS, to the 

centres of the cells. 

The initial length-scale field was set at 10-10 except 

in the two cells which spanned the centre of the 

domain, where it was given a value of YL/1000. 
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(iv) The 'sinqlel_lenqt; h-scale transport equation 

An explicit transport procedure was written for the 

length-scale transport equation of (8.16) because of 

its unusual transport velocity; details of the 

procedure may be found in Appendix B. 

Calculation of the growth term and the initial values 

were those used in the 'dual' fragment-size 

calculations. 

(v) The 'characteristic, lenqtb-scale equation 

As with the single length-scale in (iv) above, the use 

of an unusual transport velocity necessitated the 

construction of a special explicit transport procedure; 

details may be found in Appendix B. 

Calculation of the growth term and the initial values 

were those used in the dual, fragment size 

calculations. 

(C) Presentation of computed solutions 

Figure (6.2) plots the similarity constant a of equation 

(8.1), calculated during the course of the computations, 

against t. 

The constant was calculated at the end of the nth time step 

as follows: 

-n n-i n-2 
nI Pw + Pb 1 Wm - 2Wm + Wm 

C( =--- (8.26), 
4 pw - pb g At2 

n 
where % is the integral mixing width defined by equation 
(2.3) and calculated at the nth time step as: 

NY 
nn 

wm = 6Ay 
ý (r,, (I. - r,, )] 

p ... (8.29). 

P=l 
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Figures 8.3 to 8.7 show plots of volume-fraction, velocities 

and length-scale profiles from each computed solution; only 

every third point has been marked for reasons of clarity. 

(d) Discussion of the computed solutions 

The purpose of this subsection is to discuss the five 

computed solutions of the one-dimensional model obtained 

using the five different length-scale formulations. 'llie 

conclusions drawn from the computed results are used to 

recommend a length-scale formulation for further development 

in a two dimensional two-fluid model of the 'tilted' 

experiments. 

The mixing region in the 'no-tilt* experiment expands 

according to the formula (8.1); this expansion imposes a 

requirement on the computed solutions which is discussed in 

the next paragraph. A deta-iled description of each solution 

is then given. 

(i) Expansion of the mixinq reqion 

Figure 8.2 shows that the use of the 'prescribed' 

length-scale equation gives good agreement between the 

computed expansion and the experimental expansion 

formula. 

Disappointingly the use of a 'dual' fragment size 

formulation gives a computational solution which fails 

to sustain the experimental dependence on tz expressed 

in the formula (8.1). 

The use of the 'characteristic, lenqth-scale equation 

results in an unrealistic growth of the mixing region. 

Reasons for the varying degrees of success are given in 

the following paragraphs which concentrate on the 

individual solutions. 
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Experimenfa( vatue 

wm yt 
2X Wm,, = 6S rw rb dy 

0 

X gtz 

0.0 4- 
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Time (s) 

C; I 1W III - 4L C Lt: CSJU Cl IL 

x- 'prescribed' 

0- 'centred' 
o- 'du a I' 
0- 'singte' 
+- 'characteristic' 

2-5 

Figure 8.2 Attaining the experimentat mixing expansion 
ratej in one-di'mensionat 'two-ftuid' predictions 
for the 'no-fitt' experiment. 

(ii) Discussion for the 'Prescri)3ed, and 'centred' 

lenqth-scale solutions 

Figure 8.2 shows that the computed solutions have the 

desired expansion rate, and Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show 

that the solutions also exhibit the linear profile of 

volume-fraction observed in the experiment. 

one problem of these lenqth-scale formulations is their 

prescription of length-scale outside the mixing region, 

which is a consequence of their 'point' formulation. 

This is not physically plausible and also results in 

non-zero velocities outside the mixture which is an 

undesirable feature. 
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It is hard to see how these length-scale formulations 

might be extended to the two-dimensional situation of 

the 'tilted, experiments, and so these length-scale 

formulations were abandoned in favour of the transport 

formulations which follow. 

(iii) Discussion for the *dual' fragment size solution 

The failure of the computed solution to attain the 

experimental expansion relation (8.1) is now considered 

with reference to the computed profiles shown in Figure 

8.5. 

'Round-off' of the volume-traction profile at the edge 

of the mixture may be attributed to the local rise of 
dominant length-scale which in turn lowers the local 

drag permitting a higher velocity. Hence the 

volume-fractions are transported more speedily at the 

edges of the mixture causing them to be rounded off. 

outside the mixture the fluid velocities and 

length-scales are zero as desired. 

The 'u' shaped profile for the dominant length-scale 

across the mixture is due to the individual fragment 

size profiles which are shown in Figure 9.5(c). 

Increase of length-scale from regions of large 

volume-fraction to regions of small volume-fraction 

seems physically implausible, and is caused by the 

transport of fragment size by the fluid velocities from 

one edge of the mixture to the other. Fragment size 

accumulates in the downstream direction piling up 

against the edge of the mixture because in the un-mixed 

regions the fluid velocities are negligible. 
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The problem is constituted of two elements; firstly 

the negligi-ble fragment sizes in the un-mixed regions, 

which impairs the replenishment of fragment size as it 

is transported across the mixture; and secondly, the 

negligible velocities in the un-mixed regions which 

cause fragment size accumulation at the downstream edge 

of the mixture. These comments indicate that the 

unmixed region imposes its length-scale onto the mixed 

region, whereas in reality it is the mixed region which 

imposes its lenqth-scale onto the un-mixed region. 

The 'single' length-scale formulation which follows 

was developed to avoid these transport effects, while 

retaining negligible length-scales and fluid velocities 

in the un-mixed regions. It also ensures the mixed 

region imposes its length-scale onto the un-mixed 

region. 

(iv) Discussion for the Isinglel lencrth-scale solution 

The computed solution shown in Figure 8.6 predicts the 

experimental growth formula of (B. JL), the desired 

linear volume-fraction profiles, and credible fluid 

velocities. Particularly satisfying is the near 

uniform length-scale profile within the mixture, and 

its negligible value outside. 

These successes may be attributed to the length-scale 

transport velocity vL given by: 

VL ý riwvb 4' rbvL , 

This velocity may be re-written using the relations 
(8.19) as: 

V, zrw)AV 

with Av = vw - vb ý. 
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Hence v,, points away from the centre of the mixing 

region, and thereby concords with the physical reality 

that the mixture expands away from its centre. 

Local accumulation of length-scale at the edges of the 

mixture is due to transport from the mixing region; it 

is unable to influence the mixture length-scale 

because it is always 'down-stream'. 

The accumulation is an undesirable feature but it plays 

no significant role and is a small price to pay for the 

overall success of the formulation. 

(v) piscussion for the characteristic' solution 

Failure of the Ichaxacteristic' length-scale solution 

to represent the physical phenomenon is clearly shown 

in Figure 9.7. 

The reason for the failure may be attributed to the 

calculation of the characteristic velocity in the 

numerical solution procedure, described in Appendix B. 

The characteristic velocity for the length-scale within 

a computational cell is formed as the mean of the cell 

face Velocities. At the edges of the mixture the 

length-scale velocity becomes negligible, so that the 

averaged velocity is artificially reduced preventing 

the transport of length-scale; this artificially 

suppresses the length-scale raising the drag and 

reducing the expansion of the mixing region by lowering 

the fluid velocities. 

The 'single, equation formulation solved this problem 

by using a transport formulation taking velocities on 

the cell faces, hence there was no need for 

interpolation, and no artificial slowing of the 

transport speed. 
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8.2.9 conclusions and recormnendat ions 

conclusione 

Simulations using the 'prescribed' or Icentred' length-scale 

formulations gave good agreement with experimental conditions within 

the mixture, but physically implausible length-scales and velocities 

in the un-mixed region. The equations cannot be extended in a natural 

way to the two-dimensional situation which occurs in the 'tilted' 

experiments. 

A calculation using the 'dual* fragment formulation showed that the 

model equations failed to sustain the experimental expansion rate, and 

gave an implausible fragment size distribution. 

The computed solution of the one-dimensional model which used the 

, single, length-scale formulation was in good agreement with the 

experimental results, and gave physically credible predictions for 

length-scale and fluid velocities both within and outside the mixing 

region. 

I 
The computed solution which used the 'characteristic, length-scale 

formulation failed to agree with the experimental results. The 

failure was attributed to a numerical representation problem whose 

solution appeared automatically in the single' length-scale 

formulation. 

Rgcommendations 

Success with the single, lengtb-scale transport equation (8.16) 

recommends its further development for use in two-fluid predictions of 

the tilted* experiments. 

The drag constant Cf should then take a value of 5.75 to ensure 

agreement with the experimental expansion rate of a=0.04 for the 

, no-tilt, experiments of the present work. 
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8.3 A two-dimensional, two-fluid model for the 'tilted' 

experiments 

8.3.1 Preliminary comments 

A large overturning motion in the 'tilted' experiments results in a 

volume-fraction distribution of brine which is on average two- 

dimensional. 

Success with the single fluid Euler equations in Chapter 7 for the 

simulation of the overturning motion, and the one-dimensional model of 

the last section for Rayleigh-Taylor mixing, suggests the use of a 

two-dimensional, two-fluid model for the overturning and mixing in the 

'tilted' experiments. Wall effects have not been considered. 

The purpose of this section is to describe the two-dimensional, 

two-fluid model used to simulate the 'tilted' experiments, and to 

describe the simulations performed. 

The two-dimensional model is derived from the one-dimensional model of 

the last section, and at its heart lies a two-dimensional length-scale 

equation. Following recommendations from the one-dimensional work a 

mixing lenqth-scale is determined from the 'single' lenqth-scale 

transport equation. The one-dimensional lenqth-scale growth term has 

been modified for the two-dimensional situation, and a diminution term 

added to account for the deformation of the mixing region by the mean 

flow. 

The mathematical equations of the two-dimensional model are highly 

non-linear and strongly coupled, necessitating the use of a 

computational solution procedure. The procedure adopted in the 

present investigation uses the explicit transport procedures of 
Chapter 5 for phase-mass and momentum, and that of Appendix B for the 

length-scale equation. The fully-implicit procedure of PHOENICS84 is 

used to account for source terms in the manner described in 

Cbapter 5. 
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The next subsection reviews the results from the *tilted' experiments, 

and is followed by the mathematical equations of the two-fluid model. 

A sub section is then given over to a description of the length-scale 

growth and diminution terms. The section continues with details of 

the computations, presentation of the computed solutions, and a 

discussion of the results presented. Finally the section closes with 

conclusions and recommendations from the work. 

8.3.2 Review of the experimental results 

This subsection briefly reviews the results given in Chapter 3 for 

the 'tilted' experiments. 

Three key features were identified: 

The appearance of fluid plumes at the side-walls, acting in 

a clockwise direction shortly after the initial rotation 

period. 

The development: of a region of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing at the 

density interface which undergoes deformation by the mean 
flow. In the 30211 experiment deformation of the mixing 

region caused its contraction. 

(iii) An overturning motion arising from the initially tilted 

interface. 

The above features together with the explanations given in chapter 3, 

serve to guide the development and validation of the two-fluid model. 

8.3.3 Mathematical equations 

The mathematical equations of the two-dimensional model have been 

formed by extending the one-dimensional model of the last section, and 

use the two-dimensional two-phase Euler equations of Chapter 4. 

The physical motivation for the two-dimensional model is the same as 
the one-dimensional model and will not be repeated. The two fluids 

are brine and water, distinguished by their density difference. 
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The volume-fractions for each fluid are rw and rb, for water and brine 

respectively, and satisfy: 

rw + rb ý1 

Continuity equations are: 

... (0.30). 

a(ripi) a(ripiui) a(ripivi) 
+-+-=0 

at ax ay 

and momentum equations, 

7 
a(ripiui) a(ripiui) a(ripiuivi) 

at ax ay 

-ri 
ap 

+ ripigx + Fi(uw - "b) 
ax 

z 
a(rlpi. vi) a(ripiuivi) a(ripivi) 

at ay ay 

-ri 
ap 

+ ripigy + Fi(vw - Vb) ... (8.32), 
CE)y 

for i=w or b, wbere gx = -gsin 0 and gy = gcos 0, 

13 is the angle of tilt; and F is the drag coefficient given by: 

FW = -Fb =-Cfrwrb(rwPw + rbPblllu-w - 
-ubI 

I/L (8.33), 

1 
zz 

where 
I Iu-w 

- u-bI I= [(uw 
- ubl' + (vW 

-vb]* 

L is the mixing length-scale determined from the following equation: 

aL a(uLL) a(vLL) 
-+-+-= Go -D9 (8.34), 
at ax ay 

where UL ý rwub 4' rbuw I and VL ý rwvb 4* rbvw ; 

G# and Dg represent growth and diminution terms that are detailed in 

the next subsection. 
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8.3.4 Length-scale growth and diminution terms 

Growtb term 

The success of the length-scale growth term appearing in the length- 

scale equation of the one-dimensional model, has led to the following 

term for the two-dimensional situation: 

G, e =n- (uw - ub) ... (8.35), 

where uw and ub are the respective fluid velocity vectors, and na 

unit vector normal to the mixture interface given by: 

Vrb 

- if Vrb 

nI 
IVrbl I 

0 otherwise 

... (8.36). 

The source term models fragment size growth as being proportional to 

the interpenetration velocity across the mixture. As in the one- 

dimensional situation the term permits diminution of length-scale for 

the de-mixing phenomenon, and prevents length-scale growth if there is 

only a single fluid present. 

Contraction of the mixing region observed in the 30211 'tilted' 

experiment: is t: aken to correspond to a diminution of the 

length-scale. 

The contraction phenomenon has been attributed to the deformation of 

the mixing region by the mean flow field. Hence it is natural to base 

a length-scale diminution term upon the mean flow deformation tensor 

defined as: 

au azi a; ý; 
2+- 

ctlc ay ax 
dfj =--... (8.37), 

au av ae 
-+-2 -- 

1 

ay ax ay 
i 

where 5= rwuw + rbýub I and V, = rwvw + rbvb . 

if I jVrbj I ý' 

The question now arises of how to formulate a scalar diminution term 

from the deformation tensor. 
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The present investigation has taken the diminution term as 

proportional to the product of the maximum deformation rate dmax and 

the length-scale; 

D9= Ci dmax L 
.. (8.38). 

The maximum deformation is calculated from the deformation tensor as: 

I 
dmaxý 

[2 
dijdji. 

J(d 
+d ... (8.39), 

where use has been made of d,, ý -dzzl by continuity, and d,, = d2l* 

Apart from being dimensionally correct the diminution term (0.38) may 

be realised by considering the deformation of a small rectangular 

fluid element of area A aligned with the flow direction, see 

Figure 8.8: 

A= LSx ... (8.40). 

At a time 8t later the area of the element is given by: 

(L + BL)(6x + 6ii 6t) ... (8.41), 

since the fluid is incompressible. 

Equating (8.40) and (8.41), and ignoring term of order 63 gives: 

SL 65 
-=-L- 
6t Bx 

(0.42), 

which corresponds to the term (8.38), and suggests a value for the 

deformation constant C, of '. 

One other scalar parameter was considered for the deformation term, 

namely: 

InT- (dij) - (8.43), 

where n is the mixing vector given by (8.36). The term (8.43), has 

not been investigated since it was expected to give similar values to 

(8.39). 
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Fluid element at a 
later time t+St 

Figure 8.8 Deformation of a rectangular fluid element 
aligned with the fluid flow. * 

Since the mean flow is zero in the one-dimensional model the 

diminution term of (8.38) is zero, and the two-dimensional length- 

scale equation reduces to its one-dimensional form of (8.13). 

8.3.5 Initial and boundary conditions 

For consistency with the initial conditions used in the one- 
dimensional model it is envisaged that the initial rotation period 

of the experimental box does not occur, so that- the box is 

instantaneously inverted after its release. 

Initially the fluids reside with the heavier brine overlaying the 

lighter water. An initial tilt is given to the density interface, and 
it is supposed there already exists a narrow region of Rayleigh-Taylor 

mixing at the density interface. 

The appearance of 'dark bands' and wall effects are not the concern of 

t+St 

u +Su L+SL 

Sx+Su. St 

the present study, attention being focussed on the mixing and 

overturning phenomena. 
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The initial conditions are: 

The fluid velocities are uw = ub - vw - vb - 0, and a bydro- 

static pressure distribution prevails. 

The initial position of the density interface is given by: 

yj = (Yr, - XL tan J3)/2 +x tan j3 (8.44), 

where YL and XL are the vertical and horizontal dimensions 

of the experimental box. The initial volume-fraction is 

then given by: 

if y<y3. 

0 if y ;? - Yi 
... (8.45). 

A finite initial length-scale of Y, /1000 is taken at the 

density interface to represent the initial mixing, and 

elsewhere it is assumed negligible. 

The boundary conditions are: 

At x=0 and x= XL ; Uw ý Ub ý0* 

At y=0 and y= YL ; vw = Vb =0. 

8.3.6 Computational details 

(a) Preliminarv remarks 

To avoid needless repetition of computational details the 

reader is referred to the overturning test problem of 

Chapter 5 for the initial conditions and computational 

domain; and to the single fluid simulation of the 'tilted' 

experiments for the gravitational terms in the two-fluid 

equations. other details for the computations are 

summarised in Table 8.2. The time step was chosen to ensure 

emax < 0.5 for a run. A grid refinement study has been 

performed. 
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Table 8.2 Computational details for the two-dimensional, 

two-fluid calculations 

8.2.1 Tilt anqle 55': Grid refinement test 

CPU 
NX * NY At 

emax time 
(S) (S) 

19 x 26 . 1oz 0.32 160 

34 x 50 5X 10-3 0.4 1320 

68 x 100 2.5 X 10-3 0.42 11000 

Miscellaneous details: R., ý 10-4 ; Cf = 5.75 ; Cg = 0.0 ; TLast ý 1-5 S 

8.2.2 Tilt anqle 55': Effect of lenqth-scale diminution 

coefficient 

Diminution CPU 
Coefficient emax time 

CR (s) 

0.0 0.4 4230 

0.25 0.4 4520 

0.5 0.4 4700 

Miscellaneous detaL: Lls: Cf = 5.75 ; NX * NY = 34 x So ;R (0 = 10-4 ; 

, &t =5X JLO-3 S; TLa, t = 2.0 
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8.2.3 Tilt anqle 30211: Effect of lenqth-scale diminution 

coefficient 

Diminution CPU 
Coefficient emax time 

C9 

0.0 0.36 5430 

0.25 0.36 5650 

0.5 0.36 5900 

Miscellaneous details: Cf ý 5.75 ; NX It NY = 34 x 50 ;R 4) = 10-4 ; 

At =4x 10-3 S; TLast ý 2.0 s. 

(b) Calculation of lenqth-scale qrowth and diminution terms 

The growth term (8.35) was assumed to take a constant value 

within a scalar cell, and calculated at the centre of the 

p th 
cell as follows: 

R, p ý 
(n, (U, - %)] 

p+ 
[ny(vw 

- vb)lp I 

('9rb] 

ax p 
'f JjVrbjj 

p 
), 0 

w: Lt: h (nx) 
p 

JIVrbll 
p 

0 othexwise 

and 
[9rb] 

. 
CIX p 

rl, .- rl, . 
d4nx I 

The 'E' and 'W* subscripts refer to the centre of the 

neighbouring east and west cells. Calculation of ny is 

performed similarly using arb/a'x' 

Finally JIVrbllp is given by: 

I 

JIVrbil 
p 

(arb] 
4. 

[clrb 
27 

ax p ay 
]PI 
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Slie diminution term (8.38) is calculated for the pth call 

as: 

Dg, p = Cg(dmax) 
p 

Ilp 

IL 

with (d 
max :, 

[[d, 
112 

[d, 
217]z p 

and (d,, ] 
=2 

ue - "W 

p Ax 

lzjp 

1 

4 nE + ; ý; 
SE -v nW - ývýsW]IAY 

The mean flow velocities, U and V, are calculated using an 

upwind procedure from the current velocities and volume- 

fractions. 

(C) Initial values for the lenctth-scale 

For liVrbll >0, L= YI/1000 ; 

elsewhere L= 10-10 . 

These initial values set a finite lenqth-scale along the 

mixing interface, and a negligible value elsewhere. 

8.3.7 Presentation of computed solutions 

Results for the 551 tilted' experiment are presented first, followed 

by those for the 3021, 'tilted' experiment. This format conforms with 

the discussion of the results. 

Tilt anqle of 55' 

Figure 0.9 presents the results of a grid refinement test. The figure 

shows water volume-fraction contours of 0.2,0.5 and 0.8, and 

lenqth-scale contours within the mixed region defined by the 0.2 and 

o. 8 volume-fraction contours. The length-scale contours are plotted 

as 20%, 50% and 80% of the maximum value taken by the length-scale in 
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the mixed region. The same volume-fraction and length-scale contours 

are used to present all the results. 

Figure s. lo shows the effect of the length-scale diminution 

coefficient Cg on the predicted volume-fractions and length-scales. 

Figure 8.11 compares the growth of the central mixing region with the 

corresponding experimental results. The width of the mixing region 

W was measured as the distance between the 0.2 and 0.8 volume- 

fraction contours at the centre of the flow domain. 

Figure 8.12 compares the predicted volume-fraction contours with those 

determined by densitometer analysis of the experimental photographs. 

Figure 0.13 shows the predicted length-scale distribution. 

Tilt: anqle of 30211 

Figure 8.14 shows the effect of the length-scale diminution 

coefficient. 

Figure 8.15 compares the width of the central mixing region with the 

corresponding experimental result. The width of the mixing region W 

was measured as the distance between the 0.2 and 0.8 volume-fraction 

contours at the centre of the flow domain. 

Figure 8.16 compares the predicted volume-fraction contours with those 

determined by densitometer analysis of the experimental photographs. 

Figure 8.17 shows the predicted length-scale distribution. 

8.3.8 Discussion of results 

All the computer simulations to be discussed have employed the 

two-dimensional 'two-fluid' model, with the drag coefficient Cf set 

to the value of 5.75 as recommended by the one-dimensional work. 
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simulation of the S5' 'fitted' experiment. 
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Simulation of the 55' 'tilted, exDeriment 

The grid refinement study of Figure 8.9 shows that the width and 

overall shape varies little when the grid is refined from 50 x 34 to 

loo x 68 cells. The side wall plumes penetrate a similar distance in 

each calculation. The major effect of refining the grid is to enhance 

the detail within the side wall plumes, which are not under 

consideration in the present study of the mixing phenomenon. Hence it 

is concluded that the use of 50 x 34 cells is sufficient to permit an 

accurate simulation of the mixing phenomenon. 

Figure 6.10 shows that raising the value of the diminution 

coefficient Cg lowers the length-scale which causes an increase in 

inter-fluid drag slowing the expansion of the mixing region. 

These are just the effects expected of the length-scale diminution 

term. 

Figure 8.11 clearly demonstrates the reduction in mixing width with 

the increase of diminution coefficient C., The plot also shows that 

the overall growth-rate of the central mixing region is best simulated 

when CR = 0.5. 

Figure 0.12 shows that simulation of the overturning motion in the 

experiment is in good agreement with the densitometer results, and 

spread of the mixing region in the simulation is also in good 

agreement with the experimental results. Individual fragments are not 

predicted by the two-fluid, model, and so the irregular contours in 

the later stages of the experiment do not appear in the simulation. 

This is a consequence of the statistical nature of the model which 

seeks to predict an averaged mixing distribution. In the early stages 

of the experiment the turbulent length-scales are small enough to give 

a smooth contour from the local averages used in the densitometer 

analysis. in the later stages of the experiment the turbulent 

length-scales have the same dimensions as the sub-domains which were 

used to form the measurements. 

At this stage of the mixing process an ensemble average from several 

experiments would be required to give a smooth mixing contour. 
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Figure 8.11 Comparison of the predicted width of the 
central mixing region with the experimental 
results for the SS' 'tilted' experiment. 

The densitometer contours in Figure 8.12 show a loss of detail in the 

bead of the side-wall plumes that is not well simulated. This loss of 

detail may be attributed to local mixing due to shear caused by the 

penetration of the overturning motion. Extension of the two-fluid 

model to include turbulent diffusion, driven by the local shear, may 

account for this mixing phenomenon. 
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Finally, Figure 8.13 shows that the simulation produces a credi-ble 

distribution of length-scale with a reasonable magnitude. 

Accumulation of length-scale near the edges of the mixing region is 

similar to that calculated in the one-dimensional simulation which 

used the 'single' length-scale equation. It is worth noting that the 

length-scale contours are aligned with the volume-fraction contours, 

which suggests that length-scale is being transported in a 

satisfactory manner. 

Simulation of the 30211 experiment 

Figures 8.14 and 8.15 confirm that raising the value of the length- 

scale diminution coefficient tends to reduce the expansion of the 

mixing region. In particular Figure 8.15 shows that using a 

coefficient value of 0.5 gives a simulation which correctly predicts 

the time at which the mixing region starts to contract. The greater 

value for the mixing width in the experiment may be accounted for by 

a bias introduced by the dark band, phenomenon occurring in the early 

stages of the experiment. 

Figure 8.16 shows good agreement between the experiment and its 

simulation, and the comments made for the simulation of the 55' 

'tilted' experiment apply. 

Figure 8.17 shows that the simulation produces a credible length-scale 

distribution. 
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13.3.9 Conclusions and recommendations 

Conclusions 

A two-dimensional, 'two-fluid, model of turbulent Rayleigh-Taylor 

mixing has been successfully used in computer simulations of the 

, tilted' experiments. The simulations are in good agreement with the 

experiments. 

The 'single, lenqth-scale equation used within the 'two-fluid' model 

produced a credible lenqth-scale distribution that was satisfactorily 

transported around the flow domain. A length-scale diminution term, 

based upon the maximum deformation by the mean flow field, success- 

fully accounted for contraction of the mixing region in the experiment 

Recommendations 

The 'single' length-scale equation (8.34) may be recommended for use 

in a two-dimensional 'two-fluid, model of turbulent Rayleigh-Taylor 

mixing. 

The inter-fluid drag coefficient Cf should take a value of 5.75 to 

give the mixing growth-rate in the present experiment, and the 

length-scale diminution coefficient Cg a value of 0.5. 

8.4 Summary and final recommendations 

summary 

This chapter has described the development of a 'two-fluid' model for 

turbulent Rayleigh-Taylor mixing in the 'no-tilt' and 'tilted, 

experiments. 

The development started with a one-dimensional model, equations (8.2) 

to (8.5), for the mixing process which concentrated on devising an 

equation to determine a mixing length-scale. several length-scale 

formulations were investigated to varying degrees of success. The so- 

called 'single, length-scale equation (8.16) was found satisfactory 

and capable of extension to two-dimensions. The drag constant Cf 

which was the only free parameter in the model, was assigned a value 

of 5.75. 
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The one-dimensional model was then extended to two-dimensions, 

equations (8.30) to (9.34), for the simulation of mixing in the 

, tilted' experiments. In order to account for contraction of the 

mixing region in the experimental flows, a diminution term (8.38) was 

added to the 'single' length-scale equation. The diminution term was 

based upon the maximum deformation of the mean flow, and a value of 

o. 5 was assigned to a diminution coefficient Cg. Good agreement was 

found between the simulation and experimental flow. 

Final recommendations 

Success witb a Itwc ý--fluidl model of turbulent Rayleigb-Taylor mixing 

which employs the so-called 'single, lenqth-scale equation 

recommends its use in furtber simulations of sucb mixing processes. 

The model contains two free parameters; the inter-fluid drag 

coefficient Cf; and the length-scale diminution coefficient Cg, The 

present work has assigned the following values for these parameters: 

Cf = 5.75 and Cg = 0.5 , 

which apply to the narrow tank used in the present work. In a 

three-dimensional situation the value of Cf may be modified to fit the 

experimental growth-rate according to equation (13.24), and Cg may have 

to be re-evaluated. 
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9. ACHIEVEMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

9.1 Achievements 

9.1.1 Experimental (Chapter 2) 

A simple experiment to investigate mixing of brine and water by 

Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities has been devised. 

Procedures for the collection of volume-fraction measurements have 

been developed. The procedures are based upon densitometer analysis 

of photographic records of the experimental flows, and have been 

tested on several photographs and shown to work well. 

9.1.2 Experimental (Chapter 3) 

Three experiments to investigate the mixing phenomena have been 

described. In the first experiment the initial density face was 

horizontal, and gave rise to a nominally one-dimensional mixture of 

brine and water. The second and third experiments used different tilt 

angles to cause a two-dimensional overturning motion to be 

superimposed on the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing. Volume-fraction data were 

collected from photographic records of the experiments and later used 

to validate a 'two-fluid' model of the mixing process. 

9.1.3 Numerical procedures (chapter 5) 

A procedure has been constructed for calculating a density 

distribution from a string of particles marking a density interface. 

The density determination procedure has been linked to a particle- 

tracking procedure to form an interface-tracking package that is 

capable of handling multi-fluid situations. The interface-tracking 

package was attached to the PHOENICS84 computer code. 

Accurate explicit transport procedures have been constructed to 

compute the transport terms in the governing equations of one and 

two-phase flow. The procedures use the Van Leer method to prevent 

non-physical oscillations appearing in the computed solution, and have 

been attached to the PHOEMICS84 solution procedure. The resulting 

calculation procedure combines accurate explicit transport, with the 

powerful fully-implicit procedure of PHOENICS84 to account for source 
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terms, giving a versatile solution procedure for transient, 

incompressible, one and two-phase flows, in one and two-dimensions. 

9.1.4 Test problems (Chapter 6) 

The new numerical procedures have been successfully used to solve four 

test problems; two single-phase flow problems; and two two-phase 

flow problems. The computed solutions demonstrated that the new 

procedures worked correctly, and that the use of accurate explicit 

transport gave a significant reduction of numerical diffusion in the 

computed solutions. 

9.1.5 'Direct' simulations (Chapter 7) 

By solving the two-dimensional Euler equations with the 

interface-tracking and explicit transport procedures, several 'direct' 

simulations have been performed for phenomena observed in the 

experiments. Good agreement was found between simulation and 

experiment for large-scale motions, but small-scale mixing could not 

be simulated because of restrictions on grid refinement imposed by 

present-day computers. 

9.1.6 'Two-fluid' concepts (Chapter 8) 

A new two-fluid, model of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing in one-dimension has 

been described. The major innovation of the prsent work was to use a 

mixing length-scale equation. Several length-scale equations were 

formulated for use in the one-dimensional model based upon credible 

physical arquements. Comparison of predictions from the two-fluid' 

model with the experimental data led to a reconmended lenqth-scale 

equation for use in the one-dimensional model. 

The 'two-fluid' model was then extended to two-dimensions, and the 

length-scale equation augmented in a natural manner to include the 

effect of stretching in a predominantly two-dimensional flow. 

9.1.7 Simulations using the 'two-fluid' model (Chapter 0) 

one-dimensional simulations have been performed to validate the 

alternative length-scale proposals for the two-fluid' model. The 
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simulations resulted in a recommended 'single, length-scale equation 

(8.16), and a recommended drag constant Cf of 5.75, which gave good, 

physically plausible predictions. 

Two-dimensional simulations have been performed using the 'two-fluid' 

model for situations in which a large-scale two-dimensional motion has 

been superimposed on the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing process. Comparison 

of the simulations with experimental data revealed that the use of a 

stretching term in the mixing length-scale equation gave agreement 

between the simulations and the experimental results. These 

simulations are the first successful use of a two-dimensional, 

transient, 'two-fluid' model. The recommended equations are given in 

equations (8.30) to (8.34), and the length-scale growth and diminution 

terms in (8.35) and (8.38). A recommendation for the length-scale 

diminution coefficient Cg was given as 0.5. 

9.2 Assessment of the achievements 

9.2.1 Experimental 

The experiment clearly shows the growth of mixing lengtb-scales, and 

the stretching of the Rayleigh-Taylor mixture by a large 

two-dimensional motion. Due to the narrow gap, 5 mm, between the front 

and back face plates three-dimensional motions are restricted. As a 

result the growth-rate of the mixing region might be expected to be 

higher in a truly three-dimensional situation, which would in turn 

necessitate the use of different values for the drag coefficient Cf in 

the two-fluid' model. This is not a serious deficiency as there 

exists an algebraic relationship between the growth-rate and Cf 

expressed in equation (8.24). 

The densitometer analysis of photographic records to give 

volume-fraction measurements has been most successful, and can be 

highly recommended for future work. 

9.2.2 Numerical procedures 

The interface-tracking procedure described in chapter 5 has proven its 

ability to provide useful simulations of moving interface flows. In 

addition, because of its simplicity and multi-fluid capability it can 
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be recommended for the simulation of large-scale fluid motions in many 

situations of practical interest. But because the interface cannot 

cross itself or others the procedure is not suitable for simulating 

turbulence. 

The use of an accurate explicit transport procedure based upon the Van 

Leer method, and attached to the PHOENICS84 code is one of the most 

novel aspects of the present work. The successes achieved with the 

solution procedure when solving test problems, and during similations 

which used the two-fluid, model recommended its use in transient, one 

and two-dimensional one and two-phase flow calculations. 

9.2.3 'Two-fluid' model 

The present 'two-fluid' model should be regarded as a first step 

towards a complete two-fluid* model of turbulent mixing. The model 

accounts for the sifting' behaviour of turbulent flows associated 

with buoyancy, and has demonstrated that it is capable of predicting 

such flows well. 

The emergence of a physically plausible and tested length-scale 

equation for use in the 'two-fluid' model is the major achievement of 

the present work. As with the model the equation has been developed 

for buoyancy dominated situations, but is capable of extension to 

shear flows with the introduction of a diffusion term. 

9.3 Suqqestions 

There follow suggestions for desirable extensions to the two-fluid, 

model that would broaden its range of application, and establish it as 

a useful engineering tool for a wide variety of flow situations. 

9.3.1 Turbulent diffusion Processes 

The present 'two-fluid' model takes no account of turbulent diffusion 

processes which occur in turbulent shear flows. Since such flows are 

of practical importance it would be desirable to extend the model to 

these situations. If such a course were pursued it might be possible 

to establish a direct connection with other *single' fluid turbulence 

models such as the k-e model. 
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one way of achieving this extension might be to include gradient 

diffusion terms which employ a turbulence enerqy and mixing 

length-scale. The turbulence energy might be similar to that used in 

the k-6 model, and employ generation terms based on the mean flow. The 

length-scale might be determined from the type of equation developed 

in the present work. 

9.3.2 Larqe density differences 

it would be useful to extend application of the model to situations in 

which the mixing fluids have a large density difference. This might 

involve modifying terms within the model, and validating the model 

against suitable experimental data. 

9.3.3 Compressibility 

To account for situations in which the mixing materials are compres- 

sible it would be desirable to add extra terms. such terms might allow 

for a reduction/increase of the mixing length-scale, with the 

contraction/expansion of the mixing region due to the compressibility 

of the materials. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

svmbol Meanin 

B Body Force. 

Cf, C9 Friction coefficient, and length-scale 
diminution coefficient. 

CM Coefficient of vertex penetration speed. 

D A dimension of the exprimental box. 

Dj Length-scale diminution term. 

dij Deformation tensor. 

dmax Maximum deformation. 

emax Maximum Courant number during a computer 
simulation. 

F Inter-phase friction. 

Gg toencjth-scale growth term. 

9 Gravity. 

Amplitude of the overturning motion in the 
'tilted' experiments. 

Momentum flux giving no-slip conditions at a wall. 

L Length-scale in the inter-fluid drag term. 

LW1 Lb Fragment sizes of water and brine. 

m Mass. 

p Pressure. 

R, V Residual tolerance for (0. 

S0 Source of 4ý. 

t, At Time and time step. 

TLast Simulated time at end of computer calculation. 

U X-direction velocity. 

v Y-direction velocity. 

V Volume. 

W Width of the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing region. 

i 
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WM Integral mixing width. 

XL Length of flow domain in the x-direction. 

X, Ax X coordinate, and dimension of the computational 
cell in the x--direction. 

Y, Ay Y coordinate, and dimension of a computational 
cell in the y-direction. 

YL Length of flow domain in the y-direction. 

Greek symbol Meanin 

a Mixing growth-rate constant. 

j3 Angle of tilt. 

e-folding time. 

Wavelength. 

p Density. 
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APPENDIX A 

Prevention of spurious oscillations 
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APPENDIX A. 1 

Phase-mass transpo 

This appendix shows that the use of van Leer limiters in the phase- 

mass transport procedure prevents the occurrence of spurious oscil- 

lations. The analysis is similar to that given by Youngs (1984b). 

The use of in-cell profiles for the calculation of cell face mass 

fluxes may result in spurious oscillations in the computed phase-mass 

values due to non-physical profile gradients, Van Leer (1977). 

The following analysis considers the x-step of the first phase trans- 

port procedure, and assumes 
Z, 

; o: 0; other cases are treated in a 

similar manner. For clarity the 'I' subscript has been dropped. 

The x-step of the phase-mass transport update may be written as; 

Ir n 
'P ý 'P - 'e me 4- 6w mw, ... 

At - At - 
where e. - u. and ew - uw; 

AX AX 

me and mw are the phase-mass values situated on the cell faces during 

the time step, and are calculated as (for ý> 
0); 

n+I 
me mP 

Hl 
- c: e]E)e 

n+- 
ew]Dw 

;w 
MW 

2 

Suitable limits for D. aLnd Dw are Provided by the following relations: 

De=. 

Y[n_ 
nj 

and 
Dw 

it 
(n n), 

- MP MW - ITtp _m 22w 

then substituting (A. 1.2) into A. 1.1) gives: 

nn 
mp= Am p+ BMW 

with A=(I- es e)(1- '6ey) 4' 6w(l (A. 1.3), 

and B= ee(l - '6e)y + 'l-VI - (1 (A. 1.4). 
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ThenA+B=l - ce 4- 6w; ifA; ý: OandB; i: o then; 

-n mp=mp 4se + ew), 

-n nn 
where mp lies between Tn 

p 
and mW, and 04 Ee, 'Lýv 

if y and 1L are chosen to ensure that A ; ý- 0 and B ;00, then spurious 

oscillations will be prevented. 

From (A. 1.3) it may be observed that A ;ý0 if 04y4 1/6., and 

g ; ý- 0, and from (A. 1.4) that B ; 1: 0 if 04A4 1/(1 - c_w), and y ; it 

In the phase-mass transport procedures of Chapter 5y= tL -I since 

De takes the place of Dw in the next cell, thereby satisfying the 

above conditions. 
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APPENDIX A. 2 

Momentum transport 

This appendix demonstrates that the momentum transport scheme of 

Chapter 5 for velocity updating, prevents the appearance of non- 

physical oscillations and incorrect negative values. 

The analysis proceeds in the same manner as for the phase-mans of the 

previous appendix. Consideration is given to an x-step of the u, 

momentum transport procedure, with u, ; ý: 0, other cases may be treated 

similarly. 

Dropping the 'i' subscript, the x-step of the u, momentum transport 

may be written as; 

**nnnn 'e 'e ý me "e + MW 6P 'JP me 6E UE (A. 2.1), 

Bmp 8ME 
where 4SP = -n &nd 6E ý -n 

MW Tne 

with up and u. given by; 

n+1 [JL 
ep] Dp UP ý UW - 

2 

... (A. 2.2), 

n 
and 

ZE 
=ue+ eE] DE 

2[ 

Suitable limits for Dp and E), are provided by the following relations: 

Dp 

= 
(Un 

_ 
nj DZ 

=nn e UW and 
2 

tt( ue- UW) - 

Then substituting (A. 2.2) into (A. 2.1) gives; 

wnn Ue ý Aue + Buw, 

with A= I/ Eme(I - '5E)(-' - '6EA) + lnw 6POL - 45p) Y Me 

and Bm 45 e e E(l - Oll + Mw ellfl- - YO. - e, )] 
I 

/me 
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nn 
Now A+B-I (since me = me - 6m + 6mp), and u* lies between u E 

rI 
and uw preventing spurious oscillations if A0 and B ;b0. 

These conditions are assurd if 04 45p, eE 4 1, the Courant condition, 

and 04y4 1/(l - 6p), 04g4 I/ep. 

The procedure of Chapter 5 sets y=g=i satisfying the above 

conditions when the Courant number is less than 1, thereby preventing 

the appearance of non-physical oscillations. 
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APPENDIX B 

Transpor-t procedures for lencrth-scale equations 
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APPENDIX B. 1 

Transport procedure for the 'single, length-scale equation 

The 'single' length scale equation (0.16) is represented by the 

following finite-volume equations: 

x-step; Vcell ,= Vc. 01, n 
lp LP + BVL, w 

ZW 
- SVL, e Le 

y-step; VC4311 
n+1= 

vcell * LP LP + 6VL, s Ls - SVL, 
nL n' 

where SVr,, w and 6VL, e represent the volume fluxed across the west and 

east faces of the cell by the velocity uj during the time step At, 

These fluxes may be conveniently calculated if uL is re-written as; 

uL = (u, + u. ) - (r, u, +rz UZ) 
then the flux SVL, e is calculated as; 

nn 
SVL, e ý AyAt[ui 

,e+u. , e]- 6ve 

where sy, is available from the phase-mass calculation (5.23). The 

other fluxes BVL, w, BVL, s and 6VL, n are calculated similarly. 

The cell face values 1%,,, Le, L. and Ln are calculated using the same 

procedure as for the previous transport schemes. Van Leer limiters 

are used to prevent non-physical oscillations using the same procedure 

as for the phase-mass scheme. 
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APPENDIX B. 2 

Transport procedure for the 'characteristic, length-scale_. gaLLAt_jo_n 

The 'characteristic, length-scale equation (8.17) is represented by 

the following finite difference equations: 

n 
x-step; L* =+un At/Ax p LP L, P(Lw 

Ze 

n+l n 
Y-Step; LP = LP + vL, p(Ls - Ln) At/Ayl 

n rn, pr? n -, pn n+ un ++ un where UL, p2 
lu 

2, ez, wj2' 
fui 

,ez, e) 

Le, Lw are calculated as: 

n sgn(e Lý sgn(e L) Ze 
= Lup +- (1 - I'sLI)DL, 

e, Lw = Lup +- (I IeLI)DL, 
w 22 

nn 
with Lup the upwind value of L according to uL, p, and 

n At 
45 L= UL, p'-, The differences DL, e and DL, w are calculated using AX 

the procedure employed for phase-mass and momentum described in 

Chapter 5. Van Leer limiters ensure the absence of non-physical 

oscillations. 

The y-step calculation is performed with a similar representation of 

n 
vL, p, L. and IýI, 
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APPENDIX C 

Approximate analvtical solution of the one-dimensional 

. 
'two-fluid, model 
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APPENDIX C. 1 

Analytical solution for constant lengtb-scale 

Tkie first analytic solution for the 'two-fluid' model equations 

assumes that the length-scale is constant, it may then be absorbed 
into the inter-fluid drag coefficient cf, and so there is no loss of 

generality by setting L=1. 

It is supposed that the inter-fluid drag terms soon dominate the flow 

so that the acceleration terms in the equations become negligible, the 

drift flux approximation is then valid: 

AV ý vw - Vb ý 
Ap g 

(C. 1.1), 
Cf Pw 

where Ap = pw - pb, and tern O(Ap? -) have been ignored. 

The following relations were obtained from the boundary conditions in 

section 8.2.6: 

vw = rb Av, and vb =- rw I&V (C. 1.2). 

Substituting (C. 1.2) into the continuity equation for rw and noting 

that Av = constant gives: 

arw arw 
-+ (I - 2rw) AV -=0 
at ay ... 

This is just a form of Burger's equation and may be solved by the 

mthod of characteristics, Youngs (1984b). 

The solution is for -h ct y- YL/2 4 h: 

for y<-h 

(y - YL/2) 
rw for -h llýy4h (C. 1.4), 2hI 

0 for y ). h 

where h= fAvdt, and 2h is the total width of the mixture. 

The result (C. 1.4) may be used in conjunction with (C. 1.2) and 

(C. 1.1) to determine the fluid velocities vw and vb. 
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APPENDIX C. 2 

Analytical solutions for a time dependent lenqth-scale 

Subtracting the individual fluid momentum equations of (9.4) and 

ignoring terms O(Ap) except in the driving gravitational term gives: 

Pw 
a(AV) 

4- vw 
avw 

- 

avL 
Apg - Cfpw AVZ/L (C. 2.1), 

ý 

at ay 
Vb 

ay 

]= 

since Av > 0. 

Suppose that Av is a function of time alone then the result (C. 1.4) 

is still valid and the volume-fractions vary linearly with position so 

that: 

arb ar, I 

ay ay 2h 
(C. 2.2). 

Substituting the relations (C. 1.2) into (C. 2.1) and using (C. 2.2) 

gives: 

dAv AVZ Avz 
-+-= 2Aq - Cf - dt: 2h L 

AP dh 
with A and Av -, 

2p, dt 

case 1-. 'Prescribed' lenqth-scale 

The *prescribed' length-scale is given by: 

L=h= CS Agta , 

(C. 2.3), 

... (C. 2.4). 

... 

Substituting (C. 2.4) into (C. 2.3) gives the following algebraic 

relationship when using (C. 2.5): 

1- 2CS 
Cf 

2CS 
(C. 2.6). 

Then (C. 2.6), (C. 2.5), (C. 2.4), (C. 1.4) and (C. 1.2) determine the 

fluid volume-fractions and velocities. 
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Case 2: 'Centred' lenqth-scale 

dL 
-= Av, so that L= Avt 
dt 

if L(t - 0) - 0. But then L=h and the solution for Case 1 applies. 

Case 3: 'Dual' lenqth-scales 

it is supposed that within the mixture "w ý 16b, and that they are only 

functions of time, then the dual equations reduce to: 

dIAW dLb 

-= -- = AV 
dt dt 

and L= rwLb + rbLw = Lw = Avt = h, so that the solution for Case 1 

applies. 

Case 4: 'Sinqlel lencrth-scale 

Within the mixture the length-scale equation is given by: 

aL a(VLL) 
-+-= AV (C. 2.7), 
at c3ly 

with VL ý rwVb + rVw 

The expression (C. 2.8) for vL may be re-written as: 

vL ý rwvb + rbvw 

= (vw + vb) - (rwvw + rbyb) (since rw + rb = 1) v 

(vw + Vb) (since rwvw + rVb 

Av(l - 2r, ) (by C. 1.2). 

Substituting this result into (C. 2.7) gives, if L= L(t): 

dL 
+ LAV 

a(l - 2rw) 
= AV 

dt ay 
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and using (C. 2.2) 

dL AV 
-- +L-= AV 
dt b 

If L= ch and h= Avt then (C. 2.9) gives: 

Ih 
c- so that L=-, 

22 

Substituting (C. 2.10) witb C. 2.4) into (C. 2.3) gives the following 

algebraic relationship: 

1- 2C 
Cf 

4CS 
(C. 2.11 

Equations (C. 2.11), (C. 2.10), (C. 2.4), (C. 1.4) and (C. 1.2) determine 

the lenqth-scale fluid volume-fractions and velocities. 

Case 5: 'Characteristic' lenqth-scal- 

Assuming L= L(t) the 'characteristic, length-scale equation 

immediately reduces to: 

dL 
-= AV 
dt 

and the solution for Case I applies. 
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APPENDIX D 

Source code listinqs 

D1 Interface-tracking; determination of fluid 

volume-fract ions. (p250 - 255). 

D2 Explicit: phase-mass t: raLnsport:. (P256-264). 

D3 Explicit phase-momentum transport. (P265-270). 

D4 PHOENICS84 ground station for the explicit 
transport procedures. (P 271- 274). 

D5 PHOENICS84 Q1 file for the test problems of 
Chapter 6. (p275-287). 
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C 
C Appendix D. 1 
C 
C 
C Interface-tracking; determination of fluid volume-fractions C ----------------------------------------------------------- 
C 
C This appendix contains a listing of the FORTRAN77 source code C for the procedure to determine fluid volume-fractions given C in Chapter 5, section 4.3. 
C 
C The procedure has been constructed to be used in conjunction C with the particle tracking procedure of Castrejon (1984), and C is called at the start of a time step. 
C 
C Where possible reference has been made to the equations which C appear in the thests to help the reader understand the routine. C 
C 

SUBROUTINE TRKDEN(YV, XU, XP, YP, R1, AREA2, NY, NX, NPMAX, NPDIM) 
C 
C Function : To determine new votume-fractions according to 
C the area cut-out by a particle string C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Date : May 1985 
C 
C Meaning of variable names 
C ------------------------- 
C 
C Name Meaning 
C ---- ------- C 
C YV() Y position of V velocities 
C XU() X position of U velocities 
C XP(), YP() X and Y particle positions 
C R1() Volume-fraction of fluid 1 
C AREA2() Area of fluid 2 in a cell which contains particles C NY, NX Dimensions 
C NPMAX Max No. of particles In a string- 
C NPDIM Current No. of particles in use 
C 
C OFACE Exit cell face for a particle string C IFACE Entry cell face for a paticle string C XPC(), YPC() X&Y positions of particles crossing a cell C 
C ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
C 

PARAMETER (NPCDIM=500 , RMIN=I. OE-6 
C 

DIMENSION YV(NY, NX), XU(NY, NX), XP(NPDIM+1), YP(NPOIM+I) 
DIMENSION Rl(NY, NX), AREA2(NY, NX), XPC(NPCOIM), YPC(NPCDIM) 

C 
CHARACTER*5 IFACE, EAST, WEST, SOUTH, NORTH, OFACE, EMPTY 
DATA EAST, WEST, SOUTH, NORTH/IEAST', 'WEST', 'SOUTH', 'NORTH'/ 
DATA EMPTY/'EMPTY'/ 

C 
C Initialise AREA2 to zero 
C 

DO 5 IY=I, NY 
00 5 IX=I, NX 
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AREA2(IY, IX)=O. O 
5 CONTINUE 
C 
C Cell volumes are assumed constant 
C 

DY=YV(1,1) 
DX=XU(1,1) 
VOL=DY*DX 

C 
C Put a last particle on the RHS wall 
C 

XP(NPMAX+1)=XU(I, NX) 
YP(NPMAX+1)=YP(NPMAX) 

C 
C Start at the LHS watt 
C 

XPCM=0.0 
YPC(1)=YP(I) 

C 
C First input face is always west 
C 

IFACE=WEST 
C 
C Locate the cell for the starting point 
C 

00 10 IYIN=1, NY 
IF(YPC(l). LT. YV(IYIN, I)) GO TO 20 

10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

IXIN=1 
IPOUT=1 

C 
C Set geometrical bounds of the first cell 
C' 

XB=XU (1, IX IN) 
YB=YV(IYIN, I) 
XL=XB-DX 
YL=YB-DY 

C 
C Now shuffle along the string looking to see when it leaves 
C cell (IYIN, IXIN), loading the points into XPCO, and YPC0 
C (see Chapter 5, section 4.3 (b)). 
C 
25 CONTINUE 

OFACE=EMPTY 
DO 30 NPTS=1, NPCDIM 
XDIF=XPC(NPTS)-XP(IPOUT) 
IF(ABS(XDIF). GT. 1. OE-10) THEN 

UUM=(YPC(NPTS)-YP(IPOUT))/XDIF 
ELSE 

UUM=0.0 
ENDIF 
UUC=YPC(NPTS)-UUM*XPC(NPTS) 

C Check to see if the string leaves through the west face 
XOUT=XL 
YOUT=UUM*XOUT+UUC: 
IF(YOUT. LE. YB AND. YOUT. GE. Yl- AND. XP(IPOUT). LT. XLI THEN 

OFACE=WEST 
60 TO 31 

ENDIF 
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C Check to see if the string leaves through the east face 
XOUT=XB 
YOUT=UUM*XOUT+UUC 
IF(YOUT. LE. YB AND. YOUT. GE. YL AND. XP(IPOUT). GE. XB) THEN 

OFACE=EAST 
GO TO 31 

ENDIF 
C Check to see if the string 

YOUT=YL 
IF(UUM. NE. O. 0) THEN 

XOUT=(YOUT-UUC)/UUM 
ELSE 

XOUT=XPC(NPTS) 
ENDIF 

leaves through the south face 

IF(XOUT. LE. XB AND. XOUT. GE. XL AND. YP(IPOUT). LT. YL) THEN. 
OFACE=SOUTH 
GO TO 31 

ENDIF 
C Check to see if the string 

YOUT=YB 
IF(UUM. NE. O. 0) THEN 

XOUT=(YOUT-UUC)/UUM 
ELSE 

XOUT=XPC(NPTS) 
ENDIF 

leaves through the north face 

IF(XOUT. LE. XB AND. XOUT. GE. XL AND. YP(IPOUT). GE. YB) THEN 
OFACE=NORTH 
GO TO 31 

ENOIF 
XPC(NPTS+I)=XP(IPOUT) 
YPC(NPTS+1)=YP(IPOUT) 
1POUT=IPOUT+l 

30 CONTINUE 
31 CONTINUE 

NPTS=NPTS+l 
YPC(NPTS)=YOUT 
XPC(NPTS)=XOUT 

C 
C Calculate the volume of the cell occupied by the fluid below. 
C the track. There are 24 different ways for the string to 
C enter and exit the cell, each case is treated below 
C according to the 'in' and 'out' face of the string. 
C 
C 
C Check to see 'if the string goes straight across the cell 
C 

IFUFACE. ECI. WEST AND. OFACE. EO. EAST OR. 
IFACE. EQ. EAST AND. OFACE. EO-WEST THEN 
IF(IFACE. EO. WEST) THEN 

AREAA2=AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, YB, 1.0) 
ELSE 

AREAA2=VOL-AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, YB, -I. O) 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
IFUFACE. EO. SOUTH AND. OFACE. EQ. NORTH OR. 

IFACE. EO. NORTH AND. OFACE. EO. SOUTH THEN 
IF(IFACE. EO. SOUTH) THEN 

AREAA2=VOL-AREA(YPC, XPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, XB, 1.0) 
ELSE 

AREAA2=AREA(YPC, XPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, XB, -1.0) 
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ENDIF 
ELSE 

C 
C Check to see if the string cuts across a corner 
C 

IF(IFACE. EO. WEST) THEN 
IF(OFACE. EQ. SOUTH). THEN 

AREAA2=VOL-AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, YL, -I. O) 
ELSE 

AREAA2=AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, YB, 1.0) 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
IF(IFACE. EQ. SOUTH) THEN 

IF(OFACE. EO. EAST) THEN 
AREAA2=VOL-AREA(YPC, XPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, XB, 1.0) 

ELSE 
AREAA2=AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, YL, 1.0) 

ENDIF 
ELSE 

IF(IFACE. EQ. EAST) THEN 
IF(OFACE. E(I. NORTH) THEN 

AREAA2=VOL-AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, YB, -1.0) 
ELSE 

AREAA2=AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, YL, 1.0) 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
IF(IFACE. EO. NORTH) THEN 

IF(OFACE. EQ. WEST) THEN 
AREAA2=VOL-AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCOIM, NPTS, Y13, -1.01 

ELSE 
AREAA2=AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, YB, 1.0) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
ENOIF 

ENOIF 
C 
C Check for the string entering and leaving through the same face 
C 

IF(IFACE. EQ. WEST AND. OFACE. EO. WEST) THEN. 
IMPC(l). GT. YPC(NPTS)) THEN 

AREAA2=VOL-AREA(YPC, XPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, XL, 1.0) 
ELSE 

AREAA2=AREA(YPC, XPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, XL, -1.0) 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
IF(IFACE. EO. SOUTH AND. OFACE. EO. SOUTH) THEN 

IF(XPC(l). GT. XPC(NPTS)) THEN 
AREAA2=AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCOIM, NPTS, YL, 1.0) 

ELSE 
AREAA2=VOL-AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, YL, -I. O) 

ENDIF 
ELSE 

IF(IFACE. EO. EAST AND. OFACE. EO. EAST) THEN 
IF(YPC(l). GT. YPC(NPTS)) THEN 

AREAA2=AREA(YPC, XPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, XB, -1.0) 
ELSE . AREAA2=VCL-AREA(YPC, XPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, XB, 1.0) 
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ENDIF 
ELSE 

IF(IFACE. EQ. NORTH AND. OFACE. EO. NORTH) THEN 
IF(XPC(l). GT. XPC(NPTS)l THEN 

AREAA2=VOL-AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, YB, -I. O) 
ELSE 

AREAA2=AREA(XPC, YPC, NPCDIM, NPTS, YB, 1.0) 
ENOIF 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

C 
C Sum areas so that they are overlayed to give the correct value 
C (see Figure 5.4, p83). 
C 

IF(AREAA2. GT. VOL-AREA2(IYIN, IXIN)I THEN 
AREA2(IYIN, IXIN)=AREA2(IYIN, IXINI+AREAA2-VOL 

ELSE 
AREA2(IYIN, IXIN)=AREA2(IYIN, IXINI+AREAA2 

ENDIF 
c 
C Prepare parameters to enter the next cett 
c 

IF(OFACE. EQ. NORTH) THEN 
IYIN=IYIN+l 
IFACE=SOUTH 
YL=YB 
YB=YB+DY 

ELSE 
1F(OFACE. EQ. SOUTH) THEN 

IYIN=IYIN-1 
IFACE=NORTH 
YB=YL 
YL=YL-DY 

ELSE 
IF(OFACE. EQ. EAST) THEN 

IXIN=IXIN+l 
IFACE=WEST 
XL=XB 
XB=XB+DX 

ELSE 
IF(OFACE. EO. WEST) THEN 

IXIN=IXIN-1 
IFACE=EAST 
XB=XL 
XL=XB-DX 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
YPC(1)=YOUT 
XPC(1)=XOUT 

C 
C Check for the last particle 
C 

IF(IPOUT. GT. NPMAX) GO TO 100 
C 
C If not then suffte along the track a bit further 
C 
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GO TO 25 
100 CONTINUE 
C 
C OK we've reached the end of the track, so now see what has 
C altered and set the new volume-fractions 
C 

00 110 IY=1, NY 
DO 110 IX=I, NX 

C If AREA2() NE. 0.0 then the string has crossed the cell 
1F(AREA2(IY, IX). NE. O. 0) THEN 

RI(IY, IX)=I. O-AREA2(IY, IX)/VOL 
ELSE 

C Set votume-fraction for those cells with no particles 
IF(Rl(IY, IX). LT. O. 5) THEN 

Rl(IY, IX)=RMIN 
ELSE 

Rl(IY, IX)=I. O-RMIN 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
110 CONTINUE 
C 
C Return to calling routine 
C 

RETURN 
END 

c 

FUNCTION AREA(XP, YP, NPCDIM, NPTS, YY, SWAP) 
C 
C 
C Function : To calculate the area marked by a string of 
C particles, and the edges of a cell which 
C contains them. 
C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Date : May 1985 
C 

DIMENSION XP(NPCDIMI, YP(NPCDIM) 
C 
C Initialise area to zero 
C 

AREA=0.0 
C 
C Run along string calculating the area using the Trapezium rule 
C 

DO 10 IP=1, NPTS-1 
XOLD=XP(IP) 
XNEW=XP(IP+l) 
ýOLD=YP(IP) 
YNEW=YP(IP+I) 
AREA=AREA+0.5*(2.0*YY-YNEW-YOLD)*(XNEW-XOLD)*SWAP 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C 
C End of appendix D. 1 
C ---------- C 
c 
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C Appendix 0.2 
C 
C 
C Explicit phase-mass transport 
C ----------------------------- 
C 
C This appendix contains the source code for the phase-mass 
C procedure of Chapter 5, section 5.3 (page 88). For reasons 
C of convenience the procedure has been coded as a calculation of 
C volume-fraction rather than phase-mass, the volume-fraction 
C being the phase-mass divided by the phase density. 
C 
C The subroutine GRCALCO which follows performs the X-Y or Y-X 
C steps of the procedure by making calls to XRCALCO and YRCALCO. 
C The subroutines XRCALCO and YRCALCO call the routine PHIBARO 
C to calculate the value of a variable on a cell face according 
C to the method of Van Leer. The subroutine XRCALCO is commented 
C with direct references to the equations of the thesis to aid 
C in understanding the procedure. 
C 
C 
C 
C ....................................................... 4++1 ...... i+ 
C 

SUBROUTINE GRCALC(ORDER, R10, R20, Rl, R2, UI, U2, Vl, V2, VOL, VOLI, 
& OX, DY, DT, JLEER, ITER, WDUV, ERR, RMIN, NY, NX, JDBG, GlX, G2X, GlY, G2Y, 
& CYCLIC) 

C 
C Function : Explicit transport of volume-fraction (phase-mass) 
C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Date : Sept 1985 
C Notes : This routine uses a high-order calculation of 
C phase-volume fluxes with Van-Leer limiters. 
C 
C Meaning of variable names 
C 
C Name Input/Output Description 
C ---- ------------ ----------- 
C 
C ORDER I Either 'X' for X-Y or 'Y' for Y-X. 
C R1 & R2 0 New volume-fractions. 
C RIO & R20 I&0 Old votume-fractZons. 
C Ul & U2 I 1st & 2nd phase U velocities. 
C VI & V2 I 1st & 2nd phase V velocities. 
C VOL & VOLI I&0 Initial & intermediate cell volumes. 
C OX & DY I Celt size in X and Y directions. 
C OT I Time step. 
C JLEER I Order of explicit scheme. 
C ITER I Max no. of DU & DV iterations. 
C WDUV I Relaxation for DU & DV. 
C ERR I Max error for OU and DV. 
C RMIN I Lower limit for volume-fractions. 
C NX & NY I No. of celts in X&Y dtrect; ons. 
C JOBG 0 Debug flag. 
C GIX & G2X I&0 1st & 2nd phase X volume fluxes. 
C GIY & G2Y I&0 1st & 2nd phase Y volume fluxes. 
C CYCLIC I Selects cyclic boundary conditions. 
C 
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CHARACTER ORDER 
LOGICAL CYCLIC 
DIMENSION Rl(NY, NX), R2(NY, NX), RlO(NY, NX), R20(NY, NX), 

UI(NY, NX), U2(NY, NX), Vl(NY, NX), V2(NY, NX), 
VOL(NY, NX), VOLI(NY, NX), 
GIX(NY, NX), G2X(NY, NX), GIY(NY, NX), G2Y(NY, NX) 

C 
C-Perform X-Y or Y-X steps according to ORDER 
C 

IF(ORDER. EO. 'X') THEN 
CALL XRSTEP(ORDER, R10, R20, RI, R2, Ul, U2, VOL, VOLI, GIX, G2X, GlY, 

& 62Y, NY, NX, DX, DY, DT, JLEER, ERR, ITER, WDUV, JDBG, RMIN, CYCLIC) 
CALL YRSTEP(ORDER, R1, R2, Rl, R2, VI, V2, VOLI, VOL, GlX, G2X, GlY, 

a G2Y, NY, NX, DX, DY, DT, JLEER, ERR, ITER, WDUV, JDBG, RMIN) 
ELSE 

CALL YRSTEP(ORDER, RIO, R20, Rl, R2, Vl, V2, VOL, VOLI, GlX, G2X, GlY, 
& G2Y, NY, NX, DX, DY, DT, JLEER, ERR, ITER, WOUV, JOBG, RMIN) 

CALL XRSTEP(ORDER, R1, R2, Rl, R2, UI, U2, VOLI, VOL, GlX, G2X, GlY, 
a G2Y, NY, NX, DX, DY, DT, JLEER, ERR, ITER, WOUV, JOBG, RMIN, CYCLIC) 

ENDIF 
C 
C-Check volume conservation and return to calling routine 
C 

CALL CHKVOL(joeG, NY, NX, TOTERR, GlX, G2X, GIY, G2Y) 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C ....................................................... i .......... 
C 

SUBROUTINE XRSTEP(ORDER, R10, R20, RI, R2, Ul, U2, VOL, VOLI, GlX, G2X, 
a GlY, 62Y, NY, NX, DX, DY, DT, JLEER, ERROU, ITEROU, 

WDU, JOBG, RMIN, CYCLIC) 

C 
C Function : To perform an X-step for votume-fractZon transport 
C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Oate : Sept 1985 
C 

C 
CHARACTER ORDER 
LOGICAL CYCLIC 
DIMENSION RIO(NY, NX), R20(NY, NX), Rl(NY, NX), R2(NY, NX), 

Ul(NY, NX), U2(NY, NX), GIX(NY, NX), G2X(NY, NX), 
GlY(NY, NX), G2Y(NY, NX), VOL(NY, NX), VOLI(NY, NX) 

c 
C-Check for 1-d probtems 
c 

IF(NX. EO. I) THEN 
CALL SET2D2(Rl, R2, RlO, R20, NY, NX) 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
C 
C-Set constants 
C 

MAXIT=O 
OTDY=DT*OY 

c 
C-Perform X-step calcutations on a cett-by-cett basits 
c 
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00 110 IY=1, NY 
IW=NX 
DO 105 IX=I, NX 

C--Set-up indices 
IXPI=IX+l 
IF(IX. EO. NX) THEN 

IXPI=NX 
IRCYCLIC) IXP1=1 

ENDIF 
C-Initialise velocity adjustment 

DU=0.0 
DUN=0.0 

C--Set total volume flux for the east cell face (equation 5.22). 
VFE=GlX(IY, IX)+G2X(IY, IX) 

C--lterate for accurate phase-volumes fluxed over the east face 
C which conserve the total volume fluxed. 

DO 100 ITDU=1, ITERDU 
VUP=VOL(IY, IX), W1O(IY, IX) 
IF(G1X(IY, IX). LT. 0.0) VUP=VOL(lY, IXPl), rRlO(IY, IXPI) 

C --- Determine the value of R1 on the east face (equation 5.26). 
RIBAR=PHIBAR(JLEER, GIX(IY, IX)/VUP, 'X', IY, IX, DX, R10, NY, NX, 

& CYCLIC) 
VUP=VOL(IY, IX)*R20(IY, IX) 
IF(G2X(IY, IX). LT. O. 0) VUP=VOL(IY, IXP1)*R20(IY, IXPI) 

C --- Determine the value of R2 on the east face (equation 5.26). 
R2BAR=PHIBAR(JLEER, G2X(IY, IX)/VUP, 'X', IY, IX, DX, R20, tlY, NX, 

& CYCLIC) 
UBAR=RIBAR*Ul(IY, IX)+R2BAR*U2(IY, IX) 

C --- Calculate the velocity adjustment (equation 5.25). 
DUN=(VFE-DTOY+UBAR)/((RIBAR+R2BARJ*DTDY) 

C ---- Set new volume fluxes (equation 5.23). 
GIX(Iý, IX)=DTDY, r(Ul(IY, IX)iDUN), rRleAR 
G2X(Iý, IX)=DTDY, r(U2(IY, IX)+DUN), rR2BAR 

C --- Check for converged velocity adjustment 
IF(ABS(DU-DUN). LT. ERRDU) GO TO 101 

C --- Update velocity adjustment with relaxation 
DU=DU+WDU, r(DUN-DU) 

100 CONTINUE 
101 CONTINUE 
C--Save maximum number of iterations for de-bug 

MAXIT=MAXO(MAXIT, ITDU) 
C--Catculate volume adjustment for the X-step 

DVX=GIX(IY, IX)-GlX(IY, IW)+G2X(IY, IX)-G2X(IY, IWJ 
C--Catcutate intermediate volume lequation 5.19). 

VOLI(IY, IXJ=VOL(IY, IX)-DVX 
C--Calcualate new volume fraction (equation 5.16). 

DVEW=GlX(IY, IX)-GIX(IY, IW) 
Rl(IY, IX)=(RlO(IY, IX), rVOL(IY, IX)-DVEWI/VOLI(IY, IX) 
IW=IX 

105 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 

IF(JDBG. EO. 3) WRITE(G, *)' MAXIT IN XRSTEP=', MAXIT 
C 
C-Check RMIN < RI < I-RMIN, and set R2=1-Rl. 
C 

CALL CHKLIM(RI, RJ, I. O-RMIN, RMIN, NY, NX) 
CALL FNC202(R2, RI, 1.0, -I. O, NY, NX) 
RETURN 
END 

C 
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C ............................... + ............ I ....... i+l ........ 44+ 
C 

sueROUTINE YRSTEP(ORDER, RIO, R20, Rl, R2, VI, V2, VOL, VOLI, GlX, G2X, 
-& GlY, G2Y, NY, NX, DX, DY, DT, JLEER, ERRDV, ITEROV, 
a WOV, JOBG, RMIN) 

C** 
C 
C Function : To perform an Y-step for volume-fraction transport 
C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Date : Sept 1985 
C 

C 
CHARACTER ORDER 
DIMENSION RIO(NY, NX), R20(NY, NX), Rl(NY, NX), R2(NY, NX), 

a Vl(NY, NX), V2(NY, NX), GlX(NY, NX), G2X(NY, NX), 
& GlY(NY, NX), G2Y(NY, NX), VOL(NY, NX), VOLI(NY, NX) 

C 
C-Check for 1-d problems 
C 

IF(NY. EO. 1) THEN 
CALL SET202(Rl, R2, RlO, R20, NY, NX) 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
C 
C-Set constants 
C 

MAXIT=O 
OTDX=DT*OX 

C 
C-Perform Y-step catcutations on a cett-by-cett basis 
C 

DO 110 IX=I, NX 
IS=NY 
00 105 IY=1, NY 

C--Set-up indices 
IYP1=MINO(IY+1, NY) 

C-Inittalise velocity adjustment 
DV=0.0 
DVN=0.0 

C--Set total volume flux for the north cell face 
VFN=GIY(IY, IX)+G2Y(IY, IX) 

C--Iterate for accurate phase-votumes fluxed over the north face 
C which conserve the total volume fluxed. 

DO 100 ITDV=1, ITEROV 
VUP=VOL(IY, IX)*RlO(IY, IX) 
IF(GIY(IY, IX). LT. O. 0) VUP=VOL(IYPIIX)*RlO(IYP1, IX) 

C --- Determine the value of RI on the north face. 
RlBAR=PHIBAR(JLEER, GlY(IY, IX)/VUP, 'Y', IY, IX, DY, RIO, NY, NX, 

FALSE. ) 
VUP=VOL(IY, IX)*R20(IY, IX) 
IF(G2Y(IY, IX). LT. O. 0) VUP=VOL(IYPIIXI*R20(IYPI, IX) 

C --- Determine the value of R2 on the north face. 
R2BAR=PHIBAR(JLEER, G2Y(IY, IX)/VUP, 'Y', IY, IX, DY, R20, NY, NX, 

FALSE. ) 
VBAR=RIBAR*Vl(IY, IX)+R2BAR*V2(IY, IX) 

C-Calculate the velocity adjustment. 
DVN=(VFN-DTDX*VBAR)/((RIBAR+R2BAR)*DTOX) 

C ---- Set new volume fluxes. 
GlY(IY, IX)=DTDX*(VI(IY, IX)+DVN)*RlBAR 
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G2Y(IY, IX)=DTDX*(V2(IY, IX)-+DVN)*R2BAR 
C --- Check for converged velocity adjustment 

IF(ABS(DV-DVN). LT. ERRDV) GO TO 101 
C---Update velocity adjustment with relaxation 

DV=DV+WDV*(DVN-DV) 
100 CONTINUE 
101 CONTINUE 
C--Save maximum number of iterations for de-bug 

MAXIT=MAXO(MAXIT, ITDV) 
C--Catculate volume adjustment for the Y-step 

DVY=GIY(IY, IX)-GlY(IS, IX)+G2Y(IY, IX)-G2Y(IS, IX) 
C--Catcutate intermediate volume 

VOLI(IY, IX)=VOL(IY, IX)-DVY 
C--Calcuatate new volume fraction 

DVNS=GlY(IY, IX)-GlY(IS, IX) 
Rl(IY, IX)=(RlO(IY, IX)*VOL(IY, IXI-DVNS)/VOLI(IY, IX) 
IS=1Y 

105 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 

IF(JDBG. EQ. 3) WRITE(6, *)' MAXIT IN YRSTEP=', MAXIT 
c 
C-Check RMIN < RI < I-RMIN, and set R2=1-RI. 
C 

CALL CHKLIM(Rl, RI, 1.0-RMIN, RMIN, NY, NX) 
CALL FNC202(R2, Rl, 1.0, -I. O, NY, NX) 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C ................................................................. 
C 

SUBROUTINE CHKVOL(JDBG, NY, NX, TOTERR, GIX, G2X, GIY, G2Y) 

C 
C Function : To check volume conservation 
C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Date : Sept 1985 
C 

DIMENSION GIX(NY, NX), G2X(NY, NX), GlY(NY, NX), G2Y(NY, NX) 
TOTERR=0.0 
VFS=0.0 
DO 100 IY=I, NY 
VFW=GIX(IY, NX)+G2X(IY, NXI 
00 110 IX=1, NX 
VFE=GlX(IY, IX)+G2X(IY, IX) 
VFN=GIY(IY, IXJ+G2Y(IY, IXI 
TOTERR=TOTERR+ABS(VFE-VFW+VFN-VFS) 
VFW=VFE 

110 CONTINUE 
VFS=VFN 

100 CONTINUE 
C 
C-Print total volume error & return to calling routine 
C 

IF(JOBG. EO. 4) THEN 
WRITE(6, *)' DBG 4: Advection votume error=', TOTERR 

ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 

C 
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C ............................................ 4 .................. 
C 

SUBROUTINE INIFLX(RIO, R20, Ul, U2, VI, V2, OX, DY, DT, NY, NX, 
& GIX, G2X, GIY, G2Y, CYCLIC) 

C 
C Function : To initialise volume fluxes 
C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Date : Sept 1985 
C Notes : An upwind formulation is used for consistency 
C with the pressure iteration in PHOENICS84 
C 

LOGICAL CYCLIC 
DIMENSION RlO(NY, NX), R20(NY, NX), Ul(NY, NX), U2(NY, NX), 

VI(NY, NX), V2(NY, NXI, GlX(NY, NX), G2X(NY, NX), 
GlY(NY, NX), G2Y(NY, NX) 

C 
C Set local variables 
C 

OTDX=DT*OX 
DTDY=DT*OY 

C 
C Form ftuxes 
c 

DO 10 IY=1, NY 
DO 10 IX=1, NX 
IXPI=IX+l 
IF(IX. EO. NX) THEN 

IXP1=NX 
IF(CYCLIC) IXPI=l 

ENOIF 
C X-Fluxes 

U18AR=UI(IY, IX) 
RIBAR=RlO(IY, IX) 
IF(UlBAR. LT. O. 0) RIBAR=RlO(IY, IXPI) 
U2BAR=U2(IY, IX) 
R2eAR=R20(IY, IX) 
IF(U213AR. LT. O. 0) R2BAR=R20(IY, IXPlI 
GlX(IY, IX)=OTDY, ýRlBAR*UlBAR 
G2X(IY, IX)=DTDY*R2BAR*U2BAR 

C Y-Ftuxes 
VIBAR=VI(IY, IX) 
RIBAR=RlO(IY, IX) 
IF(VlBAR. LT. O. 0) RIBAR=RIO(MINO(IY+I, NY), IXI 
V2BAR=V2(IY, IX) 
R2BAR=R20(IY, IX) 
IF(V2BAR. LT. O. 0) R2BAR=R20(MINO(IY+1, NY), IX) 
GIY(IY, IX)=DTDX*RlBAR*VlBAR 
G2Y(IY, IX)=DTDX*R2BAR*V28AR 

10 CONTINUE 
c 
C Return to catting routine 
C 

RETURN 
END 
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C 
C. ............ .................................................... 
C 

FUNCTION PHIBAR(JLEER, EPS, XY, IY, IX, DST, PHI, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 

C 
C Function To calculate the average value of PHI on the 
C east face of cell IY, IX with a user selected 
C order of accuracy JLEER. Van-Leer limiting 
C is used to prevent non-physicat oscillations 
C and unwanted negative values. 
C Author M. J. Andrews 
C Date Sept 1985 
C Notes If EPS is GE 0.0 the upwind cell is IY, IX 
C otherwise the index is shifted to the right 
C by one. Selection of X or Y directions is 
C by the character vartable XY set by the user. 
C 
C Description of variables in the calling sequence 
C 
C Name Description 
C ---- ----------- 
C 
C JLEER Determines order of accuracy; 
C JLEER=1 gives 1st order 
C JLEER=2 gives 2nd order. 
C EPS Fraction of cell convected over cell face. 
C XY Selects X or Y transport. 
C IY, IX Current cell indices. 
C DST Cell dimension. 
C PHI Variable of interest. 
C NY, NX No. of cells in X and Y directions. 
C CYCLIC Flags cyclic boundary conditions. 
C 
C Description of local variables 
C 
C Name Description 
C ---- ----------- 
C 
C DOST Equal to DST or -DST according to sign of EPS. 
C NSHIFT Allows shift to upwind cell. 
C ]PUP East/North upwind cell index. 
C IP Upwind cell index. 
C IPON West/South upwind cell index. 
C JX() Indices for X transport step. 
C JY() Indices for Y transport step. 
C OPHIF Forward difference of PHI's. 
C OPHIB Backward difference of PHI's. 
C SGNPHI Sign of the gradient of PHI. 
C OPHI Gradient of PHI. 
C 

C 
C Set indexing parameters 
C 

PARAMETER ( IPUP=1 , IP=O , IPON=-l 
C 
C Set arrays 
C 

DIMENSION PHI(NY, NX), JX(IPDN: IPUP), JY(IPON: IPUP) 
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C 
C Declare CYCLIC boundary conditions and XY as order f(ag 
C 

LOGICAL CYCLIC 
CHARACTER XY 

C 
C Select DDST and NSHIFT according to the sign of EPS 
C 

IF(EPS. GE. G. 01 THEN 
DGST=DST 
NSHIFT=O 

ELSE 
DOST=-DST 
NSHIFT=1 

ENDIF 
C 
C Select X and Y indices 
C 

IF (XY. EQ. 'X' ) THEN 
DO 10 H=IPDN, IPUP 
JX(M)=IX+M+NSHIFT 
JY(H)=IY 

10 CONTINUE 
IF(CYCLIC) THEN 

IF(JX(IPUPI. GT. NXI JX(IPUP)=JX(IPUPI-NX 
IF(JX(IP ). GT. NX) JX(IP)=JX(IP)-NX 
IF(JX(IP ). LT. 1 ) JX(IP)=JX(IP)+NX 
IF(JX(IPDN). LT. 1 ) JX(IPDN)=JX(IPON)+NX 

ELSE 
JX(IPUP)=MIN0(JX(IPUP), NX) 
JX(IPON)=MAXO(JX(IPDN), l) 

ENDIF 
ELSE 

00 20 M=IPDN, IPUP 
JY(M)=IY-+M+NSHIFT 
JX(M)=IX 

20 CONTINUE 
JY(IPUP)=MINO(JY(IPUP), NY) 
JY(IPDN)=MAXO(JY(IPDN), I) 

ENOIF 
C 
C CQ(culate dZfferences 
C 

OPHIF=PHI UY (I PUP), JX(IPUP)) -PHI (JY(IP), JX(IP)) 
DPHIB=PHI(jy(lp), JX(IP))-PHI(JY(IPON), JX(IPDN)) 

c 
C Set the sign of PHI gradient and catcutate the (imited gradient 
c 

S=0.0 
SGNPHI=1.0 
IF(DPHIF. LT. O. 0) SGWHI=-I. O 
IF(OPHIF*DPHIB. GT. O. 0) S=SGNPHI 

C Calcutate the gradient 
IFULEER. E0.11 DPHI=0.0 
IFULEER. EQ. 2) (3PHI=0.5*(DPHIB+DPHIF) 
IFULEER. EO. 3) THEN 

OPH I= M. O+AOS (EPS))*DPH I B+ (2. O-ABS (EPS))*[)PHIF 1/3.0 
IFIEPS. LT. O. 0) THEN 

OPH I= M. O+ABS (EPS))*DPHIF+ (2.0-ABS(EPS))*[)PHIB 1/3.0 
ENDIF 
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ENDIF 
C Apply Van Leer limiting tequation 5.27 for phase-mass). 

DPHI=S*AMIN1(2.0*ABS(I)PHIB), 2.0, ýABS(OPHIF), ABS(OPHI))/DST 
c 
C Calculate PHIBAR (equation 5.26 for phase-mass). 
c 

PHIBAR=PHI(JY(IP), JX(IP))+0.5+DDST*DPHI*(1.0-ABS(EPS)) 
c 
C Return to calling routine 
c 

RETURN 
END 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c End of appendix D. 2 
c ---------- c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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C Appendix D. 3 
C == ---------- 
C 
C Explicit phase-momentum transport 
C --------------------------------- 
C 
C This appendix contains the source code for explicit transport 
C of phase-momentum in the X and Y directions described in 
C Chapter 5, section 5.4 (page 94). For reasons of convenience 
C the calculation procedure is used to the update X and Y 
C direction velocities, U and V respectively. 
C 
C Subroutines GUCALCO and GVCALC0 are provided for the U and 
CV velocities. The subroutines execute the X-Y or Y-X steps 
C of the procedure by making calls to UXMOM0 and UYMOMO for 
C the U update, and to VXMOMO and VYMOMO for the V update. 
C The subroutines call PHIBARO given in Appendix 0.2 for the 
C calculation of cell face values using the Van Leer method. 
C 
C To help understand the procedures the UXMOM0 subroutine 
C makes direct reference to the equations of the thesis. 
C 
C 
C 
C ......... iii+++-f ...... ++++t .... 4+4+-H.... 
C 

SUBROUTINE GUCALC(ORDER, PMO, PMN, U0, U, GX, GY, DX, DY, DT, NY, NX, 
& JUV, CYCLIC) 

C 
C Function : Explicit transport of U velocity 
C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Date : Sept 1985 
C 
C Meaning of variable names 
C 
C Name Input/Output Meaning 
C ---- ------------ ------- 
C ORDER I Selects 'XY' or 'YX' steps. 
C PMO I Old velocity cell phase-mass. 
C PMN 0 New velocity cell phase-mass. 
C UO I&0 Old velocity. 
CU0 New velocity. 
C GX & GY I Mass fluxes. 
C DX & DY I Celt dimensions. 
C DT I Time step. 
C NX & NY I No. of cells in X&Y directions. 
C CYCLIC I Flag for X-cyclic boundaries. 
C 

LOGICAL CYCLIC 
CHARACTER ORDER 
DIMENSION PMO(NY, NX), PMN(NY, NX), UO(NY, NX), U(NY, NX), 

4 GX(NY, NX), GY(NY, NX) 
C 
C Inittalise PM to contain velocity cell volumes 
C 

DO 10 IY=1, NY 
PMI=PMO(IY, NX) 
IF(CYCLIC) PMI=PMO(IY, I) 
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00 15 IX=1, NX-1 
PMO(IY, IX)=0.5*(PMO(IY, IX)+PMO(IY, IX+I)) 

15 CONTINUE 
PMO(IY, NX)=0.5*(PMO(IY, NX)+PM1) 

10 CONTINUE 
C 
C Do X-Y or Y-X according io ORDER 
c 

IF (ORDER. EO. 'X' ) THEN 
CALL UXMOM(JUV, PMO, PMN, U0, UGX, OX, DT, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 
CALL UYMOM(JUV, PMN, PMO, U, U0, GY, OY, DT, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 

ELSE 
CALL UYMOM(JUV, PMO, PMN, U0, U, GY, DY, OT, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 
CALL UXMOM(JUV, PMN, PMO, U, U0, GX, DX, DT, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 

ENDIF 
C 
C Set new U as U=UO 
c 

CALL SET2DI(U, U0, NY, NX) 
c 
C Return to catling routine 
C 

RETURN 
END 

C 
C ..................................................... + .......... 
C 

SUBROUTINE UXMOM(JUV, PMO, PMN, U0, U, GX, DX, DT, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 

C 
C Function : Explicit update of the U momentum in the X direction 
C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Date : Sept 1985 
C 
C Meaning of local variables. 
C 
C FE ..... Phase-mass fluxed over the east face. 
C PMUP... O(d phase-mass in the up-wtnd cell. 
C UBARE.. East face value of U during the time-step. 
C 

LOGICAL CYCLIC 
DIMENSION PMO(NY, NX), PMN(NY, NX), UO(NY, NX), U(NY, NX), GX(NY, NX) 
00 100 IY=1, NY 

C--Set west face mass flux and velocity (equation 5.29). 
FP=0.5*(GX(IY, 1)+GX(IY, NX)) 
PMUP=PMO(IY, NXI 
IF(FP. LT. O. 0) PMUP=PMO(IY, I) 

C--Set the east face velocity (equation 5.31). 
UBARP=PHIBAR(JUV, FP/PMUP, 'X', IY, NX, DX, U0, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 

C-Loop along X-direction cells 
DO 100 IX=I, NX 
IXP1=IX+1 
IF(IX. EO. NX) THEN 

IF(CYCLIC) THEN 
1XP1=1 

ELSE 
IXPI=NX 
FP=0.0 

ENDIF 
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ENDIF 
C--Calculate the east face mass flux (equation 5.29). 

FE=0.5*(GX(IY, IX)+GX(IY, IXPl)) 
C--Calcutate intermediate phase-mass (equation 5.30). 

PMNEW=PMO(IY, IX)-(FE-FP) 
C--Calculate east face velocity (equation 5.31). 

PMUP=PMO(IY, IX) 
IF(FE. LT. O. 0) PMUP=PMO(IY, IXPl) 
UBARE=PHIBAR(JUV, FE/PMUP, 'X', IY, IX, DX, U0, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 

C--Update U velocity (equation 5.28). 
U(IY, IX)=(PMO(IY, IX)*UO(IY, IX)-(FE*UBARE-FP*Ul3ARP))/PMNEW 
FP=FE 
UBARP=UBARE 
PMN(IY, IX)=PMNEW 

100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C ................................................ 4 ............... 
C 

SUBROUTINE UYMOM(JUV, PMO, PMN, U0, U, GY, DY, DT, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 
4111+ 

C 
C Function : Explicit update of the U momentum in the Y direction 
C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Date : Sept 1985 
C 
C Meaning of local variables. 
C 
C FNE .... Phase-mass fluxed over the face north of the velocity cell. 
C PMUP ... Old phase-mass in the up-wtnd cell. 
C UBARNE. North face value of U during the ttme-step. 
C 

-V4+11 Irv 
LOGICAL CYCLIC 
DIMENSION PMO(NY, NX), PMN(NY, NX), UO(NY, NX), U(NY, NX), GY(NY, NX) 
IF(NY. EQ. l) THEN 

CALL SET2Dl(U, U0, NY, NX) 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
00 100 IX=1, NX 
Ixpl=IX+l 
IF(IX. EQ. NX) THEN 

IXP1=NX 
IF(CYCLIC) IXP1=1 

ENDIF 
C-Initialtse south face mass flux and velocity 

FSE=0.0 
UBARSE=UO(1, IX) 
00 100 IY=1, NY 

C--Calcutate north face mass flux and velocity 
FNE=0.5*(GY(IY, IX)+GY(IY, IXPl)) 

C--Calculate intermediate phase-mass 
PMtIEW=PMO(IY, IX)-(FNE-FSE) 

C--Catculate accurate north face velocity 
PMUP=PMO(IY, IX) 
IF(FNE. LT. O. 0) PMUP=PMO(MINO(IY+I, NY), IX) 
UBARNE=PHIBAR(JUV, FNE/PMUP, 'Y', IY, IX, DY, U0, NY, NX,. FALSE. ) 

C--Update U velocity 
U(IY, IX)=(PMO(IY, IX)*UO(IY, IX)-(FNE*UBARNE-FSE*UBARSE))/PMNEW 
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FSE=FNE 
UBARSE=UBARNE 
PMN(IY, IX)=PMNEW 

100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C ................................................. 
C 

SUBROUTINE GVCALC(OROER, PMO, PMN, V0, V, GX, GY, DX, DY, DT, NY, NX, 
JUV, CYCLIC) 

C 
C Function : Explicit transport of V velocity 
C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Date : Sept 1985 
C 
C Meaning of variable names 
C 
C Name Input/Output Meaning 
C ---- ------------ ------- 
C ORDER I Selects 'XY' or 'YX' steps. 
C PMO I Old velocity cell phase-mass. 
C PMN 0 New velocity cell phase-mass. 
C V0 I&0 Old velocity. 
CV0 New velocity. 
C GX 4 GY I Mass fluxes. 
C DX a DY I Cell dimensions. 
C OT I Time step. 
C NX & NY I No. of cells in X&Y directions. 
C CYCLIC I Flag for X-cycttc boundaries. 
C 

LOGICAL CYCLIC 
CHARACTER ORDER 
DIMENSION PMO(NY, NX), PMN(NY, NX), VO(NY, NX), V(NY, NX), 

& GX(NY, NXI, GY(NYNX) 
C 
C Initialise PM to contain velocity cell volumes 
C 

00 10 IX=I, NX 
00 10 IY=I, NY 
PMO(IY, IX)=0.5*(PMO(IY, IXI+PMO(MING(IY+I, NYI, IX)I 

10 CONTINUE 
C 
C Do X-Y or Y-X according to ORDER 
c 

IF(OROER. EO. 'X') THEN 
CALL VXMOM(JUV, PMO, PMN, V0, V, GX, DX, DT, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 
CALL VYMOM(JUV, PMN, PMO, V, VO, GY, DY, DT, NY, NX) 

ELSE 
CALL VYMOM(JUV, PMO, PMN, V0, V, GY, DY, DT, NY, NX) 
CALL VXMOM(JUV, PMN, PMO, V, V0, GX, DX, DT, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 

ENDIF 
c 
C Set new V as V=VO 
C 

CALL SET2Dl(V, V0, NY, NX) 
C 
C Return to caMng routine 
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C 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C ..................................... * ...................... +++ 
C 

SUBROUTINE VXMOM(JUV, PMO, PMN, V0, V, GX, OX, DT, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 

C 
C Function : To explicitly update V momentum 
C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Date : Sept 1985 
C 
C Meaning of local variables. 
C 
C FNE .... Phase-mass fluxed over the face north of the velocity cell. 
C PMUP ... Old phase-mass in the up-wind cell. 
C VBARNE. North face value of V during the time-step. 
C 

LOGICAL CYCLIC 
DIMENSION PMO(NY, NX), PMN(NY, NX), VO(NY, NX), V(NY, NX), GX(NY, NX) 
IF(NX. EO. 1) THEN 

CALL SET201(V, V0, NY, NX) 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
00 100 IY=1, NY-1 

C--Start by setting west face mass flux and velocity 
FNW=0.5*(GX(IY, NX)+GX(IY+I, NX)) 
PMUP=PMO(IY, NX) 
IF(FNW. LT. O. 0) PMUP=PMO(IY, I) 
VBARNW=PHIBAR(JUV, FNW/PMUP, 'X', IY, NX, DX, V0, NY, NX, CYCLICI 

C-Loop updating V 
00 100 IX=1, NX 
Ixpl=IX+l 
IF(IX. EQ. NX) THEN 

IXP1=NX 
IF(CYCLIC) IXP1=1 

ENDIF 
FNE=0.5t. (GX(IY, IX)+GX(IY+I, IX)) 

C--Calcutate east face mass flux 
PMNEW=PMO(IY, IX)-(FNE-FNW) 

C--Calculate accurate east face velocity 
PMUP=PMO(IY, IX) 
IF(FNE. LT. O. 0) PMUP=PMO(IY, IXP1) 
VBARNE=PHIBAR(JUV, FNE/PMUP, 'X', IY, IX, DX, V0, NY, NX, CYCLIC) 

C--Set new velocity 
V(IY, IX)=(PMO(IY, IX), vVO(IY, IX)-(FNE*VBARNE-FNW*VBARNW)I/PMNEW 
FNW=FNE 
VBARNW=VBARNE 
PMN(IY, IX)=PMNEW 

100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
C .................... i ................. f ............ 
C 

SUBROUTINE VYMOM(JUV, PMO, PMN, V0, V, GY, DY, DT, NY, NX) 
r, ý 4-f I, *, r *, V 4-ff -F Irv v *, f 

C 

C Function : To explicitly update V momentum in the Y direction 
C Author : M. J. Andrews 
C Date : Sept 1985 
C 
C Meaning of local variables. 
C 
C FN ..... Phase-mass fluxed over the north face. 
C PMUP ... Old phase-mass in the up-wind cell. 
C VBARN.. North face value of V during the time-step. 
C 

DIMENSION PMO(NY, NX), PMN(NY, NXI, VO(NY, NX), V(NY, NX), GY(NY, NX) 
00 100 IX=I, NX 

C--Start by setting the south face mass ftux and velocity 
FP=0.5*GY(1, IX) 
VBARP=0.0 
IF(FP. LT. O. 0) VBARP=VO11, IX) 

C-Loop updating V velocity 
00 100 IY=I, NY-1 

C--Calculate north face mass flux 
FN=0.5*(GY(IY, IX)+GY(IY+I, IX)) 
PMNEW=PMO(IY, IX)-(FN-FP) 
PMUP=PMO(IY, IX) 
IF(FN. LT. O. 0) PMUP=PMO(IY+1, IX) 

C--Calculate accurate north face velocity 
VBARN=PHIBAR(JUV, FN/PMUP, 'Y', IY, IX, DY, V0, NY, NX,. FALSE. ) 

C--Update velocity 
V(IY, IX)=(PMO(IY, IX)*VO(IY, IX)-(FN*Vl3ARN-FP*VBARP))/PMNEW 
FP=FN 
VBARP=VBARN 
PMN(IY, IX)=PMNEW 

100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C End of appendix D. 3 
C ---------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
C Appendix D. 4 
C == ---------- C 
C PHOENICS84 ground station for explicit transport 
C ------------------------------------------------ 
C 
C This appendix contains a listing of the PHOENICS84 ground 
C station which calls the explicit transport procedures 
C of the last two appendices. 
C 
C The non PHOENICS84 user may find this appendix of interest 
C as it shows the calling sequence for the transport procedures. 
C The PHOENICS84 user should note that direct access into the 
C F0 array is used to facilitate coding, and that routines 
C such as MAKE4() perform the same function as the PHOENICS84 
C MAKEO routine but act on 4 parameters. 
C 
C The routine AIND() provides the F0 array index for the 
C input variable as AIND(IVAR, IFVAR)=KF(IVAR)+I; indexes are 
C set at the start of a run to save re-calculation. 
C 
C 

SUeROUTINE GTRANS 
$INCLUDE SATEAR/G 
$INCLUDE GRDLOC/G 
$INCLUDE GROEAR/G 
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX USER SECTION STARTS: 
C 
C1 Set dimensions of satellite-to-GROUND data arrays to those 
C of the satellite. 
C-MJA Include blank common to give access to the F(I array 

COMMON F(l) 
COMMON/LGRND/LG(10)/IGRND/IG(10)/RGRND/RG(10)/CGRND/CG(IO) 
LOGICAL LG 
CHARACTER*4 CG 

C 
C-MJA Variables and common blocks 
C 

CHARACTER ORDER*2, DUMMYC 
INTEGER GlX, G2X, GIY, 62Y 

C--MJA Common block TRANS1 contains F0 array indexes 
COMMON/TRANSI/ IEI, IE2, IE3, IE4, IE5, INULL, IGlX, IG2X, IGIY, IG2Y, 

IRI, IR2, IUI, IUIO, IU2, IU20, IVI, IVIO, 
IV2, IV20, IXG, IYG, IVOL, IXU, IYV 

C--MJA Common block TRANS2 contains the flag for X-Y or Y-X steps 
COMMON/TRANS2/ ORDER 

C--MJA Common block MJADAT contains calculation date 
COMMON/MJADAT/ VFLYI 

C--MJA Equi(valence local names for PHOENICS84 variables 
C' NULL ..... Empty space equal to zero 
C G1X ..... Ist phase volume flux in the X-direction 
C G2X ..... 2nd phase volume flux in the X-direction 
C G1Y ..... 1st phase volume flux in the Y-direction 
C G2Y ..... 2nd phase volume flux in the Y-direction 

EQUIVALENCE (EASPG, NULL), (EASP7, GIX), (EASPS, G2X), (EASP9, GlY), 
(EASP10, G2Y) 

C--MJA Equilvalence data 
' 
from 01 settings 

C JVF .... Flag for explicit transport of phase-mass 
C JUV .... Flag for explicit transport of phase-momentum 
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C RHOll .... Reference density for 1-phase computations 
EOUIVALENCE (IG(l), JVF), (IG(2), JUV), (RG(l), RHO11) 

C 
C-MJA Onty ground groups I& 19 are in use 
C 

IF(IGR. EO. 1) GO TO I 
IF(IGR. EO. 19) GO TO 19 
RETURN 

C 

C Group 1: Start of run 
1 CONTINUE 

IF(ISC. EO. 1) THEN 
C--MJA Make space and earth geometry 

CALL MAKE4(EASP1, EASP2, EASP3, EASP4) 
CALL MAKE2(EASP5, NULL) 
CALL MAKE4(GIX, G2X, GlY, G2Y) 
CALL MAKE5(XG20, YG2D, XU20, YV20, VOL) 

ENOIF 
IF(ISC. EO. 2) THEN 

C--MJA Inittalise F0 array indexes 
CALL AIN03(EASPI, EASP2, EASP3, IE1, IE2, IE3) 
CALL AIND3(EASP4, EASP5, NULL, IE4, IE5, INULL) 
CALL AIND4(GIX, G2X, GIY, G2Y, IGIX, IG2X, IGlY, IG2Y) 
CALL AIND5(XG20, YG2D, XU2D, YV20, VOL, IXG, IYG, IXU, IYV, IVOL) 
CALL AIND2(R1, R2, IR1, IR2) 

C --- MJA To save core space velocity indexes are set to NULL, and 
then reset according to the geometry of the problem 

CALL AIND4(NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, IU1, IU2, IVI, IV2) 
CALL AIN04(NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, IU10, IU20, IV10, IV20) 
IF(NX. GT. 1) THEN 

CALL AIND4(Ul, UI+75, Ul, UI+75, IUI, IUIO, IU2, IU20) 
IF(. NOT. ONEPHS) CALL AIND2(U2, U2+75, IU2, IU20) 

END IF 
IF (NY. GT. I) THEN 

CALL AIN04(VI, VI+75, VI, VI+75, lVl, IVIO, IV2, IV20) 
1F(. NOT. ONEPHS) CALL AIND2(V2, V2+75, IV2, IV2O) 

ENDIF 
CALL FN1(NULL, 0.0) 
CALL SET4(GlX, G2X, GIY, G2Y, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL) 

C--MJA Intttal; se ORDER flag 
ORDER='XY' 
IF(NX. EQ. I) ORDER='YX' 

C--MJA Set Ist fluid density for 2-phase problems 
IF(. NOT. ONEPHS) RHO11=RHO1 

C--MJA Print header information 
WRITE(6, *)' **** EXPLICIT GROUND IN USE 
WRITE(G, *) I JVF=', JVF, ' JUV=', JUV 

C--MJA Swith-off inbuitt volume-fraction scheme if explicit 
C transport is in use 

IF (JVF. GT. 0) THEN 
ISWR1=1000 
ISWR2=1000 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
RETURN 

C 

C Group 19: Start of time step 
19 CONTINUE 
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IF(ISC. EO. l) GO TO 191 
RETURN 

C-MJA Start of time step 
191 CONTINUE 
c 
C==== EXPLICITTRANSP0RTPR0CEDURES 
C 

CALL FN1 (NULL, 0.0 
C 
C-MJA Inittatise volume fluxes 
c 

CALL INIFLX(F(IRl), F(IR2), F(IUl), F(IU2), F(IVI), F(IV2), 
F(IXU), F(IYV), DT, NY, NX, F(IGlX), F(IG2X), 
F(IG1Y), F(IG2Y), XCYCLE) 

c 
C-MJA Transport of phase-mass (volume-fractions) 
c 

IF(JVF. GT. 0) THEN 
CALL SET4(EASP1, EASP2, EASP3, EASP4, Rl, R2, Rl, R2) 
CALL SET2(EASP5, NULL, VOL, VOL) 
CALL GRCALC(ORDER(1: 1), F(IE3), F(IE4), F(IRl), F(IR2), 

F(IUI), F(IU2), F(IVII, F(IV2), F(IE5), F(INULL), 
F(IXU), F(IYV), DT, JVF, 20,0.5,1. OE-8, RLDLIM, NY, NX, 
0, F(IGlX), F(IG2X), F(IGIY), F(IG2Y), XCYCLE) 

CALL FNI(NULL, 0.0) 
ENDIF 

C--MJA Save the volume fluxed through the centre point 
IF(NX. EQ. 1) THEN 

VFLYI=F(IGIY+NY/2-1) 
ENDIF 

c 
C--MJA Set mass ftuxes for momentum transport 
c 

CALL FN25(GlX, RHO11) 
CALL FN25(GlY, RHO11) 
CALL FN25(G2X, RH02) 
CALL FN25(G2Y, RH02) 
IF(ONEPHS) THEN 

CALL FNIO(GIX, GIX, G2X, 0.0,1.0,1.0) 
CALL FN10(GIY, GIY, G2Y, 0.0,1.0,1.0) 

ENDIF 
c 
C-MJA U momentum transport 
c 

VCELL=F(IXU)*F(IYV) 
IF(JUV. GT. 0) THEN 

IF(NX. GT. 1) THEN 
CALL FN2(EASP3, EASP1,0.0, RH011*VCELL) 
IRONEPHS) CALL FN10(EASP3, EASP3, EASP2,0.0,1.0, RH02*VCELL) 
IF(ISTEP. EQ. l) CALL SET(UI+75, Ul) 
CALL GUCALC(ORDER(1: 1), F(IE3), F(IE4), F(IU10), F(IUl), 

F(IGIX), F(161Y), F(IXU), F(IYV), DT, NY, NX, JUV, 
XCYCLE) 

IF(. NOT. ONEPHS) THEN 
CALL FN2(EASP3, EASP2,0.0, RH02*VCELL) 
IF(ISTEP. EO. l) CALL SET(U2+75, U2) 
CALL GUCALC(ORDER(1: 1), F(IE3), F(IE4), F(IU20), F(IU2), 

a F(IG2X), F(IG2Y), F(IXU), F(IYV), DT, NY, NX, JUV, 
a XCYCLE) 

ENDIF 
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ENDIF 
ENE) IF 

C 
C- V momentum transport 
C 

IF(JUV. GT. O) THEN 
IF(NY. GT. 1) THEN 

CALL FN2(EASP3, EASP1,0.0, RHOII*VCELL) 
IF(ONEPHS) CALL FN10(EASP3, EASP3, EASP2,0.0,1.0, RH02*VCELL) 
IF(ISTEP. E0.1) CALL SET(Vl+75, Vl) 
CALL GVCALC(OROER(1: 1), F(IE3), F(IE4), F(IV10), F(IV1), 

F(IGIX), F(IGlY), F(IXU), F(IYV), DT, tlY, NX, JUV, 
XCYCLE) 

IF(. NOT. ONEPHS) THEN 
CALL FN2(EASP3, EASP2,0.0, F(IXU)*F(IYV)) 
IF(ISTEP. EO. l) CALL SETIV2+75, V2) 
CALL GVCALC(ORDER(1: 1), F(IE3), F(IE4), F(IV20), F(IV2), 

F(IG2X), F(IG2Y), F(IXU), F(IYV), DT, tlY, t4X, JUV, 
XCYCLE) 

ENDIF 
END IF 

ENDIF 
C 
C-MJA Set ORDER for the next time step 
C 

IF(NX. GT. 1 AND. NY. GT. 1) THEN 
OUMMYC=ORDER(1: 1) 
ORDER=ORDER(2: 2)//DUMMYC 

ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C End of appendix D. 4 
C ---------- C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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Appendix 0.5 

This appendix contains a listing of the PHOENICS84 01 file 
and ground station for the test problems of Chapter G. 
The 01 files contins the following runs: 

Runs 1-3 ...... 1-D, 2-phase sedimentation 
Runs 4-7 ...... 2-D, I-phase Rayleigh-Taytor instability 
Runs 7-11 ...... 2-D, 1-phase Ketvin-Helmhottz instability 
Runs 12-15 ...... 2-D, 2-phase overturning 

The PHOENICS84 ground station appears after the 01 file. 

01 FILE FOR THESIS TEST PROBLEMS 

LINE 2 SETS TALK, RESTRT, FIRST RUN & LAST RUN NUMBER... 
TALK=F, RUN(1,1) 

GROUP 1. Run title 
TEXT(RUN1: 1-D IMPLICIT SEDIMENTATION TEST Y-OIRECTION 
INTEGER(NYD, NTO) 
REAL(YLEN, TLEN, GRAV, VIGRAV, V26RAV, TOLER) 
NYD=40, NTD=120, YLEN=0.36, TLEN=2.4, GRAV=-9.81, TOLER=I. OE-4 

GROUP 2. Transience; time-step specification 
STEADY=. F. 
GROPWR(T, NTD, TLEN, 1.0) 

GROUP 4. Y-direction grid specification 
GROPWR(Y, NYD, YLEN, 1.0) 

GROUP 7. Variables stored, solved & named 
ONEPHS=. F. 
SOLUTN(Pl, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 
SOLUTN(VI, Y, Y, N, N, N, N); SOLUTN(V2, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 
SOLUTN(Rl, Y, Y, N, N, N, N); SDLUTN(R2, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 

GROUP B. Terms (in differential equations) & devices 
RLOLIM=1.0E-3 
TERMS(Vl, Y, Y, N, Y, Y, Y); TERMS(V2, Y, Y, N, Y, Y, Y) 

GROUP 9. Properties of the medium (or media) 
RHO1=1.0, RHO2=1.1 

GROUP 10. Inter-phase-transfer processes and properties 
CFIPS=20.0 

GROUP 11. Initialization of variable or porosity fields 
FlINIT(Rl)=1.0-RLOLIM, FIINIT(R2)=RLOLIM 
PATCH(1, INIVAL, 1,1, NYO/2+1, NYD, 1,1,1,1) 
COVAL(1, Rl, ZERO, -l. Oi2.0, vRLOLIM); COVAL(I, R2, ZERO, 1.0-2.0*RLOLIM) 

GROUP 13. Boundary conditions and special sources 
PATCH(2, CELL, 1,1,1,1,1,1,1, NTD); CDVAL(2, PI, FIXP, ZERO) 
PATCH(3, PHASEM, 1,1,1, NYO, 1,1,1, NTD) 
VlGRAV=(RHOl-RH02), PGRAV/(2.0*RHOl); V2GRAV=-VIGRAV*RHOl/RHO2 
COVAL(3, Vl, FIXFLU, VIGRAV); COVAL(3, V2, FIXFLU, V2GRAV) 

GROUP 15. Termination of sweeps 
LSWEEP=40 
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GROUP 16. Termination of iterations 
RESREF(Pl)=TCLER, RESREF(VII=TOLER, RESREF(V2)=TOLER 
RESREF(Rl)=TOLER, RESREF(R2)=TOLER 

GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
No need for special ground 

NAMGRD=NONE 
** IG(4)=Selects plotting output frequency 

IG(4)=NTO/2 
GROUP 21. Print-out of variables 

OUTPUT(PI, Y, N, N, N, N, Y); OUTPUT(Vl, Y, N, N, N, N, Y) 
OUTPUT(V2, Y, N, N, N, N, YI; OUTPUT(RI, Y, N, N, N, N, Y) 

GROUP 23. Field print-out and plot control 
INIFLD=T, NTPRIN=NTD, NPRMNT=NTD 
PATCH(4, PROFIL, 1,1,1, NYD, 1,1,1, NTBI; COVAL(4, Rl, ZERO, 1.0) 

GROUP 24. Oumps for restarts 
NOWIPE=. T. 
STOP 

****** RUN2 

GROUP 1. Run title 
TEXTIRUN2: 1-D IST ORDER SEDIMENTATION TEST Y-DIRECTION 

GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
Select advection ground 

NAMGRD=TRANP 
** IG(11=Selects accuracy of explicit volume-fraction advection 

IG(1)=1 
STOP 

****** RUN3 ##**" 

GROUP 1. Run title 
TEXT(RUN3: 1-0 2ND ORDER SEDIMENTATION TEST Y-DIRECTION 

GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
IG(I)=Setects accuracy of explicit votume-fraction advection 

IG(I)=2 
GROUP 24. Dumps for restarts 

NOWIPE=. F. 
STOP 

****** RUN4 

GROUP 1. Run title 
TEXT(RUN4: 2-0 IST ORDER I-PHASE RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY 
INTEGER(NXD, NYD, NTD) 
REAL(GRAV, TOLER, XLEN, YLEN, TLEN, RHO11) 
NXD=10, NYO=16, NTO=100, GRAV=-9.81, TOLER=l. OE-5 
XLEN=0.25, YLEN=0.36, TLEN=2.0 

GROUP 2. Transience; time-step specification 
STEADY=. F. 
GROPIR (T, NTO, TLEN, 1.0 

GROUP 3. X-directZon grid specification 
GROPWR(X, NXD, XLEN, 1.0) 

GROUP 4. Y-direction grid specification 
GROPWR(Y, NYD, YLEN, 1.01 

GROUP 7. Variables stared, solved & named 
SOLUTN(PI, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 
SOLUTN(Ul, Y, Y, N, N, N, N); SCLUTN(Vl, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 
SOLUTN(RI, Y, N, N, N, N, N); SOLUTN(R2, Y, N, N, N, N, N) 
DEN1=18, NAME(18)=RHO 
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SOLUTN(RHO, Y, N, N, N, N, N) 
GROUP 8. Terms (in differential equations) & devices 

TERMS(UI, Y, N, N, Y, Y, Y); TERMS(VI, Y, N, N, Y, Y, Y) 
RLOLIM=I. OE-3 

GROUP 9. Properties of the medium (or media) 
RH01=GRNDI, RH011=1.0, RH02=1.1 

GROUP 11. Initialization of variable or porosity fields 
PATCH(1, INIVAL, 1, NXD, 1, NY[), 1,1,1,1) 
COVAL(1, RI, ZERO, GRNO); COVAL(I, R2, ZERO, GRNDI 

GROUP 13. Boundary conditions and special sources 
PATCH(2, CELL, 1,1,1,1,1,1,1, NTO); COVAL(2, PI, FIXP, ZERO) 
PATCH(3, PHASEM, I, NXI), l, NYD, 1,1,1, NTO), COVAL(3, Vl, FIXFLU, GRAV) 
PATCH(4, VOLUME, I, NXD, 1, NYD, 1,1,1, NTD); COVAL(4, Vl, FIXFLU, -RH011*GRAV) 

GROUP 15. Termination of sweeps 
LSWEEP=40 

GROUP 16. Termination of iterations 
LITER(PI)=IC, ENDIT(P1)=I. 0E-G 
RESREF(Pll=TOLER, RESREF(Ul)=TOLER, RESREF(Vl)=TOLER 

GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
Select advection ground 

NAMGRD=TRANP 
IGM=Setects accuracy of explicit votume-fraction advection 
IG(2)=Selects accuracy of explicit momentum advection 
IGM=Selects plotting output frequency 

IG(I)=I, IG(2)=I, IG(4)=NTD I 
RGM=Oensity of light fluid for 1-phase computations 
RG(3)=Wavelength of 1st perturbation 
RG(4)=Amplitude of 1st perturbation 

RG(1)=RHOII, RG(3)=XLEN, RG(4)=XLEN/100.0 
GROUP 21. Print-out of variables 

OUTPUT(PI, Y, N, N, N, N, Y), OUTPUT(UI, Y, N, N, N, N, Y) 
OUTPUT(VI, Y, N, N, N, N, Y); OUTPUT(Rl, Y, N, N, N, N, YI 

GROUP 23. Field print-out and plot control 
INIFLD=T, NTPRIN=NTD, NPRMNT=NTD 
PATCH(5, CONTUR, 1, NXD, 1, NYD, 1,1,1, NTO); CDVAL(5, Rl, ZERO, 10) 

GROUP 24. Dumps for restarts 
NOWIPE=. T. 
STOP 

*4**4* RUN5 ****** 

GROUP 1. Run titte 
TEXT(RUN5: 2-D 2ND ORDER I-PHASE 

GROUP 19. Data communicated 
16(1)=Selects accuracy of 
IG(2)=Selects accuracy of 

IG(1)=2, IG(2)=2 
STOP 

****** RUNG 

GROUP 1. Run titte 
TEXT(RUNG: 2-D 3RD ORDER I-PHASE 

GROUP 19. Data 
IG(I)=Selects 
IG(2)=Setects 

IG(I)=3, IG(2)=3 
STOP 

communicated 
accuracy of 
accuracy of 

RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY 
by satellite to GROUND 

explicit volume-fraction advection 
explicit momentum advection 

RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY 
by satellite to GROUND 

explicit volume-fraction advection 
explicit momentum advection 
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****** RUN7 ****** 

GROUP 1. Run title 
TEXT(RUN7: 2-D IMPLICIT 1-PHASE RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY 

GROUP 7. Variables stored, solved & named 
SOLUTN(HI, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 

GROUP 8. Terms (in differential equations) & devices 
TERMS(UI, Y, Y, N, Y, Y, Y). TERMS(VI, Y, Y, N. Y. Y, YI 
TERMS(Hl, N, Y, N, Y, Y, N) 

GROUP 9. Properties of the medium (or media) 
RHO1=GRND2 

GROUP 11. Initialization of variable or porosity fields 
COVAL(1, HI, ZERO, GRND) 

GROUP 16. Termination of iterations 
RESREF(H1)=1.0E-4 

GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
*4 No need for advection ground 

NAMGRD=NONE 
GROUP 21. Print-out of variables 

OUTPUT(Rl, N, N, N, N, N, N); OUTPUT(HI, Y, N, N, N, N, Y) 
COVAL(4, HI, ZERO, 10) 

GROUP 24. Dumps for restarts 
NOWIPE=. F. 
STOP 

****** RUN8 ****** ' 

GROUP 1. Run tit le 
TEXT(RUN8: 2-D KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ IST ORDER 
INTEGER(NXD, NYD, NTO) 
REAL(TOLER, XLEN, YLEN, TLEN, UINIT, RHO11) 
NXD=16, NYD=16, NTD=100, TOLER=1. OE-4, UINIT=-1.0 
XLEN=1.0, YLEN=1.0, TLEN=1.0 

GROUP 2. Transience; time-step specification 
STEADY=. F. 
GROPWR(T, NTD, TLEN, 1.0) 

GROUP 3. X-direction grid specification 
GRDPWR(X, NXD, XLEN, 1.0) 

GROUP 4. Y-direction grid specification 
GRDPWR(Y, NYD, YLEN, 1.0) 

GROUP 7. Variables stored, solved & named 
SOLUTN(PI, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 
SOLUTN(Ul, Y, Y; N, N, N, N); SOLUTN(VI, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 
SOLUTN(Rl, Y, N, N, N, N, N); SOLUTN(R2, Y, N, N, N, N, N) 

GROUP 8. Terms (in differential equations) & devices 
TERMS(UI, Y, N, N, Y, Y, Y); TERMS(Vl, Y, N, N, Y, Y, Y) 
RLOLIM=1. OE-3 

GROUP 9. Properties of the medium (or media) 
RHO1=1.0, RHO2=1.0, RHO11=1.0 

GROUP 11. Initialization of variable or porosity fields 
FIINIT(Rl)=RLOLIM, FIINIT(R2)=1.0-RLOLIM 
PATCH(I, INIVAL, 1, NXD, 1, NYO, 1,1,1,11 
COVAL(1, UI, ZERO, GRND); COVAL(I, VI, ZERO, GRND) 
PATCH(2, INIVAL, I, NXD, I, NYD/2,1,1,1,1) 
COVAL(2, Rl, ZERO, 1.0-2.0*RLOLIM); COVAL(2, R2, ZERO, 2.0*RLOLIM-1.01 

GROUP 13. Boundary conditions and special sources 
XCYCLE=. T. 
PATCH(3, CELL, 1,1,1,1,1,1,1, NTO); COVAL(3, PI, FIXP, ZEROI 

GROUP 15. Termination of sweeps 
LSWEEP=40 
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GROUP 16. Termination of iterations 
LITER(PI)=10, ENDIT(P1)=I. 0E-G 
RESREF(Pl)=TOLER, RESREF(Ul)=TOLER, RESREF(Vl)=TOLER 

GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
Request advectIon ground station 

NAMGRD=TRANP 
IG(1)=Selects accuracy of explicit votume-fraction advection 
IG(2)=Setects accuracy of explicit momentum advection 
IG(4)=Selects plotting output frequency 

IG(I)=2, IG(2)=l, IG(4)=NTD 
RG(1)=Density of light fluid for 1-phase computations 
RGM=Initiat x-direction velocity. 

. ** RG(3)=Wavetength of Ist perturbation 
** RG(4)=Amplitude of 1st perturbation 

RG(I)=RHO11, RG(2)=UINIT, RG(3)=XLEN, RG(4)=UINIT/5.0 
GROUP 21. Print-out of variables 

OUTPUT(Pl, Y, N, N, N, N, Y), OUTPUT(UI, Y, N, N, N, N, Y) 
OUTPUT(VI, Y, N, N, N, N, Y); OUTPUT(Rl, Y, N, N, N, N, Y) 

GROUP 23. Field print-out and plot control 
INIFLD=T, NTPRIN=NTD, NPRMNT=NTI) 
PATCH(4, CONTUR, 1, NXD, I, NYD, 1,1,1, NTD); CDVAL(4, Rl, ZERO, 10) 

GROUP 24. Dumps for restarts 
NOWIPE=. T. 
STOP 

*****4c RUN9 ****** 

GROUP 1. Run title 
TEXT(RUN9: 2-D KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ 

GROUP 19. Oata communicated 
*i, IG(1)=Selects accuracy of 
** IG(2)=Selects accuracy of 

IG(I)=2, IG(2)=2, IG(4)=NTD/4 
STOP 

2ND ORDER 
by satellite to GROUND 

expticit votume-fraction advection 
expticit momentum advection 

*4c*, F#, r RUN10 

GROUP 1. Run title 
TEXT(RUN10: 2-D KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ 3RD ORDER. 

GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
IG(I)=Selects accuracy of explicit volume-fraction advection 
16(2)=Setects accuracy of explicit momentum advection 

16(1)=J, IG(2)=3 
STOP 

RUN11 

GROUP 1. Run title 
TEXT(RUN11: 2-0 KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ IMPLICIT 

GROUP 7. Variables stored, solved & named 
SOLUTN(Hl, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 

GROUP B. Terms (in differential equations) & devices 
TERMS(Ul, Y, Y, N, Y, Y, Y); TERMS(VI, Y, Y, N, Y, Y, YI 
TERMS(HI, N, Y, N, Y, Y, Y) 

GROUP 9. Properties of the medium (or media) 
RHOI=GRN02 

GROUP 11. Initialization of variable or porosity fields 
FIINIT(Hl)=RLOLIM 
PATCH(2, INIVAL, 1, NXD, 1, NYD/2,1,1,1,1) 
COVAL(2, H1, ZERO, 1.0-2.0*RLOLIM) 
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GROUP 16. Termination of iterations 
RESREF(Hl)=TOLER 

GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
No need for advection ground station 

NAMGRO=NONE 
GROUP 21. Print-out of variables 

OUTPUT(RI, N, N, N, N, N, N); OUTPUT(HI, Y, N, N, N, N, Y) 
GROUP 23. Field print-out and plot control 

PATCH(4, CONTUR, I, NXD, I, NYD, 1,1,1, NTD); COVAL(4, Hl, ZERO, 10) 
GROUP 24. Dumps for restarts 

NOWIPE=. F. 
STOP 

****** RUN12 ****** 

GROUP 1. Run title 
TEXT(RUN12: 2-D, 2-PHASE OVERTURNING WITH MIXING IST OROER 
INTEGER(NXO, NYD, NTO) 
REAL(GRAV, SA, CA, TOLER, XLEN, YLEN, TLEN, RHO11) 
REAL(UlGRAV, U2GRAV, VIGRAV, V2GRAV) 
NXD=10, NYD=16, NTD=100, XLEN=0.25, YLEN=0.36, TLEN=2.0 
GRAV=-9.81, SA=-0.05234, CA=0.9986, TOLER=1. OE-5 

GROUP 2. Transience; time-step specification 
STEADY=. F. 
GROPWR(T, NTD, TLEN, 1.0) 

GROUP 3. X-direction grid specification 
GROPWR(X, NXO, XLEN, 1.0) 

GROUP 4. Y-direction grid specification 
GROPWR(Y, NYD, YLEN, 1.0) 

GROUP 7. Variables stored, solved & named 
ONEPHS=. F. 
SOLUTN(PI, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 
SOLUTN(UI, Y, Y, N, N, N, N); SOLUTN(U2, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 
SOLUTN(Vl, Y, Y, N, N, N, NI; SOLUTN(V2, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 
SOLUTN(RI, Y, Y, N, N, N, N); SOLUTN(R2, Y, Y, N, N, N, N) 

GROUP 8. Terms (in differentia( equations) & devices 
TERMS(UI, Y, N, N, Y, Y, Y); TERMS(U2, Y, N, N, Y, Y, Y) 
TERMS(VI, Y, N, N, Y, Y, Y); TERMS(V2, Y, N, N, Y, Y, Y) 
RLOLIM=I. OE-3 

GROUP 9. Properties of the medium (or media) 
RHO1=1.0, RHO2=1.1 

GROUP 10. Inter-phase-transfer processes and properties 
CFIPS=20.0 

GROUP 11. Initialization of variable or porosity fields 
FIINIT(Rl)=I. O-RLOLIM, FIINIT(R2)=RLOLIM 
PATCH(1, INIVAL, I, NXD, NYO/2+1, NYD, 1,1,1, I) 
COVAL(1, RI, ZERO, 2.0*RLOLIM-1.0); COVAL(I, R2, ZERO, 1.0-2.0*RLOLIMI 

GROUP 13. Boundary conditions and special sources 
PATCH(2, CELL, 1,1,1,1,1,1,1, NTO); COVAL(2, PI, FIXP, ZERO) 
UIGRAV=SA*(RHOI-RH02)*GRAV/(2.0*RHOI); U26RAV=-UIGRAV*RHOI/RHO2 
VlGRAV=CA*(RHOI-RH02)*GRAV/(2.0*RHOII; V2GRAV=-VIGRAV*RHOl/RHO2 
PATCH(3, PHASEM, I, NXD, 1, NYD, 1,1,1, NTOI 
COVAL(3, UI, FIXFLU, UIGRAV); COVAL(3, U2, FIXFLU, U2GRAV) 
COVAL(3, Vl, FIXFLU, VIGRAVI; COVAL(3, V2, FIXFLU, V2GRAV) 

GROUP 15. Termination of sweeps 
LSWEEP=40 

GROUP 16. Termination of iterations 
LITER(P1)=10, ENDIT(P1)=1.0E-6 
RESREF(Pl)=TOLER, RESREF(Rl)=TOLER, RESREF(R2)=TOLER 
RESREF(Ul)=TOLER, RESREF(U2)=TCLER, RESREF(Vl)=TDLER, RESREF(V2)=TOLER 
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GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
Request advection ground 

NAMGRO=TRANP 
IG(I)=Selects accuracy of explicit volume-fraction advection 
IG(2)=Setects accuracy of explicit momentum advection 
IG(41=Selects plotting output frequency 

IG(1)=1, IG(2)=1, IG(4)=NTO/4 
GROUP 21. Print-out of variables 

OUTPUT(Pl, Y, N, N, N, N, Y); OUTPUT(RI, Y, N, N, N, N, Y) 
OUTPUT(UI, Y, N, N, N, N, Y); OUTPUT(U2, Y, N, N, N, N, YI 
OUTPUT(VI, Y, N, N, N, N, Y); OUTPUT(V2, Y, N, N, N, N, Y) 

GROUP 23. Field print-out and plot control 
INIFLD=T, NTPRIN=NTD, NPRMNT=NTD 
PATCH(4, CONTUR, 1, NXD, I, NYD, 1,1,1, NTD); COVAL(4, Rl, ZERO, 10) 

GROUP 24. Dumps for restarts 
NOWIPE=. T. 
STOP 

***** RUN 13 

GROUP 1. Run title 
TEXT(RUN13: 2-0,2-PHASE OVERTURNING WITH MIXING 2NO ORDER 

GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
IG(1)=Selects accuracy of explicit votume-fraction advection 
IG12)=Setects accuracy of explicit momentum advection 

IG(1)=2, IG(2)=2 
STOP 

***** RUN 14 

GROUP 1. Run title 
TEXT(RUN14: 2-D, 2-PHASE OVERTURNING WITH MIXING 3RO ORDER 

GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
IG(1)=Selects accuracy of explicit volume-fraction advection 
IG(2)=Setects accuracy of explicit momentum advection 

IG(I)=3, IG(2)=3 
STOP 

***** RUN 15 

GROUP 1. Run title 
TEXT(RUN15: 2-0,2-PHASE OVERTURNING WITH MIXING IMPLICIT 

GROUP 8. Terms (in differential equations) & devices 
TERMS(Ul, Y, Y, N, Y, Y, Y); TERMS(U2, Y, Y, N, Y, N, Y) 
TERMS(VI, Y, Y, N, Y, Y, Y); TERMS(V2, Y, Y, N, Y, N, Y) 
TERMS(Rl, Y, Y, N, Y, Y, N); TERMS(R2, Y, Y, N, Y, N, N) 

GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
No need for advection ground 

NAMGRD=NONE 
STOP 
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GROUND STATION FOR THESIS TEST PROBLEMS 

SUBROUTINE GROSTA 
$INCLUDE SATEAR/6 
$INCLUDE GROLOC/G 
$INCLUDE GRDEAR/G 

COMMON/LGRNO/LG(20)/IGRND/IG(20)/RGRND/RG(100)/CGRNO/CG(IO) 
LOGICAL LG 
CHARACTER*4 CG 

IF(NAMGRD. EQ. 'TRANP') CALL GTRANS 
CALL GROUND 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE GROUND 
$INCLUDE SATEAR/G 
$INCLUDE GROLOC/G 
$INCLUDE GROEAR/G 
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX USER SECTION STARTS: 
C 
C1 Set dimensions of satellite-to-GROUND data arrays to those 
C of the satellite. 
C 
C-MJA Include blank common to give access to the F(I array C 

COMMON F(1) 
COMMON/LGRND/LG(10)/IGRND/IG(10)/RGRNO/RG(IOI/CGRNO/CG(10) 
LOGICAL LG 
CHARACTER*4 CG 
INTEGER HIGH, OLD, AUX 

C 
C-MJA Own variables 
C 
C--MJA Common block MJAI contains F0 array indexes 

COMMON/MJAI/ IEI, IE2, IE3, INULL, 
a IRI, IR2, IUI, IUIO, IU2, IU20, IV1, IVIO, 
& IV2, IV20, IXU, IYV, IXG, IYG 

C--MJA Common blocks MJA2 and MJADAT contain run date 
COMMON/MJA2/ EMAX, TOTAL 
COMMON/MJADAT/ VFLY1 

C--MJA Local names are equZ(vatenced for global variables C NULL .... Spare working space 
C JVF .... Flag for explicit transport of phase-mass C JDBG .... Debug flag 
C JPLT .... Plotting output frequency 
C RHO11 .... Refernece density for 1-phase calculations C UINIT .... Stream velocity for Kelvin-Helmholtz problem C WAVI .... Wavelength of initial perturbation 
C AMPI .... Amplitude of initial perturbation C 

EQUIVALENCE (EASP3, NULL) 
EQUIVALENCE (IG(l), JVFI, (IG(3), JDBG), (IG(4), JPLTI 
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EOUIVALENCE (RG (1 ), RHO1 1), (RG (2), UINIT), (RG (3), WAV1), 
& (RG (4 ), AMP 1 

C 
LOW(I)=NPHI+I 
HIGH(I)=2*NPHI+I 
OLD(I)=3*NPHI+I 
IN(I)=4*NPHI+I 

C 
C-MJA Debug 
C 

IF(JDBG. EO. I) THEN 
WRITE(6, *)' IGR=I, IGR, ' ISC=', ISC, ' INOVAR=', INOVAR, 

& ISTEP=', ISTEP, ' ISWEEP=', ISWEEP 
ENOIF 

C 
C-MJA Groups 1,9,11 and 19 are in use 
C 

IF(IGR. EO. 1) GO TO I 
IF(IGR. EO. 9) GO TO 9 
IF(IGR. EO. 11) GO TO 11 
IF(IGR. EO. 19) GO TO 19 
RETURN 

C 

C Group 1: Start of run 
I CONTINUE 

IF(ISC. EO. 11 THEN 
C--MJA Make space and earth geometry 

CALL MAKE3(EASP1, EASP2, NULL) 
CALL MAKE4(XU2D, YV20, XG20, YG20) 

ENDIF 
IF(ISC. EQ. 2) THEN 

C--MJA Set F0 array indexes 
CALL AIND3(EASP1, EASP2, NULL, IEI, IE2, INULLI 
CALL AIN04(XU20, YV2D, XG2D, YG20, IXU, IYV, IXG, IYG) 
CALL AIN02(Rl, R2, IRI, IR2) 
CALL AIND4(NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, IU1, IU2, IV1, IV2) 
CALL AIND4(NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, IUIC, IU20, IVID, IV201 
IF(NX. GT. 1) THEN 

CALL AIN04(UI, Ul+75, Ul, Ul+75, IU1, IUIO, IU2, IU20) 
IF(. NOT. ONEPHS) CALL AINO2(U2, U2+75, IU`2, IU2O) 

ENDIF 
IF(NY. GT. 1) THEN 

CALL AIN04(VI, VI+75, VI, Vl+75, IVI, IVIO, IV2, IV20) 
IF(. NOT. ONEPHS) CALL AIND2(V2, V2+75, IV2, IV2O) 

ENDIF 
CALL FN1(NULL, 0.0) 

C--MJA InittatZse the max Courant No. for the run 
EMAX=0.0 

C--MJA Initiatitse Ist phase volume transported across centre 
TOTAL=0.0 
VFLY1=0.0 

C--MJA Set 1st fluid density for 2-phase examples 
IF(. NOT. ONEPHS) RHO11=RHO1 

C--MJA Print header 
WRITE(G, *) ' FRICTION COEF=', CFIPS, ' RLOLIM=', RLOLIM 
WRITE(6, *) ' RHOi=', RHOl, ' RH02=', RHO2, ' RHO11=', RHO11 
IF(UINIT. NE. O. 0) WRITE(6, *)' INITIAL U=', UINIT 
IF(WAV1. NE. O. 0) WRITE(G, *)' WAVELI=', WAVI, ' AMPLII=', AMPI 
IF(JOBG. GT. 0) WRITE(G, *)' DEBUG OPTION=', JDBG 
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IF(XCYCLE) WRITE(G, *)' X-CYCLIC 13OUNDARIES IN USE' 
ENDIF 
RETURN 

C 

C Group 9: Density setting 
9 CONTINUE 

IF(RHOI. EQ. GRNDl) CALL FN10(AUX(DENII, Rl, R2,0.0, RHO11, RH02) 
IF(RHOl. EO. GRND2) CALL FN2(AUX(DENI), HI, RHO2, RHOll-RH02) 
RETURN 

C 

C Group 11: Initial fields 
11 CONTINUE 

CALL AIN04(EASPI, EASP2, XU2D, YV2D, IE1, IE2, IXU, IYVI 
C--MJA Initial fields for R1 and R2 

CALL INITR(F(IEl), F(IE2), RLOLIM, F(IXU), F(IYV), 
AMP1, WAV1, NY, NX) 

IF(INOVAR. EO. Rl) CALL SET(VAL, EASP1) 
IF(INDVAR. EO. R2) CALL SET(VAL, EASP2) 
IF(INDVAR. EO. H1) CALL SET(VAL, EASPI) 

C--MJA Initial fields for velocities 
CALL UVINIT(F(IEI), F(IE2), F(IXU), F(IYV), UINIT, 

AMPI, WAVI, NY, NX) 
IF(INDVAR. EO. U1) CALL SET(VAL, EASPI) 
IF(INDVAR. EQ. Vl) CALL SET(VAL, EASP2) 
RETURN 

C 

C Group 19: End of time step 
19 CONTINUE 

IF(ISC. EO. 8) 60 TO 198 
RETURN 

198 CONTINUE 
C--MJA Calculate max Courant No., MAXVEL0 determines the 
C maximum velocity 

CALL FNI(NULL, 0.0) 
CALL MAXVEL(UlMAX, F(IU1), NY, NX) 
CALL MAXVEL(U2MAX, F(IU2), NY, NX) 
CALL MAXVEL(VlMAX, F(IVI), NY, NX) 
CALL MAXVEL(V2MAX, F(IV2), NY, NX) 
OTDX=DT/F(IXU) 
DTDY=DT/F(IYV) 
EMAX=AMAXI(EMAX, UlMAX*DTDX, U2MAX*DTDX, VIMAX*DTDY, V2MAX*DTDY) 
IF(EMAX. GT. O. 5) WRITE(G, *)' EMAX > 0.5 AT ISTEP=', ISTEP 
IF(ISTEP. EO. LSTEP) WRITE(G, *)' EMAX FOR RUN=I, EMAX 

C--MJA Plotting output 
IF(JPLT. GT. 0) THEN 

IF(MOD(ISTEP, JPLTI. EQ. 01 THEN 
CALL SET(EASP1, R1) 
IF(RHO1. EO. GRND2) CALL SET(EASP1, H1) 
CALL MJACUT(22, F(IEI), NY, NX, IRUN, TIM, ISTEP, XCYCLE, 

XULAST, YVLAST) 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
C--MJA Calculate the width of the mixing region as the 
C distance between 0.05 < R1 < 1-0.05 

IF(NX. EQ. l AND. MOD(ISTEP, LSTEP/10). EO. O) THEN 
CALL WMIXID(WM, F(IYGI, F(IRl), 0.05, YVLAST, NY, NX) 
WRITE(G, *)' TIME=', TIM, l MIX WIDTH (M)=', WM 
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ENDIF 
C--MJA For 1-0 sedimantation accumulate the Ist phase 
C volume transported across the centre point 

IF(NX. E0.1) THEN 
IF(JVF. EQ. O) THEN 

TOTAL=TOTAL+F(IRI-tNY/2-11*F(IV1+NY/2-1)*F(IXU), fDT 
ELSE 

TOTAL=TOTAL+VFLYI 
ENDIF 
IF(MOD(ISTEP, LSTEP/10). EQ. C) THEN 

EXACT=0.25*F(IXU)*TIM*9.81*(1.1-1.0)/(CFIPS*1.0) 
DVOL1=TOTAL-EXACT 
WRITE(6, *)' TIME=', TIM, ' TOTAL=', TOTAL, ' EXACT=', EXACT, 

DIFF=', DVOLI, ' % 01F=1,100.0*DVOLl/EXACT 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
C--MJA Determine the mixing width in the 2-D overturning problem 

IF(NY. NE. 1 AND. NX. NE. 1 AND. NOT. ONEPHS 
4 AND. MOD(ISTEP, LSTEP/10). EO. 01 THEN 

CALL WMIX20(WM, FIIYG), F(IRl), 0.05, YVLAST, NY, NX) 
WRITE(6, *)' TIME=', TIM, ' MIX WIDTH (M)=', WM 

ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 

C 

C 
SUBROUTINE INITR(RI, R2, RMIN, DX, DY, A1, WI, NY, NX) 

C 
C Function To initialise R1 and R2 
C Authtor M. J. Andrews 
C Date Sept 1985 
C 
C Meaning of input variables 
C 
C Name Description 
C ---- ----------- 
C R1 & R2 1st and 2nd phase votume-fractions 
C RMIN Min value 
C OX a DY Cell dimensions 
C Al Amplitude of the Ist wavelength 
C W1 Wavelength of the 1st wavelength 
C NY, NX No. of cells in X and Y directions 
C 

C 
DIMENSION Rl(NY, NX), R2(NY, NX) 

C Set RI below the middle to 1.0-RMIN 
DO 100 IY=I, NY 
00 100 IX=1, NX 
IF(IY. GT. NY/2) THEN 

RI(IY, IX)=RMIN 
ELSE 

Rl(IY, IX)=I. O-RMIN 
ENDIF 

100 CONTINUE 
C Put on perturbation 

FK=2.0*3.14159/Wl 
XOLD=0.0 
00 200 IX=I, NX 
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AP=Al*(SIN(FK*(XOLD+DX))-SIN. (FK*XOLD))/FK 
XOLO=XOLD+OX 
RNEW=AP/(DX*DY) 
IF(RNEW. GE. O. 0) THEN 

Rl(NY/2+1, IX)=RNEW 
ELSE 

Rl(NY/2, IX)=1.0+RNEW 
EN01F 

200 CONTINUE 
C Check RI ts in bounds and set R2 

CALL CHKLIM(RI, Rl, I. O-RMIN, RMIN, NY, NX) 
CALL FNC202(R2, Rl, 1.0, -I. O, NY, NX) 

C Return to calling routine 
RETURN 
END 

C 

C 
SUBROUTINE UVINIT(U, V, DX, DY, UINIT, A1, Wl, NY, NX) 

C 
C Function To-initialise U and V fields for Ketvin-Hetmhottz 
C Authtor M. J. Andrews 
C Date Sept 1985 
C 
C Meaning of input variables 
C 
C Name Description 
C ---- ----------- 
CUaV Ist and 2nd phase votume-frections 
C OX & DY Cell dimensions 
C INITU Initial U speed 
C Al Amplitude of the Ist wavelength 
C W1 Wavelength of the Ist wavelength 
C NY, NX No. of cells in X and Y directions 
C 

C 
DIMENSION U(NY, NX), V(NY, NX) 

C 
FK=2.0*3.14159/Wl 

C Calculate V velocity 
YMID=FLOAT(NY/2)*DY 
YP=0.0 
00 100 IY=I, NY 
XP=0.0 
YP=YP+DY 
YO=YP-YMIO 
DO 100 IX=I, NX 
XP=XP+DX 
EDN=EPSI(AI, XP-OX, Y0, FK, 0.5,0.5) 
EUP=EPSI(AI, XP, Y0, FK, 0.5,0.5) 
V(IY, IX)=-(EUP-EDN)/DX 

100 CONTINUE 
C Calculate U perturbations 

XP=0.0 
00 110 IX=I, NX 
YP=0.0 
XP=XP+DX 
DO 110 IY=1, NY 
YP=YP+DY 

C 
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YD=YP-YMID 
EDN=EPSI(Al, XP, YD-DY, FK, 0.5,0.5) 
EUP=EPSI(AI, XP, Y0, FK, 0.5,0.5) 
U(IY, IX)=(EUP-EDN)/OY 

110 CONTINUE 
00 120 IY=1, NY/2-1 
DO 120 IX=I, NX 
U(lY, IX)=U(IY, IX)+UINIT 

120 CONTINUE 
C Put velocity gradient across the centre line 

00 130 IX=I, NX 
U(NY/2, IX)=U(NY/2, IX)+0.3333*UINIT 
U(NY/2+1, I X)=U(NY/2+1, I X)-0.3333*U IN IT 

130 CONTINUE 
00 140 IY=NY/2+2, NY 
DO 140 IX=I, NX 
U(IY, IX)=U(IY, IX)-UINIT 

140 CONTINUE 
C 

RETURN 
END 

C 
C 

FUNCTION EPSI(VO, X, Y, FK, H1, H2) 
C 
C Function To determine the Ketvin-Hetmholiz stream function 
C 

El=EXP(-FK*ABS(Y)) 
IF(Y. LT. C. 0) THEN 

E2=(1.0-EXP(-2.0*FK*(Hl+Y)))/(I. O-EXP(-2.0*FK*Hll) 
ELSE 

E2=(1.0-EXP(-2.0*FK*(H2-Y)))/(I. O-EXP(-2.0*FK*H2)) 
ENDIF 
EPSI=-VO*COSIFK4cX)*EI*E2/FK 
RETURN 
END 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c End of appendix 0.5 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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NOTES IN RESPONSE TO POINTS RAISED BY THE EXAMINERS 

1. Page 69. Mass exchange and added mass terms 

The governing equations of two-phase flow given In chapter 4 do not Include 

terms for mass exchange In the continuity equations. or added mass In the 

momentum equations. 

These terms were dropped from the governing equations because they did not 

appear In either the two two-phase test problems of chapter 6. or the two-fluid 

model of chapter. 8. Reasons for not Including these terms In the two-fluid 

model follow: 

Mass exchange 

An exchange of mass between the saline and water components of the 
two-fluid model Implies a transfer of salt. The two-fluid model assumes that 

within the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing region parcels of saline solution and water 
sift past one-another. Due to the low diffusivity of salt It Is assumed that there 
Ip no exchange of salt at the Interfaces of the saline-water parcels over the 
time scale of Interest. and hence no mass exchange. This assumption Ignores 
the possibility of turbulent molecular mixing. but the Inclusion of turbulent 
diffusion terms to account for such mixing processes was one of the 

suggestions In chapter 9. 

Added mass 

The 'added' Capparent' or 'virtual, ) mass of a fluid parcel expresses the 

additional force required to accelerate the Inertial mass of the fluid surrounding 
the fluid parcel (see 'Virtual Mass In Multiphase Flow'. Cook & Harlow, 

J. Multlphase Flow. Vol 10.1984). 

In the physical situation envisaged by the two-fluid model for the 
Rayleigh-Taylor mixing process. added mass would be expected to limit the 

separation velocity of the fluids. Added mass acts In a similar fashion to the 

retarding action of Interfluld friction. but might be expected to act sooner than 

friction because it employs accelerations as opposed to the separation velocity. 
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An added mass term was tried In the early development of the model and gave 

the expected limitation on the separation velocity. Later In the development the 

term was dropped to simplify the model. but such a term should be Included 

In a more complete two-fluid model of turbulent mixing. 

2. Page 79. Slip at densitV Interfaces In Inviscid flows 

The particle-tracking procedure of chapter 5 uses linear Interpolation of 

calculated flow velocities from either side of the particle string marking the 
interface to determine the velocity components of a particle on the Interface. 
Such an Interpolation procedure Implies continuous normal and tangential fluid 

velocities at the Interface marked by the particles. It needs to be pointed out 
that the Inviscid flows predicted In chapters 6 and 7. which used the 

particle-tracking procedure. have a continuous normal velocity at the density 

Interface, but a discontinuous tangential fluid velocity across the Interface 

corresponding to slip. This raises the question as to whether the Interpolation 

used for the velocity components of the particle was correct. 

It would be more accurate to calculate the normal velocity component for a 

particle as: 

Yn ý (up. n) n 

where vp Is the normal velocity: up the velocity calculated by the interpolation 

procedure described for the particle-tracker. and aa unit normal vector to the 

particle string calculated for each partclle from the positions of the surrounding 
particles. A tangential velocity component could then be calculated by 
determining tangential velocities on either side of the Interface by Interpolation 

of velocities In the separated fluids, and taking the arithmetic mean. The 

particle can then be moved according to the calculated normal and tangential 

velocity components. 

By using a continuous Interpolation of velocities from either side of the particle 
interface the particle-tracklng procedure of chapter 5 obviates the need to take 

an arithmetic mean of the tangential velocities. and avoids 1he complexity of 
the previous scheme. But the particle-tracking procedure must be considered 

as a first order approximation of the more accurate tangential velocity 

calculated in the previous scheme. 
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A better scheme might be devised by noting that the tangential velocity at an 

Interface acts to slide particles along the Interface, and the normal velocity 

gives the displacement of the Interface. This suggests just using the normal 

velocity component to move the Interface. and performing a time step check for 

the calculation to ensure the normal vector does not rapidly vary Its direction. 

3. Page 103. Replace table S. 1 by: 

Table 6.1 Alternative numerIcal schemes 

VoLume-fractLon Momentum AppLLca- DescrLp- Source 
tLon tLon code 

I Interface-trackLng FuLLy-LmpLLcLt I-phase p78 p250 
upwLnd 

2 ExpLLcLt upwLnd P96 p265 

3* ExpLLcLt 2nd order p96 P265 

4 FuLLy-LmpLLcLt FuLLy-LmpLLcLt 1&2-phase p75 
upwLnd upwlnd 

5 ExptLcLt upwLnd FuLty-LmpLLctt 1&2-phase p93. p75 p256 
upwLnd 

6 ExpLLcLt upwLnd p93. p96 p265 

7 ExpLLcLt 2nd order 

8 ExpLLcLt 3rd order 

9 ExpLLcLt 2nd order FuLLy-tmpLLcLt 1&2-phase p93. p75 p256 
upwLnd 

10 ExpLLcit upwLnd p93. p96 p265 

11 ExpLLcLt 2nd order 

12 ExpLLcLt 3rd order 

13 ExpLLcLt 3rd order FuLLy-LmpLLoLt I&2-phase p93. p75 p256 
upwLnd 

14 ExpUcLt upwLnd p93. p96 p265 

15 ExpLLcLt 2nd order 

16 ExpLLcLt 3rd order 
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4. Pane 125. Calculation of Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability 

The calculation of a Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability by Rosenhead (1931) was used 
for comparison purposes. However later work (see 'Vortex Interactions'. Saff man 

and Baker, Ann. Rev. Fluid. Mech. 1979.11) Indicates that Rosenhead's 

computation Is peculiar to his particular choice of spacing of the line vortices. 

Other computations with different spacing produce more or less 'roll-up' of the 

vortex sheet. Consequently the comparison with Rosenhead's computation 

should be regarded as only qualitative. 

5. Page 132 Two-phase test problems 

The two test problems for the now two-phase numerical solution procedures of 

chapter 5 were chosen to permit comparison of the computed solution with an 

analytical one. and do not necessarily model real flows realistically. 

6. Page 154 No-slip wall boundary conditions 

The use of no-slip wall boundary conditions In the direct simulations of chapter 
7 Is not consistent with the InvIscid assumption. However Its effect on the flow 

In the Interior of the domain Is likely to be small except at late times when the 

wall plumes separate and enterthe Interior flow. 


